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HNLU FIFTH CONVOCATION

BRIEF

‘Country shall thrive when citizens
are aware of rights and duties’
Raipur, Jul 31:
A Rajasthani artist performs
as part of Azadi Ke Amrit
Mahotsav celebration, ahead
of the Independence Day, in
Bikaner, Sunday.

FIR
Pune: Three teachers at a
private school in Pune city
allegedly caned and
thrashed three students of
class 10 for creating a
ruckus in the classroom,
following which an investigation was launched by
police, an official said on
Sunday. A First
Information Report (FIR)
was registered against the
teachers under the
Juvenile Justice Act on a
complaint lodged by the
father of one of the three
students at Samarth police
station, the official said.

Watery grave
Barabanki: Three children
drowned while bathing in
the Saryu river here,
police said on Sunday.
The incident took place in
village Belkhara in
Tikaitnagar area on
Saturday when Salauddin
(12), his brother
Kutubuddin (14) and
Mohd Kashan (16) had
gone to take bath in the
river and slipped into
deep water.

Detain
Saharanpur: A madrassa
student, hailing from
Karnataka, was held by a
team of the National
Investigation Agency on
Sunday for suspected terror links. The student,
Farukh, was staying at a
madrassa in Deoband of
Saharanpur, police
sources said. Senior
Superintendent of Police
(SSP) Vipin Tada confirmed Farukh's detention.

Mishap
Bijnor: Four people died
and as many others were
seriously injured in the
early hours of Sunday in a
collision between a car
and a roadways bus in this
district, police said.
Additional Superintendent
of Police Praveen Ranjan
Singh said the bus of
Rohilkhand depot collided
with the car coming from
Haridwar side around 4
am in the Mandawali area.

Injured
Noida: BJP leader and
Jewar MLA Dhirendra
Singh has been hospitalised after suffering
injuries during a cycle
ride in his constituency,
his associates said on
Sunday. Singh, 55, was
out on a road on his bicycle on Saturday when the
accident took place near
Kishorepur village around
7.30 pm, they said.

Chief Justice of India
(CJI) N V Ramana on
Sunday said a constitutional
republic shall thrive only
when its citizens are aware
of what their Constitution
envisages.
He emphasized that every
individual must be made
aware of their rights and
duties, and that it should be
the endeavour of the law
graduates to explain to the
people the constitutional
provisions in simpler terms.
Addressing the fifth convocation of Hidayatullah
National Law University
(HNLU) Raipur at a hotel
here, he also termed law as
an instrument of social
change and said law school
education must turn graduates into social engineers.
"This generation of youngsters is taking the world by

Four students
conferred PhD

CJI N.V. Ramana addresses the
fifth convocation of
Hidayatullah National Law
University, in Raipur, Sunday.

revolution. Be it the climate
crisis or violation of human
rights, they are a united
force across the world.
Truly, the technological revolution has made each one
of us global citizens," the
CJI said, adding that it was
time for all of them to join
the revolution.
Underlining the role of

‘Visit historical rly stations
in near vicinity’
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on
Sunday said many
railway stations
in the country are
rich in history
and urged people
to visit such stations in their
vicinity to know about
their significance in the
freedom struggle.
The railways observed a
week of 'Azadi ki Rail
Gadi', from July 18-23,
through 27 trains and 75
railway stations, across 24
states that are linked to
the Indian freedom struggle.
In these 75 stations,
apart from the usual decorations of lights and other
ornamentations, events
such as street plays in
local language, light-and-

sound shows, display of
patriotic films and songs
were also played.
"These 75 stations
are being decorated very ornately.
Many types of
programmes are
also being organized in these stations. You should
also take out time to visit
one such historical station
in your vicinity. You will
get to know in detail about
pages from the history of
the freedom movement
that you have not been
aware of.
"I urge the students of
school, and the teachers to
take the small children of
their school to the nearby
station and narrate the
whole chain of events to
those children," said Modi
in his Mann Ki Baat radio
broadcast.

60 students from the BA LLB
(Hons) (batch of 20152020), 147 from the BA LLB
(Hons) (2016-2021), 49 from
the LLM (2019 2020) and 61
students from the LLM
(2020-2021) were awarded
degrees, while four students
were conferred PhD.

youth in achieving social
transformation through the
rule of law and the
Constitution, he said, "The
sad reality is that the
supreme document which
defines the aspirations of
modern independent India
is confined to the knowledge
of law students, legal practitioners, and a very small
segment of the Indian population."
"The Constitution is

Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jeremy Lalrinnunga endured excruciating pain on
his way to a sensational
gold medal winning performance
at
the
Commonwealth Games as
the teen sensation shattered two CWG weightlifting records, here Sunday.
The reigning Youth
Olympic champion first
bettered the snatch mark
with a successful 140kg attempt and then lifted 160kg
in clean and jerk to take his
aggregate to 300kg, which
is a new Games record in
the men's 67kg competition. A massive 7 kg difference from his nearest rival
Samoa's Vaipava Ioane
(127kg +166kg) summed up
the dominance of the 19year-old, who first made

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Sunday conducted a
search at Shiv Sena
leader Sanjay Raut's residence in Mumbai in connection with a money
laundering case, an official said.
The action follows two
summonses issued by the
ED against Raut, the latest being on July 27.
Raut was summoned
for questioning by the ED
in a money laundering
case linked to the alleged
irregularities in the re-development of a Mumbai
'chawl' and related transactions involving his wife
and 'associates'.
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NIA conducts raids in 4 states in crackdown on ISIS

̈ Three questioned in Guj
New Delhi, Jul 31:
The National Investigation
Agency on Sunday conducted
searches at several places in
Gujarat, Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra in
connection with cases of
Islamic State activities.
The NIA on Sunday conducted
searches in Bhopal and Raisen

districts of Madhya Pradesh in
a case pertaining to the activities of terror group ISIS, the
agency said.
The searches led to the
seizure of incriminating documents and material, it said.
Further investigation into the
case is in progress, the
agency said.
The agency conducted searches in Kerala in connection
with a case pertaining to the

India beat Pak by eight wkts

India's Jeremy Lalrinnunga
atop the podium poses for
photographs after winning the
gold medal in the mens 67 kg
category weightlifting event,
at the CWG 2022, in
Birmingham, UK, Sunday.

headlines by winning a historic gold at the Youth
Olympics in 2018.
Nigeria's
Edidiong
Umoafia took bronze with
an effort of
290kg
(130kg+160kg).

‘Won’t bow down, will get arrested’

Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut
being taken to the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
office in connection with a
money laundering case, in
Mumbai, Sunday.

He had appeared before
the agency in Mumbai to
record his statement on
July 1 in connection with
the case. After that, the
ED had summoned him

Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut on Sunday claimed that he was
not involved in any scam and that the Enforcement
Directorate's (ED) action against him was based on false evidence. He said will die, but will neither surrender nor quit the
Shiv Sena. The Rajya Sabha member said this in tweets, which
he posted soon after the central agency started conducting a
search at his residence in suburban Bhandup on Sunday morning in connection with a money laundering case. Raut had
skipped two summonses issued to him by the ED for questioning in the money laundering case linked to the alleged irregularities in the re-development of a Mumbai 'chawl' and related
transactions involving his wife and 'associates'. He had
appeared before the central agency on July 1 to record his
statement.

twice, but he had skipped
the summonses citing his
engagement with the ongoing Parliament session.
At 7 am on Sunday, ED
officials, accompanied by

SCULPTURE WITH A MESSAGE

Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) personnel,
reached Raut's 'Maitri'
bungalow located in suburban Bhandup, and
began the search.

Challenges for flood
affected children
Guwahati, Jul 31 (PTI):

Weather
Low

The judicial institution has to
give up resistance to adopting modern means of communication in order to reach out
to the masses and earn the
respect of the community at
large, or else it will "lose the
game", Supreme Court judge
DY Chandrachud said on
Sunday, referring to tools like
social media platforms.
The top court judge, who is in
line to become the Chief
Justice of India later this
year, said that courts have
been "reticent" to modern
means of communication.

India brought their desired
'killing attitude' to the fore
under pressure as they put up
a ruthless performance to beat
arch-rivals Pakistan by eight
wickets and boost their
chances of a semifinal berth at
the Commonwealth Games
here on Sunday.
Pakistan's decision to bat first
backfired as Indian bowlers
put the choke on the batters to
bowl them out for a meagre 99
all out in the 18 overs-a-side
contest after rain delayed the
start of play.
Spinners Sneh Rana and Radha
Yadav stood out with two wickets each. The chase was clinical too with Smriti Mandhana
(63 not out off 42 balls),
arguably the most attractive
batter in women's cricket,
flaunting her range of strokes

on way to a fine unbeaten half
century. The result was India
gunned down the target in just
11.4 overs. India showed an
approach that they have been
trying to play with for the last
couple of months and it would
have most definitely pleased
captain Harmanpreet Kaur.
Mandhana's special effort
comprised three sixes, including a step out hit off spinner
Tuba Hassan for her half-century. A seemingly effortless
loft over cover of pacer Diana
Baig in the third over was also
of the highest quality.
It was the second time this
year that an Indo-Pak contest
failed to produce a close game
with India winning comfortably
against their opponents even
in the 50-over World Cup in
New Zealand.

arrest of Sathik Batcha alias
'ICAMA Sathik', who along
with four others had attempted to kill police personnel during a vehicle check in
February.
The searches were conducted
in the Thiruvananthapuram
district of Kerala and led to
the seizure of digital devices
and incriminating documents,
a spokesperson of the federal
agency said.

Bihar man
wanted for
murder nabbed
A 40-year-old man wanted in
connection with a murder in
Bihar was apprehended from
Durg district on Sunday,
police said.
The accused, Aftab Alam,
who had been on the run for
over three months, was
nabbed by a team of the
Bihar police with the help of
their counterparts in Durg
from Dhaur village under
Jamul police station area,
Durg additional superintendent of police Sanjay Dhruv
said. The wanted accused
was carrying a reward of Rs
50,000 on his head, he said.
Alam was hiding at his relative's place in the village and
on getting information about
his whereabouts, the Bihar
police contacted the authorities in Durg, he said.

Sand sculpture as a tribute to Mirabai Chanu for winning Commonwealth Games 2022
(CWG) gold medal in weightlifting in Birmingham, in Pushkar, Sunday.

The flood waters have receded in Assam and the affected people are busy trying
to rebuild their lives. But the
situation is challenging, particularly for the nearly 20
lakh children who have been
severely hit by the deluge.
Schools have been damaged, books and learning material are destroyed by water,
fear of being preyed upon by
human traffickers is lurking,
coupled with the trauma of
witnessing the death of family members during the natural calamity. This year's flood
in two waves affecting 90 lakh
people has been the worst in
the north-eastern state in
terms of fatalities, claiming
over 200 lives, of which 70
were children.

̈ Held in WB with huge
amount of cash
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI) :

The Congress on Sunday
suspended three Jharkhand
MLAs, who were caught allegedly with a huge amount
of cash in Howrah, and accused the BJP of attempting
to topple its coalition government in the state.
However, the Congress asserted that its coalition government led by the
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) is "completely secure and stable'' and would
complete its term.
Addressing a press conference at the AICC headquarters here, party's gener-

Combo image of Congress MLAs (L-R) Rajesh Kacchap, Naman
Viksal and Irfan Ansari.

al secretary and Jharkhand
in-charge Avinash Pande
said Congress president
Sonia Gandhi has suspended the three MLAs with immediate effect. Acting on a
tip-off, police on Saturday
intercepted an SUV in
which Congress MLAs Irfan
Ansari, Rajesh Kachchap
and Naman Bixal Kongari

were travelling on national
highway-16 at Ranihati in
West Bengal's Howrah and
allegedly found a huge
amount of cash in the vehicle. Pande said the three
MLAs were allegedly involved in a plot to weaken
the legislative party in
Jharkhand and also in "misleading" other MLAs.

MONKEYPOX VS CHICKENPOX

‘Difference in way symptoms on
both diseases manifest in patients’
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Skin rashes and fever, the
common symptoms in both
monkeypox and chickenpox
have caused confusion
among people although doctors have stressed that there
is a difference in the way the
symptoms of both the viral
diseases manifest in patients.
They have also advised to
consult a doctor to dispel any
doubts. Monkeypox is a viral
zoonosis (a virus transmitted to humans from animals)
with symptoms similar to
those seen in the past in
smallpox patients, although

it is clinically less severe. In
the rainy season, people are
more prone to viral infections, and chickenpox cases
are largely seen during this
time along with other infections that also show symptoms like rashes and nausea,
said Dr Ramanjit Singh, visiting consultant, dermatology, Medanta Hospital.
"Due to this situation,
some patients are getting
confused and misinterpret
chickenpox with monkeypox. The patient may determine whether they have
monkeypox or not by understanding the sequence and
the onset of symptoms,"

Attached properties of
chit fund companies –
Shushk India and Shining
Star Infrastate Chit Fund
Company, have been sold
through public auction.
Rs 2.56 crore have been
collected through auction
of the properties. The administration is going to
distribute the remittance
among the investors in the
company equitably. Eight
directors / officers of the
company have been arrested and jailed.
SP Dr Abhishek Pallava
informed that as per the
intention of the Chief
Minister of Chhattisgarh,
Durg Police made sustained efforts to arrest the
absconding directors / officers of chit fund companies and to return the
amount to the investors by
auctioning movable / immovable properties of the
companies. Additional
Superintendent of Police
(City) Sanjay Dhruv and
A d d i t i o n a l
Superintendent of Police
(Rural) Anant Sahu super-

vised the entire process of
attachment of property
and arresting the directors / officers of the companies in the FIRs lodged
against chit fund companies in the district.
On the complaint of
Santosh Soni (40) son of
Shyam Lal a resident of
Shankar Nagar Durg, an
FIR was lodged in April
2016 against a Chit fund
company – Shushk India
Limited Co, headquartered at Ujjain (MP). The
victim complained that
the company lured him to
invest on the promise of
doubling the deposited
amount in 06 years. A case
was lodged under sections
420,406,120B 34 of IPC and
Section
10
of
the
Chhattisgarh Protection
of Depositors Interest Act
2005. During investigation, 08 directors and office bearers of Shushk
India and Shining Star
Infrastate Company were
arrested and sent to jail.
The properties of the
arrested directors of
Shushk India and Shining
Star Infrastate Company

Singh said. Explaining further, he said monkeypox usually starts with fever,
malaise, headache, sometimes sore throat and cough,
and
lymphadenopathy
(swollen lymph nodes) and
all these symptoms appear
four days prior to skin lesions, rashes and other problems which primarily start
from hand and eyes and
spread to the whole body.
Other experts agree and
say that apart from skin involvement, there are other
symptoms too in the case of
monkeypox, but it is always
better to consult a doctor to
dispel any doubts.

were identified in villages
Abhanpur
and
Chachanpairi of Raipur
district, Village Mordha of
Mahasamund and at
balodabazar.
The
Superintendent of Police
produced the report of the
properties before the
C o m p e t e n t
Au t h o r i t y / D i s t r i c t
Magistrate, District-Durg
and sought interim orders
for attachment of properties on March 16, 2017.
On the basis of the report received from the
Superintendent
of
Police’s
office,
the
C o m p e t e n t
Au t h o r i t y / D i s t r i c t
Magistrate, District-Durg

DAVIPS Nandini pays tributes
to the martyred soldiers

Durg, Jul 31 (PTI):

ED searches Sanjay Raut’s residence Cong suspends 3 J’khand MLAs
Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):

New Delhi: Two members
of an interstate gang of
Mewat-based ATM robbers have been arrested
after a brief exchange of
fire near the Bhati Mines
Wildlife Sanctuary in
south Delhi's Chhatarpur,
police said on Sunday.
Wakil alias Shakil (35)
and Abid Hussain (34)
were wanted in a dozen
cases of breaking and
uprooting of ATMs in
Delhi-National Capital
Region and five other
states, they said.
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Bhilai, Jul 31:

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

Jeremy rewrites two Games record
on way to sensational CWG gold

Nabbed

High

meant for every citizen.
Every individual must be
made aware of their rights
and duties. We have a collective duty to promote constitutional culture and raise
awareness. It should be your
endeavour to explain the
constitutional provisions in
simpler terms and assimilate its ethos into the minds
of the people," he said.
"A constitutional republic
shall only thrive when its
citizens are aware of what
their Constitution envisages," he added.
Describing the law profession as "immensely challenging, intellectually stimulating and incredibly satisfying", the CJI said, "The
legal profession has not
completely emerged out of
old days, but the importance
of pedigree, family history
and hereditary legal practice is slowly fading out."

‘Judiciary needs to
shed resistance’

Chit-fund company property auctioned; sale World Hepatitis Day
proceeds to be distributed among investors celebrated at BSP

Bhilai, Jul 31:
DAV Ispat Public School
Nandini celebrated Kargil
Vijay Diwas to commemorate the valor and sacrifice
of the brave Indian soldiers who laid down their
lives in the line of duty
during the Kargil War. A

special assembly was organized in the Mahatma
Hansraj Auditorium of
DAV Ispat Public School
Nandini Mines on July 26.
The students of Angira
House displayed the story
of sacrifice centered on
Kargil
victory
with
speeches, poetry and

through power point presentation. A detailed description was given of the
miraculous and heroic exploits of the brave soldiers
who were martyred in
Kargil War.
The whole auditorium
reverberated with applause and sometimes
with slogans, seeing the
poignant saga of sacrifice
to protect the honour and
glory of the motherland.
Khagesar Behera, TGT
Mathematics paid his tribute to the soldiers through
his inspiring speech and
poetry.
The program was successfully organised under
the guidance of the
Principal Dr BP Sahu and
the in-charge of Angira
House, Poonam Pandey.

Abhivyakti awareness programme
organised for school students
Bhilai, Jul 31:
Under the Abhivyakti program
being conducted by Police
Headquarters, an awareness
session was organised for the
students and teachers of
Khalsa Public School, Durg.
Under the directions of
Superintendent of Police Dr
Abhishek Pallav and under the
guidance
of
Additional
Superintendent of Police (City)
Sanjay Kumar Dhruv and
Additional Superintendent of
Police (IUCAW) Meeta Pawar,
the team of IUCAW and Raksha
Team conducted the awareness programme during which
the students were given
detailed information about various
issues.
Deputy
Superintendent of Police
(Investigation Units for Crime

Against Women) Shilpa Sahu
gave detailed information
about the Abhivyakti App,
crime
being
committed
through social media, cyber
crime, sexual offences, etc.
She further detailed about
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences Act, domestic
violence abd crimes against
women. She explained the necessary precautions that should
be taken while using social

media. She urged the students
not to get misled or lured by
unknown people and to stay
alert. Assistant Sub-Inspector
Sangeeta Mishra of Raksha
Team gave detailed information regarding the Abhivyakti
App and got the same downloaded in the mobile phones of
students and teachers. 250 students, Principal and teachers
of the school were present in
the programme.

conducted hearings / examination and issued an
interim order on October
26, 217 to attach the properties of the arrested directors of Shushk India
and
Shining
Star
Infrastate Company. For
the final order, the matter
was sent to the Special
Court,
District-Durg.
Thereafter, by the Court of
Sessions Judge/Special
Judge,
Durg
(Chhattisgarh) passed the
final order on April 08,
2019 for attachment of the
identified properties of
the directors of Shushk
India and Shining Star
Infrastate Company.
In compliance to the orders of Special Court, the
Collector and District
Magistrate, District-Durg,
made officials communications on May 21, 2019
with the Collectors of
Raipur, Mahasamund and
Balodabazar for conducting public auction of the
properties of Shushk
India and Signing Star
Infrastate Company. A report was sent for the auction of the property, under

which the properties
owned by the company
were auctioned by the
Collector
District
Mahasamund and Rs
18,85,102 was sent to the
Collector District Durg
through
a
cheque.
Similarly on July 30, 2022,
the Collector of district
Raipur took action for
auction of property located in village Abhanpur
and
Chhachanpairi
owned by the company,
from which Rs 2,10,00,000
(Two crore Ten lakh) was
collected.
In this way, a total of
2,56,85,102 (Rupees Two
Crore Fifty Six Lakh
Eighty Five Thousand
One Hundred Two) has
been received from the
auction of properties
owned by Shushk India
and
Shining
Star
Infrastate Company. As
soon as the auction
amount is received from
District Collector Raipur,
the district administration will initiate proceedings to distribute the
amount to the investors in
the company.

Bhilai, Jul 31: World
Hepatitis Day was celebrated on July 28, 2022 at
SAIL-BSP’s Jawaharlal
Nehru
Hospital
&
Research Centre, Sector-9,
Bhilai with great zeal and
enthusiasm. A poster exhibition regarding Hepatitis
B awareness was organized at the OPD block by
the Gastroenterology &
Microbiology Department
jointly.
The exhibition was inaugurated
by
Chief
Medical Officer (M&HS),
Dr Pramod Binayake in
the presence of HoD
(Gastroenterology), Dr
Jeevanlal Gheedle, Dr
Arun Nikose, Addl CMO,
Dr Akanksha Sharma,

Incharge Microbiology, Dr
Annapoorani,
Dr
Kaushalendra Thakur
along with other senior
Doctors of hospital &
paramedical staff, nursing
staff. An educational skit
was performed by Nursing
Students of PG College of
Nursing, Bhilai. A speech
on hepatitis prevention,
management and vaccination was given by Dr
Jeevanlal Gheedle and Dr
Pramod Binayake.
A voluntary screening
programme for hepatitis B
and hepatitis C was also
organized. Hospital staff
and patients actively participated in the screening
programme.
World Hepatitis Day is

celebrated on 28th July
every year in the honour
of Nobel prize winner Dr
Baruch Blumberg who discovered hepatitis B virus
and vaccines. The objective of world hepatitis day
is to bring the world together under a single
theme to raise the awareness of the global burden
of hepatitis. The theme for
the year 2022 was ‘’
Hepatitis Can’t Wait’’.
We pledge to protect ourselves and our close one’s
by practicing good personal hygiene, by getting vaccinated for hepatitis A and
hepatitis B. We should use
sterile needles, use our
own razor & blades and
practice safe sex.

‘Vimarsh’ forum organised with Brahmakumaris
Bhilai, Jul 31:
The inaugural edition
of the newly launched
interactive
forum
‘Vimarsh: Conversations
on leadership beyond
boundaries’ was conducted
by
HRD
Department on July 29 at
Mahatma
Gandhi
Kalamandir,
Civic
Centre,
wherein
Brahmakumari Gopi, international speaker and
spiritual educator, based
in London and associated
with
the
Brahmakumaris, delivered an inspirational
talk on ‘Role of patience
in transformational leadership’.
A cross-section of EDs,
CGMs and GMs attended
this session. This session
also included valuable

inputs on meditation.
This unique forum is
meant for inviting eminent speakers from organisations other than
SAIL / other walks of
life and share their valuable inputs/experiences
on leadership.
KK Singh, ED I/C

(P&A) graced the occasion as Chief Guest, who
exhorted the participants to derive the maximum benefit out of this
memorable session. A K
Bhatta, ED (MM) and
Anjani
Kumar,
ED
(Works) were also present on the occasion.

Sanjay
Dhar,
CGM
(HRD&BE) welcomed the
guests and participants
at the beginning of the
program.
Amulya
Priyadarshi, GM (HRD)
anchored the program.
Sister
Prachi
from
Brahmakumaris, summarised the proceedings.

Murder and abduction accused BMS elected representative union at BSP
got the highest 3582 votes;
of Bihar arrested from Jamul
INTUC alliance got 3132
Bhilai, Jul 31: An accomplice of
don-turned-politician
Mohammad Shahabuddin of
Bihar was arrested from Dhaur
area of Jamul on Sunday. He
was wanted in connection with
several cases of murder,
abduction, extortion, etc. He
was arrested in a joint operation of Bihar Police and Durg
Police. ASP (City) Sanjay
Dhruv informed that the
accused is identified as Aftab
Alam (40) son of Aamir Hamja
a resident of village Chhap, PS
Pachrukhi, District Siwan,
Bihar. He is accused is accused
in several cases of murder,
abduction and extortion. He
was an accomplice of notorious gangster Late Mohammad
Shahabuddin of Siwan, who
died of Covid last year. Aftab
was currently wanted in connection with a murder cases

lodged at Husseinganj Police
Station under sections 302,
120B, 307 of IPC and 25 (1-B)
A, 26, 35 of Arms Act.
An armed team of Bihar
Police reached Jamul on
Sunday and with the help of
Jamul Police Station team,
they rounded up Aftab Alam,
who was hiding at his relative’s
place in Dhaur area of Jamul.
Bihar Police had declared a
cash reward of Rs 50000 on his
head. Recently, Bihar Police
received specific information
about the presence of Aftab
Alam in Jamul. Thereafter, on
the orders of Upper Director
General of Police (Operations)
Sushil Khopde, a team of Bihar
Police led by Inspector
Sarvendra
Kumar
Singh
reached Bhilai and managed to
arrest the absconding gangster.

Bhilai, Jul 31: Bhilai Ispat
Mazdoor Sangh (BMS) has
won the election of
Representative
Trade
Union of Bhilai Steel
Plant. Polling and counting of votes was held on
Saturday in which the
Bhilai Ispat Mazdoor
Sangh got the highest
number of votes. With the
verification of the highest
number of members
through a secret ballot sys-

tem, BMS union was declared as the representative trade union of BSP for
tenure of two years. Steel
Employees Union (INTUC)
stood at second position
while CITU got the third
position. The counting results were declared in the
wee hours of Sunday.
Out of the total 13422
voters, 11605 employees of
Bhilai Steel Plant exercised their franchise. BMS

votes; CITU got 2977 votes,
BSP Workers Union got
1083 votes; HMS got 296
votes; AITUC got 61 votes;
Loktantrik Ispat evam
Engineering
Mazdoor
Sangh got 377 votes; AICCTU got 34 votes; and SWU
got 21 votes. Voting was
held at 19 centres across
Bhilai Steel Plant and
township on Saturday.
Returning Officer RK
Purohit (Deputy Chief
Labour Commissioner,
Central, Raipur) and his
team had made elaborate
arrangements to conduct
free and fair polls as well
as smooth counting of
votes. The entire polling
and counting process was
videographed. Executives
of Bhilai Steel Plant assisted in the election process.

World Nature Conservation Day celebrated Bootlegger arrested with illicit liquor
Bhilai, Jul 31:
World
Nature
Conservation Day was celebrated at St Thomas
College by the PG
Department of Botany in
collaboration with Eco
club on July 29 with an objective to spread awareness regarding the preservation of Nature and
Biodiversity for a healthy
environment which is required for stable and prospering humankind. A
workshop was organised
on Recent Trends on
Conservation and Plant
QR Codes. The resource
person of the programme
was Dr AK Shrivastava,
HOD Department of
Botany and Microbiology,
Govt Danveer Tularam PG
College Utai, Durg. He
gave various important

points regarding the importance of each and
every member in the

ecosystem and the significance of conservation of
Biodiversity and also ex-

plained how we can label
the plants using QR codes
in a very simple way. The

students from various
streams enthusiastically
participated in the programme. Principal Dr MG
Roymon
welcomed
Professor AK Shrivastava
by presenting a plant as a
token of gratitude and
shared his views regarding the importance of nature.
Administrator Fr Dr
Joshi Varghese appreciated the efforts of learning
QR codes for labelling
plants. The programme
was successfully conducted by Priyanka (student of
M.Sc IIIrd Sem Botany)
and Ashish Ladeshwar
(student of M.Sc IIIrd Sem
Botany) proposed the vote
of thanks. At the end of
the programme students
took a pledge “To protect
our natural resources and
save the environment.”

Bhilai, Jul 31:
Police have arrested a
bootlegger and have recovered 55 quarters of country liquor from his possession.
SDOP
(Patan)
Devansh Singh Rathore informed that acting on a tip
off, the team of Jamgaon
(R) Police Station intercepted a biker near
Gudhiyari Square.
On searching, police recovered 55 quarters of
liquor from his possession. During interrogation, the biker confessed
that he was illegally carrying liquor from Selud to
village Tilauda for selling
it illegally.
The accused Gokul
Prasad Deshlehre (23) son
of Sukalu Ram a resident
of Village Tilauda (PS
Ranchirai) was booked

under the provisions mentioned in section 34 (2) of
Excise Act. SI AK
Dewangan,
Constable

Jaiprakash Sahu, Rajeev
Dubey and Mahendra
Banjare played a vital role
in arresting the accused.
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Ch’garh is playing an active role in the development
of legal education: CJI NV Ramana
with 66 gold medals. Ankit
Pal of the year 2020 batch
was awarded 6 gold medals
and Pallavi Mishra of the
year 2021 batch was the
overall topper with 11 gold
medals.
The convocation was
presided over by the
Supreme Court Justice S.
Abdul Nazeer, Justice BV
Nagarathna
of
the
Supreme Court was also

CM Bhupesh Baghel
release 6th edition
of Journal Law &
Social Science
HNLU
Fifth Convocation
ceremony of
Hidayatullah
National Law
University held
Raipur, Jul 31: Chief
Justice of India (CJI) N. V.
Ramana said in Raipur
today
that
the
Chhattisgarh government
is taking care of every aspect of the budget and infrastructure related requirements of the judicial
community. He expressed
hope that this trend would
continue
and
Chhattisgarh
would
emerge as a leading state
in providing best infrastructure to the Judiciary.
Chief Justice N. V.
Ramana congratulated the
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel for actively cooperating in the development
of legal education in
Chhattisgarh. He congratulated the Chief Minister
for the efforts being made
by him to provide good
governance to the people
of Chhattisgarh.
The Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the

Complimenting
the
Hidayatullah National
Law University, Raipur,
CJI NV Ramana said that
it has been named after a
great jurist who devoted
his entire life to the cause
of law. While congratulating the students at the convocation, he said that
knowledge and information are the biggest assets
and we can only grow by
using them properly.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel attended the convocation ceremony as a special guest. While releasing

the sixth edition of
Journal Law and Social
Science of Hidayatullah
National Law University,
Baghel distributed degrees to the gold medalist
students and wished them
good luck for their bright
future.
On the occasion of the
fifth
convocation
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University, Raipur,
two scholars were conferred the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy.
Apart from this, a total of
23 students were awarded

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: The training
programme
of
Bharatiya Janata Party
concluded here on Sunday
amid resolution passed to
corner Pradesh Congress
on every issue. All the
leaders listened to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
‘Mann Ki Baat’ at the
venue of the programme.
Expert leaders from Delhi
discussed on 15 topics like
raising public issues, use
of social media, move-

ments among the people.
Talking to the media,
BJP state president
Vishnudev Sai said that
this programme will infuse energy in party workers. ‘We consider the government as a medium of
service. Leaders of our
state, workers, MPs,
MLAs, state officials,
Morchas, cells, district
presidents participated in
this programme. Now we
will be successful in forming the BJP government
in Chhattisgarh in 2023’,
said Sai.
BJP’s National General
Secretary and state incharge
Smt
D
Purandeshwari said that
the central government
always stood with the
state governments for the

development of the agriculture
sector.
She
stressed on the need for
benefiting people of
Chhattisgarh from the
schemes of the centre.
During this training
held at Jain Manas
Bhavan in front of Raipur
Airport for three days,
BJP State Organization
General Secretary Pawan
Sai discussed about the
functioning of the organization. Ashok Kumar,
Acting President of
International
Vishwa
Hindu Parishad, gave detailed information about
Integral Humanism in the
training camp. Amit
Malviya,
National
Convener of BJP IT Cell
told about the use of social media.

present at the convocation.
The Chief Justice of
Chhattisgarh High Court
and
Chancellor
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University Arup
Kumar Goswami and
Chief Justice of Andhra
Pradesh High Court
Prashant Mishra were
also present on the occasion. Chhattisgarh Law
Minister
Mohammad
Akbar and Tribal Welfare
Department Minister Dr.
Premsai Singh Tekam
were also present in the
convocation ceremony.
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BJP Media Training
Programme

Raipur, Jul 31: To speak
on a subject or in response
to a question requires intelligence and to remain
silent requires discretion,
said
BJP
national
spokesperson
Dr
Sudhanshu Trivedi, while
addressing the training
Programme of BJP State
Media Department at party
office in Kushabhau
Thakre Parisar here. It
matters when to speak,
how much to speak and
when not to speak, said

Trivedi throwing light on
topics like print media,
electronic media, TV debate. According to Dr
Trivedi it is important to
remind the positive things
even while presenting the
case in front of the opponent. There was a time
when internet media was
not so effective and truth

Cong to launch ‘Bharat Jodo Padyatra’ in each VS
In reply to BJP’s
‘Ghar-Ghar Tiranga’
campaign
Minimum of 75 kms
to be covered in each
VS area
Raipur, Jul 31: In reply to Modi’s
government ‘Ghar-Ghar Tiranga’
campaign, Congress has started
preparations to start ‘Bharat
Jodo Padyatra’. PCC working
committee prepared an outline
of ‘Bharat Jodo Padyatra’ in a
meeting held here on Saturday.
This Padyatra will go to every
booth and during which entire
focus will be on people from

weaker sections of the society.
The review meeting of PCC
was held at Rajiv Bhavan here
on Saturday and it was attended
by PCC state in-Charge PL
Punia, Chief Minsiter Bhupesh
Baghel,
PCC Secretary
Chandan Yadav, Saptagiri Ulka,
PCC State President Mohan
Markam and other members
were present. In this meeting
the Rajiv Bhavan buildings
under construction in other districts was also reviewed.
‘Padyatra’ to start from Aug
9: The Congress party’s ‘Bharat
Jodo Andolan’ will start from
August 9 and in each Vidhan
Sabha area, there will be footmarch for minimum of 75 kms.
‘Prabhat Pheri’ will start from

6:00 pm and in this ‘Ram-dhun’
will be played. This ‘padyatra’
will conclude on August 15.
Awareness about price rise,
unemployment: Punia
PCC State in-Charge PL
Punia informed that the starting
and end point of ‘Bharat Jodo
Andolan’ has been fixed in all VS
areas. During this foot-march,
the freedom fighters will be
remembered and their family
members will be met. A minimum of 75 kms has to be covered in the ‘padyatra’ in each
VS. During this the party will
create
awareness
about
increasing prices and unemployment. This ‘Padyatra’
should halt in those villages or
localities where there are dalits,

Yavnika never
treated her vision
loss as weakness
Raipur: There is an old proverb
that ‘where there is will there
is way’ and those who strongly
faith and believe in their
dreams, achieve it as well’. But
to make it into reality, a girl
Yavnika of Delhi facing vision
loss went onto become 2021
batch topper of Hidayaullah
National Law University
(HNLU) and she won gold
medal in Professional Ethics.
Proud Yavnika was presented
this gold medal at the hands of
the Chief Justice of Supreme

Court at the V Convocation of
HNLU here on Sunday.
Yavnika is suffering with
vision impairment for long, but
she has never considered it as
her weakness, rather it was
her desire and will to achieve
something that kept on motivating her. A resident of Delhi,
Yavnika’s father is an officer in
the Indian Railways and her
mother was working as
Special Educator. Yavnika
decided to pursue her career
in law and got admission in
HNLU Raipur. To ensure that
her daughter do not face any
problems, Yavnika’s mother
left her job and stayed with
her for all five years in Raipur.
To meet up her goal Yavnika
put in all her strength and will
and finally succeeded as well.
Not only by qualifying from
HNLU Yavnika fulfilled her
dreams, but she is continuing

her LLM from National Law
College Bengaluru. Yavnika
said that during her five years
journey in HNLU, all the students, faculty and college
gave her whole-hearted support and for which she is
grateful to all forever.
Yavnika said that her mother and father are like God to
her and it is only with their
blessings that she has been
able to achieve her goal.
Yavnika has always believed in
hard work and had confidence
in her and achieved her set
target. To honour the dedication and commitment on part
of Yavnika, both the Chief
Justice of India and the Chief
Minister got up from their
table while presenting her
with the gold medal and on
this occasion all the other
guests to acknowledge the
same.

Intelligence needed to speak,
prudence to be silent: Sudhanshu

BJP will form govt in state in 2023: Sai
BJP’s training prog
concludes with resolution to corner
Congress on every
issue

Yavnika wins Gold Medal
in Professional Ethics

Presented with
medal by Chief
Justice of India and
CM Ch’garh

country, Justice NV
Ramana, attended the fifth
convocation
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University as the
chief guest in Raipur, the
capital of Chhattisgarh.
Addressing the students
present in the convocation, he said “all of you
should have a vision and
to achieve it with utmost
enthusiasm and passion”.
He further said “that all of
you are precious to this
country and we all need to
take the talented minds in
the right direction.”

tribals or people from weaker
sections of the society and they
should hold dialogue with them
and public meetings if possible
and distributed leaflets in every
home.
Massive
meeting
on
conclusion: CM
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel the conclusion of ‘Bharat
Jodo Andolan’ should be with
huge public meeting and in this
message of AICC National
President Sonia Gandhi and
Rahul Gandhi will be read and
pamphlets related to achievements of Congress government
in the state will be distributed.
It was Congress who started
the country’s freedom struggle
and all Congmen should take

part in it in large number.
Baghel said that all the office
bearers and workers should
take part in the ‘padyatra’ without fail.
Gandhi topi and Tiranga:
Markam PCC Chief Mohan
Markam said that in every
‘Padyatra’ in every VS 200 persons will carry the ‘Tiranga’ and
wear Gandhi ‘topi’. This ‘padyatra’ will be led by different person each day. Along with
‘Prabhat-Pheri’, the Congmen
will also render labour work . In
this there will be a ‘Rath’ for
promotion of government’s
works and achievement. In this
‘Padyatra’ the senior Congmen
of the region will also be felicitated, he added.

could not come out at that
time. In the last 20 years,
apart from the media, the
role of the Internet media
has become more influential, he said. He asked the
national leaders of BJP to
continue to follow the
NaMo app and the content
available in it as well as to
focus on the factual attack
in the internet media by
gathering effective facts
along with the content
from there.
We are in opposition in
Chhattisgarh and the responsibility of all the
media in-charges has doubled amid all the adversity,

BJP national spokesperson
KK Sharma said in his address. He stressed on raising issues at local level
daily through press releases, events, conferences and
stressed on compilation of
assembly level issues with
the vision of Mission 2023.
Sharma said that in
press conferences, bytes
and TV debits, different
ways and timings of speaking the same subject are determined. He gave important tips to move forward
with the subject while
sticking to the agenda. He
also emphasized on information dissemination with

100% contact with the
media brethren.
In the last session of the
training programme, BJP
state media in-charge
Nalineesh Thokne held one
to one talks with district
media in-charges from
across the state. He sorted
out problems faced on local
level besides inviting suggestions while hearing the
new ideas and experiences.
He asked all the front cells
to mobilize for the target
2023 with continuous dialogue and better coordination with the district BJP
media in-charges and
media department.

Two ganja peddlers of MP
caught with 15 kg of ganja
Raipur, Jul 31: Two Ganja
peddlers who were peddling ganja from Odisha’s
smuggler to Vidisha in
Madhya Pradesh were
caught by the Gudhiyari
police. The police have recovered bag containing 15
kg of ganja from their possession. According to information available 19year old Vishal Raikwar,
resident
of
village
Tilakhedi in Vidisha district and 20-year old Nitin
Ahirwar, resident of Ekta
Colony were arrested
while they were carrying
Ganja. Action was taken

against them under the
Narcotics Act.
The Gudhiyari police received tip-off about two
persons in the parking
number 6 located at the
railway station, carrying
ganja in the bag. Acting on
this tip-off, the police station in-charge Brijesh
Kushwaha sent the team.
When the police team
reached the spot and tried
to talk to both the suspects,
they started running.
They, were subsequently
caught. They told during
interrogation that they
took delivery of ganja

from a smuggler from
Odisha near the parking
lot of the railway station
for two thousand rupees
per kg. They were preparing to take Ganja to
Vidisha and peddle it at Rs
10000.
Name of the old main
smuggler of Odisha came
to fore during interrogation of arrested smugglers.
He was caught several
times in Odisha for smuggling ganja. The police
have planned to arrest
main peddler on the basis
of revelation by two arrested peddlers.

Urja Mahotsav held at Medical College Auditorium
PM Modi and CM
Baghel virtually join
the program
Collector gives certificates to the beneficiaries of Bijli Bill
Half Scheme
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: Urja
Mahotsav was organized
on the theme “Bright
India Bright Future
Energy 2047” at Atal
Bihari
Vajpayee
Auditorium,
Raipur
Medical College under
‘Azadi
Ka
Amrit

Mahotsav’ programme.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel partici-

pated in the program virtually. The events were organized simultaneously at
100 places across the coun-

try.
Prime Minister Modi
launched and inaugurated NTPC’s clean energy

projects worth Rs 5 thousand crores, revival based
distribution area scheme
and National Rooftop

Felicitation ceremony organised Improvement in learning loss
in children of Chhattisgarh
by Raj Bhavan Secretariat

Solar Portal related to
modernization of power
distribution worth more
than Rs 3 lakh crores. He
talked to the beneficiaries
of various states benefited from the schemes of
the Energy Department
and asked about the
changes coming in their
lives. He said that life cannot be imagined without
electricity. The power sector will play a major role
in
accelerating
the
progress of the next 25
years.
Urja Mahotsav was organized in 20 districts.
General public were made
aware of the electricity
bill half scheme of

Chhattisgarh
government, Chief Minister
Urban Electrification
Scheme, Mukhya Mantri
Majratola Vidyutikaran
Yojana, besides the utility
of Mor Bijli App.
Chhattisgarh
State
Power Company along
with Central Power
Undertaking
REC
Limited, NTPC also jointly participated in the Urja
Mahotsav program.
MLA and Chairman of
Chhattisgarh Housing
Board Kuldeep Juneja,
MLA and Parliamentary
Secretary
Vikas
Upadhyay, Senior MLA
Satyanarayan Sharma,
Collector Dr Sarveshwar

Narendra
Bhure,
Managing Director of
Distribution Company
Manoj Khare, Additional
Collector BB Panchbhai,
Senior
Electricity
Department
Officers
Sandeep Verma, JS
Netam, M Jamulkar, officers of district administration, officers of various departments, employees and common citizens
were present.
Collector
Dr
Sarveshwar Narendra
Bhure attended the Urja
Mahotsav organized at
the Medical Auditorium.
He presented certificates
to the beneficiaries of
Bijli Bill Half Yojana.

On completion of
three years tenure
of Governor Ms.
Uikey
Raipur, Jul 31: A felicitation ceremony was organised by the Raj Bhavan
Secretariat on the occasion of the completion of
three years in the office of
Governor Ms. Anusuiya
Uikey. Speaking on the occasion, Governor Ms.
Uikey said that in the last
two years out of the three
years, all of us have faced
the challenge of covid pandemic and also extended
our hands to help the peo-

ple. Today the name of Raj
Bhavan Chhattisgarh is famous all over the country.
This has been possible
only with the cooperation
of all the officials and employees of Raj Bhavan.
When family members
work together with a sense
of belonging, only then
positive results are obtained. A single person
cannot move forward.
Governor Ms. Uikey expressed her gratitude to all
her officers and employees
and said that I am not
greedy for the post,
whether I am in the post or
not, I will continue to
serve humanity with this
passion.

Secretary
to
the
Governor, Amrit Kumar
Khalkho, while congratulating the Governor on the
completion of three years,
informed about the important achievements of her
tenure. He said that as
simple and easy-going as
the personality of the
Governor, she is equally efficient and serious in her
work. The people of the
entire state have got the affection of the governor
and she also loves the people of the state equally.
The issues related to the
development of the state
and the needs and rights of
the people of remote areas
are also highlighted. A

quarterly magazine has
been started by the Raj
Bhavan Secretariat with
the aim of making the general public aware of the
activities of the Governor.
The first issue of the
magazine was released on
completion of three years
of Governor Ms. Uikey’s
tenure as the Governor of
the State. It is noteworthy
that important information related to the activities of the Governor and
Raj Bhavan Secretariat
and Raj Bhavan has been
given in the magazine. On
this occasion, the officials
and employees of Raj
Bhavan Secretariat felicitating the Governor Ms.
Uikey by presenting mementoes and saplings.
Officials and employees of
Raj Bhavan Secretariat including Governor’s Legal
Advisor
Rajesh
Srivastava,
Deputy
Secretary, Deepak Kumar
Agrawal, Governor’s assistant Suraj Singh Parihar,
Major Siddharth Singh
and Controller Shri
Harvansh Miri were present in the program.

Prof Chakrawal nominated as
regional Chairperson
Of NCFSE
Implementation
Committee of the
NEP 2020
Central Chronicle News
Bilaspur, Jul 31: Guru
G h a s i d a s
Vi s h w av i dya l aya
(Central
University),
Bilaspur, under the direction of the Ministry of
Education, Government
of India, 10 consultation
workshops will be organized throughout the
country by the National
Council of Educational
Research and Training,
New Delhi to create coordination between school
education and higher education according to the
National
Education
Policy 2020 in 10 areas

across the country.
In these workshops, the
Vice-Chancellors of the
universities of the regions, all the officers of
school education of the
state,
principals
of
Kendriya Vidyalayas, intellectuals associated
with the education world
and voluntary organizations working in the field
of school education will

New committee formed
at CGHBFRA Kachna

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: Kachna
CGHB Flats Resident
Association (CGHBFRA),
Phase-01, Raipur have
formed a new executive
committee on July 01, 2022.
The election officer Shri
Umesh Agrawal and election team members Vijay
Sahu and Vijay Sharma
displayed the name of the
new committee. As per the
new committee, Shri
Vinayak Bhure is elected
as President, BK Tripathi
Vice-President,
AK
Chowdhari Secretary, Ms
Swati Das Assistant
Secretary, Sanjeev Ranjan
Treasurer, BN Verma, Ms
Jhuma Das, Er. Satyajeet
Chandel,
Shri
Anil
Soloman, Shri Sameer
Kumar
elected
as
Executive members of the
society.
Ex-Former
Secretary Ms. Manisha
Chowbey handed over all
the documents, Bank material, eleven lakhs FD and

all charges as per procedure to the new secretary
on July 18, 2022 in front of
the Ex President and new
committee.
Dr. Anant G Kulkarni
was elected in February
12, 2016 as a President of
the society and after that
he did a lot of work and
new initiatives with the
help of the executive committee and residents of the
society. From the 2018 election officers published notices regarding nomination of new committee
members but due to unavoidable circumstances
and Corona pandemic situation; election was averted. Finally after more than
six years of presidency Dr.
Anant G Kulkarni resigned with all members
of the executive committee. The former President
Dr. Anant G. Kulkarni and
residents of the society
have welcomed and all
new committee members
and congratulated them.

be invited for consultation.
Central
Region
(Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh) For this
program, Professor Alok
Kumar Chakrawal, Guru
Ghasidas University has
been nominated as the
President.
In this program, the
process of in-depth discussion on various
points of national curriculum structure (higher education) and school
education will be started
through subject expert
panel. Along with this,
views on various points
will also be taken from
the invited voluntary organizations. This innovative program will be completed on August 05, 2022
at
Guru
Ghasidas
University, Bilaspur.
This program will have

the participation of ViceChancellors
of
all
Universities of Madhya
Pradesh
and
Chhattisgarh, officers of
State
Council
of
Educational Research
and Training, teachers of
District Education and
Training
Institute,
prominent social workers and more than 600
people of
Kendriya
Vidyalayas. On behalf of
the National Council of
Educational Research
and Training, Prof.
Jaideep
Mandal,
Principal on behalf of
Regional Institute of
Education, Bhopal and
Prof. PK Bajpai from
Guru
Ghasidas
University, will be the
Coordinators of the
National
Education
Policy Implementation
Team.

Number of students
with learning loss
came down from
51 to 7 percent
Raipur, Jul 31: Due to the
proper strategy and continuous efforts adopted in
Chhattisgarh, the learning
loss in children due to
Corona period has improved rapidly. According
to the survey conducted on
more than 27 lakh students for the assessment of
learning loss, now the
number of students with
learning loss has come
down from 51 to 7-8 percent. On the basis of annual examination, 90.13 percent
students
have
reached their class level.
With this, the percentage
of students of minimum
and elementary level has
come down to about 4 percent.
Due to the closure of
schools for a long time
during the Corona period,
learning loss was seen in
children even after many
efforts. For its assessment,
a major change was made

and find out and amicable solution.
He said that on the last day of the
five-day strike, the government
has become panicky due to the
influx of employees in all the 31
district
headquarters
of
Chhattisgarh. In order to weaken
the further indefinite movement, a
decree of break in service has been
issued, not allowing mass leave.
They said that noen of the are
afraid of it. In the past also, the
government has been issuing such
letters for the movement. Now the

ed many programs. To
bring the students to their
class level, ‘Bridge Course’
was
created
and
‘Nawajatan’ program for
remedial teaching was
started by Education
Minister Dr. Premsai
Singh Tekam. School monitoring was strengthened.
As a result, 75.13 percent of
the students in the midline
test (half-yearly examination) reached their class
level and 29 percent of the
students who had almost
reached the elementary
level, their number came
down to 11 percent.
Similarly, in the end line
test (annual examination),
90.13 percent students
came to their class level
and the percentage of stu-

FDP on Research Methodology and Ethics held

p

At MATS University

Raipur, Jul 31: A weeklong Faculty Development
Programme (FDP) on
Research Methodology
and Ethics was jointly organised
by
the
Departments of English
and Psychology of the
School of Arts and
Humanities,
MATS
University. The objective
of organising this FDP
was to enhance the abilities of the participants to
carry out research, write
successful research papers
and train them for writing
research proposals and

Break-in-service order a conspiracy
to foil indefinite strike: CKAF
Jagdalpur, Jul 31: The state government has not granted leave enmass to all the 4 lakh government
officers and employees who went
on leave and rather issued decree
for break-in-service. Protesting
this particular order, CKAF has
strongly condemned this dictatorial order. Members of Federation
charged that it is a conspiracy to
weaken their movement and that is
why the leave en-mass has not
been sanctioned and rule of breakin-service has been issued.
Gajendra Srivastava, divisional
convener of CKAF, divisional incharge Kailash Chauhan, district
coordinator RD Tiwari said that
this step of the state government is
not appropriate. For the last five
days, employees and officers are
on the road in Tehsil, Block and
District Headquarters. The government should talk to the Federation

in the state level assessment system and it was redesigned. SCERT brought
a big change in the traditional pattern of question
papers. Online Automated
Assessment
Analysis
System has been developed in collaboration with
NIC. This ensured that
how many levels the student was below his class
level.
In the first assessment
after the Corona period, it
was found that 51 percent
of the students were not fit
for their class. The big
challenge of this learning
loss was addressed by
Education Secretary S.
BharathiDasan
and
Director Rajesh Singh
Rana accepted it and start-

dents of minimum/elementary level came down
to about 4 percent. This
success of Chhattisgarh
has been praised all over
the country. From NITI
Aayog to the National
Council of Educational
Research,
praising
Chhattisgarh, the measures to improve the quality of education here have
been described as effective. It is worth mentioning that during the Corona
period, when educational
institutions were closed
indefinitely, on the instructions
of
Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel,
Principal Secretary Alok
Shukla has built an online
education portal ‘Padhai
Tuhar Duar’ in less than a
month. Online classes
have been started. All textbooks from 1st to 12th
were uploaded on this portal so that any student can
read it easily on their mobile. Innovative offline
learning mediums like
Mohalla
Classroom,
Loudspeaker Classroom,
Angana Me Shiksha were
adopted as soon as the
Covid infection subsided.

workers are ready to enter the
indefinite agitation with double
enthusiasm. The Presidents of the
Unions affiliated with Federation of
District Bastar are Mansingh
Bhardwaj, Ajay Srivastava, Raji
Vargis, Dhananjay Devangan,
Motilal Verma, Harish Pathak, JR
Kosaria, Dharmendra Devangan,
Anand Kashyap, JN Joshi, Rajendra
Pargania, Ram Markam, Murlidhar
Sethia, Ravindra Biswas. , Devraj
Khute, Pawan Jha, Basant Jain,
Satyaprakash, Rajkumar Jha,
Sushil Pandey, Manoj Kumar, PR
Devangan, Manish Srivastava,
Baliram Pujari, Mrs. Asha Dan,
Neelam Mishra, Poornima Dehari,
Bharti Giri, Hemlata Nayak, Durga
Verma, Deepa Manjhi Other
employee leaders have condemned
the government in strong words
while opposing this coercive
action.

conference papers. The
FDP also conducted sessions
on
Scientific
Misconduct, ethics of research and writing styles.
The FDP began on July
25th with the ceremonial
lighting of the lamp by
Chancellor,
Gajraj
Pagariya, The respected
Director General, Priyesh
Pagariya, the
Vice
Chancellor, Dr. K P Yadav,
Dr. Deepika Dhand, the
Pro - Vice Chancellor, the
Registrar, Gokulananda
Panda, the Head of the
Departments of English,
Saurabh Shukla and Dr.
Shaista Ansari, Head of
the
Department
of

Psychology. Around 200
faculty members from various colleges, research
scholars and students participated in the FDP. The
moderator of the programme was Ms. Darshika
Choudhury from the
Department of English.
The other faculty members present were Dr.
Ranjana Das Sarkhel, Dr.
Anshu Shrivastava, Dr.
Mahendra Kumar, Dr.
Yanjana and Mrs. Chitra
Pandey.
The first session was on
the Basics of Research by
Dr. Divya Sharma who
spoke on the fundamentals
of applied research; how

to select research topic,
types of research, methodology and objectives of research. Professor Dr.
Promila Singh spoke on research ethics, its implication on research and its
outcome.
Dr.
Rajeev
Choudhury taught the basics of research writing,
covering aspects related to
effective writing, and how
to write research papers.
Dr. Suparna Sen Gupta
spoke
on
Scientific
Misconduct covering areas
of plagiarism and unethical practices in research.
Dr. Gyanesh Shrivastava
introduced the participants to computer applications in research. On the
last day of the programme,
Dr. Madhu Kamra enlightened the audience on different writing styles such
as MLA and APA. The
valedictory address was
given by Dr. Ranjana Das
Sarkhel, concluding a
week of learning, sharing
and developing academic
skills.

Aditi Educational Academy
observes ‘Green Day’

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: With the
advent of monsoon there is
greenery everywhere and
clouds continue to pour
water and there is water all
around the place. Keeping
this mind Adti Educational

Academy Brahmanpara
Kota observed Green Day
at its premises here. On
this occasion both students
and teachers reached the
school dressed in green
colour from top to bottom
and even the lunch box of
students was green in

colour. The students thoroughly enjoyed the day
while taking part in painting event based on ‘save
trees’ and enacted a dance
drama based on this theme.
The children prepared
sawn swing in the school
premises and both students and teachers took
swing to enjoy the day. The
teachers explained the students about the importance of trees and need to
protect environment. The
school also presented the
award of Green King and
Green Queen to Raunak
Chata
and
Purva
Harinkhede respectively,
informs institution director Ajay Agrawal.

Investiture ceremony-2022-23 held at KPS
Raipur, Jul 31: It is truly said
that a leader is one who knows
the way goes the way and
shows the way. In the light of
this Investiture Ceremony was
held at Krishna Public School,
Kamal Vihar, Raipur C.G on
25th July 2022.The event was
organized under the guidance
of Director, Mr. Ashutosh.
On this occasion the
Student Council which has
four houses- Red, Green,
Yellow, Prefect of Blue house,.
Deputy Prefect and 19 different clubs like Little ATL Club,
Science Club, Community
Service Club, Mathematics
Club, Eco Club, Quiz Club,

Sports Club, Coders Club, Art
Club,
Heritage
Club
,
Photography Club, Legal
Awareness Club, Editorial
Board, Music Dance Theatre
Club, Comics Club, Leadership
Club took pledge to render
their duties.
In addition to the President

and Vice President of
Psychology Club, Head Boy,
Head Girl were also present.
Through this event, the selfconfidence in the students is
increased so that they could
fulfill their responsibilities.
More than 150 students were
chosen to display true devo-

tion, work efficiency and selfconfidence. Everyone took
oath in the atmosphere with
great enthusiasm that they
should be honest about their
duty and will remain dedicated through out the session.
Krishna Public Schools, Raipur
Region Executive and Director
Mr. Ashutosh encouraged all
the selected student council
members to follow their
responsibility honestly and
sincerely.
The Principal, Ms. Priyanka
Tripathi also congratulated all
the selected members and
said that It is only through
mobilization that the ability of

leadership is developed.
Everyone was motivated to
work unitedly. All high officials
and teachers of the school
were also present. All selected
students were greeted enthusiastically.
Head Boy in Selected
Student Council - Master Ansh
Parashar, Head Girl - Miss
Prashansa Verma, Deputy
Head Boy – Prajjwal Pandey,
Deputy Head Girl – Ojaswi
Shrivastava and Red House
Prefect and Deputy PrefectBarnali Patnaik, Priyanka
Malaviya, Satpriya Kaur, Riya
Agarwal. Blue House Prefect
and Deputy Prefect Kaustuv

Kar, P. Soumya Naidu,
Damanpreet Singh, Varnira
Jaiswal, Green House prefect
& Deputy Perfect - Shreya
Sarva,
Ananya
Pandey,
Priyanka Surana, Akshat Raj,
Yellow House Prefect and
Deputy
Prefect
Atharva
Pareek, Prachi Mishra ,
Vaishnavi Kumari, Aarav Modi.
took pledge to discharge their
duties.
Newly appointed members
of the senior group Student
Council also took pledge to
discharge their duties with
sincerity and loyalty. The ceremony ended with good luck
message for the days to come.
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Villagers demand repair
Workers union’s strike
continues for the fourth day of dilapidated school building

Pithora, Jul 31:
The Employees Officers
Federation is agitating for
the third consecutive day
here under the guidance of
Umesh Dixit, President of
Pithora
Development
Block, for the demand of
dearness allowance and
house rent allowance. It is
noteworthy that the out-

rage and speech of the employees of the department
continues in the context of
their demands before the
government.
In the meantime, Rajesh
Chandrakar, president of
the lecturer’s union, appeared to take stock of the
movement from the district and to provide energy,
he accused the wrong poli-

cies of the government
and called upon his colleagues
to
remain
united.In this sequence
Ashok Giri Goswami
District President in the
supervisory team Class
Three
Government
Employees
Union
Mahasamund was also
present, and in his remarks, referring to the or-

ganization skills of respected
Federation’s
provincial chief Kamal
Verma, he said that it is remarkable in employee history that leaders of 80 organizations came on one
platform and fought for
their rights.
Ishwar Chandrakar,
District President of
Assistant
Teachers
Federation also called for
employee unity. Rakesh
Kumar Dhruv, District
Secretary
of
Forest
Employees Union also addressed the employees.
Under the direction of
Umesh Dixit and Puneet
Sinha, Tulsi Patel, Rohini
Devangan Dwarka Patel a
large number of staff officers were present.The program was conducted by
Dolamani Sahu. The
thanksgiving was done by
senior teacher Ram Lallan
Singh.

Mungeli, Jul 31: In Gram
Panchayat Nawagaon, the
primary school building in
the dependent village of
Jamha is in a dilapidated
condition and the villagers
here have demanded repair
of the school at the earliest.
The school was inaugurated in July 1995, in the chief
hospitality of the then
MLA of Jarhagaon assembly, Punnulal Mohale and
presided over by former
MLA of Mungeli Khem
Singh Barmate, special

27 railway staff achieve
Officials rule the roost, tribal
superannuation
women representatives get raw deal

Baikunthpur, Jul 31:
At a time when the entire state is observing
Hareli Festival and Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
with an aim to empower
the women folks launched
‘Mahtari Nyay Rath’, offi-

cials in this district rule
the roost and women representatives need to
face disrespect and ignorance. The incident is of
Janpad
Panchayat
Baikunthpur where in a
block level programme of
Hareli Festival due to ago-

nist attitude of Janpad
CEO elected women representatives were not invited
for the programme. In this
janpad panchayat including tribal women janpad
president Saubhagyawati
Singh Kusro other public
representatives are from
ST category.
Janpad vice president
Asha Sahu is also a
woman. Even after repeated protest by these women
representatives Janpad
CEO is continuing with
his dictatorial attitude.
Women representatives
vented anger over the dictatorial attitude of CEO.
BJP leader Devendra
Tiwari protesting the decision of CEO mentioned
that not inviting women
representatives for Hareli
Festival is showing disrespect towards them.

guest
Lormi
MLA
Muniram Sahu, then district president Vikram Das
Mohale, and district vicepresident Kamleshwar
Kesharwani.
Presently the condition
of the school has become
dilapidated due to non-repair in the last 27 years and
from time to time, the demand for repair of the
building and new building
was made by the villagers
and parents, but neither
the new building was ap-

proved nor the responsible
officials came to take stock
of the condition of the dilapidated school building
of
village
Jamaha.
Villagers Sunil Soni,
Nitesh Bhardwaj, Suraj
Dhruv etc. said that despite
the above information
being in the cognizance of
the concerned department,
ignoring the field of education means playing with
the future of the students.
The villagers have demanded from the govern-

ment administration that
they should not ignore the
field of education, take into
account the above situation and take necessary action for the new school
building. What officer
says: There are no instructions to accommodate children in a very dilapidated
building; proposals for new
building have been sent to
the higher office. Once the
amount is approved, a new
building will be constructed. Pratibha Mandloi, BEO

Youths come forward
to impart free education
Kareli Badi, Jul 31:

Bilaspur, Jul 31:
27 railway staff working in different departments of SECR Bilaspur
Division achieved superannuation on the last day
of July after completing
their service period. At a
simple programme organized
in
DRM
Conference Hall DRM
Alok Sahai handed over
retirement dues, certificates, medical papers and

service medals to them.
On this occasion Sr DPO
Pradeep Mishra, Sr DFM
Mrs Chetna Meena and
other officers were present. Of the retired staff
08 are from Operating, 03
from Engineering, 02
from Mechanical, 07 from
Electrical,
03
from
Commercial, 01 from
Medical,
01
from
Security,
01
from
Personnel and 01 from
Education.

Government employees
including teachers are on
strike from July 25 to 29 for
a two-point demand, due to
which there was silence
due to lack of staff officers
in government institutions, most of the schools
were locked after midday
meal, this would impede
studies. In this episode,
children were getting education in the primary
school in Gram Panchayat
Parasathi during the
strike time. Unemployed
youth of the village gave
education to the children
by giving duty, due to
which the children got
their reading skills by
joining the education in
strike time. Ashwani
Sahu and Himanshu Sahu
gave time in the school to

teach the children, due to
the absence of teachers,
these youths set an example by becoming teachers.
The youth told that he
is unemployed, the government employees are in
agitation for the demands,
due to this the education
system was also disturbed,
the children were returning without studying, in
such a situation, these

youths presented an example and got the teaching
work done by giving time
in the school. The public
representatives
also
praised the commendable
work of the youth.
Sarpanch Toman Sahu
honored both the youths
with coconut and sweets
and distributed chocolates
to the children and wished
them a bright future.

Three nabbed with 30 Kg ‘Ganja’ worth Rs 1.50 lakh Information given to the beneficiaries in Sukma
On the third day of drive by Bastar police

Jagdalpur, Jul 31:
Darbha Police got a
major success in nabbing
Ganja smugglers on the
third day of its drive.
According to the information received from the
sources, it was on tip from
an informer, Darbha police received information
regarding smuggling of
Ganja.
Taking this seriously,
the checking of vehicles
was started by putting a

mobile check-post in front
of the police station under
Darbha police station
area. In the meantime, a
Scooty without number
plate was found passing
from the area and there
were three people on it.
The vehicle Scooty was
stopped and searched and
in this 30 kg Ganja was recovered and the three
‘Ganja’ smugglers viz.
Rohit
Das,
Agrim
Chaurasia and Suyash
Tiwari were taken into ar-

ABVP felicitates
talented students

Fingeshwar, Jul
31: Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad
Fingeshwar celebrated its 74th
foundation day in the form of talent felicitation ceremony in Manas
Mandir courtyard Fingeshwar,
where students who brought laurels to the name of their school in
the block were honoured. The
program started with the worship
of Mother Saraswati and Swami
Vivekananda, the source of inspiration for the youth. The chief
guest of today’s program was
Nagendra Sahu, the founder of
Swami Vivekananda Seva Yojana
Committee. District convener
Deepak Sinha was the council
spokesperson. The chief guest of
the program said that Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad not
only works for the students but is
an organization working in the

interest of the whole country and
it has been raising the major
issues of the country from time to
time, whether it is the subject of
Article 370 or the issue of hoisting
the tricolor in Kashmir. The district convener said that the Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad is
going to take 75 years today and
ABVP has staged agitations on
many such subjects in its history
and the country is watching its
decisions very well. Council
speaker Deepak Sinha said that
with today being a historic day
and it is very important for me and
all the students because on this
day on July 9, 1949, an organization was formed which stood for
365 days a year for the problems
of the students and this work of
protecting the interests of the students.

rest. The estimated market
value of the Ganja seized
is estimated to be around
Rs 1.50 lakh.
In the interrogation of
the police, the three Ganja
smugglers informed that
they had planned to take
Ganja from Malkangiri to
Madhya Pradesh. In addition to 30 kg of ganja, a
two wheeler scooty, 1 mobile and papers have been
confiscated from the possession of the accused. An
offense was registered

against the three ganja
smugglers under Section
20 (b) of the NDPS Act and
all three were sent to judicial remand.
On the third day in a
case, the It is to be known
that Bastar Police is continuously catching ganja
smugglers on the basis of
tip from an informer over
the last two days.
For this, it is necessary
to praise the intelligence
system of Bastar Police.
But the amazing thing is
that all the Ganja smugglers are bringing Ganja
from Odisha province.
The activism of the informer system of Bastar
Police in Odisha is commendable. The king-pins
from Odisha needs to be
targetted in order to stop
sale and movement of
banned drugs from the region.

 About Central and
State Govt schemes
 ‘Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
Bhavishya’@2047
prog organized
Konta, Jul 31:
Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
Bhavishy’ @2047 programme was organized
under the ‘Amrit ka Amrut
Mahotsav’ in the auditorium located at Kumharras
in Sukma district here on
Wednesday.
The program was attended by Vice-President
District Panchayat Boddu
Raja as the chief guest,
Municipality President
Jagannath (Raju) Sahu and
other dignitaries as the
special guest. In the program, the major schemes
run by the Central and the
State Governments including Half-Electricity Bill

the speech by the local public representatives, electricity has made a lot of
progress in common life
and making people’s lives
easier and in increasing
their facilities and knowledge. In the program, the
schemes including the
achievements of alternative energy distribution
and transmission, works
done in the field of solar
energy of the central and
state governments were
displayed through banner

posters, audio-visual street
plays, cultural programs.
During this, Chhattisgarh
State Power Company
along with Central Power
Undertaking, REC Limited
and CREDA were jointly
present.
In the programme,
Executive
Director of Electricity
Department SK Thakur, SE
Jagdalpur Shankeshwar
Kanwar, EE Sukma Joseph
Kerketta and other officers
and employees were present.

Employees stage rally for two-point demand DKIF Director hails

success of students
In CBSE Class X and XII

in its manifesto that the
problems of every employee would be removed and
the irregular will be regularized and pay discrepancy will be removed, but as
soon as Bhupesh Baghel
came to power, there was
discrimination against the
employees and officers of
the state government, due
to which all the employees
and officers have to come

on the road.
Santosh
Devangan
Teachers Association,
Chhattisgarh Assistant
Teachers
Federation
Association Heera Lal
Maurya
President,
Amitabh Dufare Media
Incharge,
Laxmi
Devangan Mahila Morcha
President,
Bhishma
Thakur from Patwari
Union, Dr. Munnalal

Ghaziabad: A court
here has convicted a
man of raping a
minor seven years
ago and sentenced
him to 10 years’ of rigorous imprisonment.
Special Judge of the
Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO)
court Sangeeta
Kumari also slapped a
fine of Rs 70,000 on
the convict Shanu Ali
and directed him to
hand over the amount
to the survivor.
According to Special
Public Prosecutor
Sanjiv Bakharwa, the
incident took place on
July 30, 2015.

Life imprisonment
Muzaffarnagar
(UP): A local court
has awarded life imprisonment to a Delhi
Police constable for
abducting and killing
his friend in 2008.
Additional District
and Sessions Judge
Jai Singh Pundir
awarded the sentence
to constable Pradeep
and also imposed a
fine of Rs 80,000 on
him for killing his
friend Jaivir Singh.
During pendency of
the case, another accused Bittu had died.
According to additional district government counsel Ashish
Tyagi, police had registered a case against
Pradeep and Bittu
and arrested them for
abducting and murdering Singh at Bhora
Khurd village in the
district on October 30,
2008.

Quake
Patna: Several places
in Bihar were jolted
by a magnitude 5.5
earthquake that
struck Nepal’s capital
Kathmandu in the
early hours of
Sunday, the National
Centre for Seismology
said. As per initial reports, the tremors
were felt in Bihar’s
Katihar, Munger,
Madhepura and
Begusarai. There has
been no account of
any casualty or damage to property due to
the quake, officials
said.

Two children die
Scheme, Mor Bijli App,
Chief Minister Urban
Electrification,
Chief
Minister
Majratola
Vidyutikaran Yojana as
well as information related
to
Saubhagya
and
Deendayal Yojna, Jaljeevan
Yojana, Saur Sujala Yojana
and others was given.
Along with this, information was given to the
people about the Kusum
scheme of the Central
Government and the rights
of the consumer, in this, in

Dongargarh, Jul 31:
On the fourth day consecutive day of strike, employees and officers union
took out a rally and shouted slogans against the government, for the demand
of dearness allowance at
the same level as the
Centre. Slogans were
raised for two-point demands by taking out a
rally in the city. The rally
reached Gol Bazar via
Tehsil office and went
from Bhagat Singh Chowk
to Thana Chowk. After
reaching the Tehsil office,
a memorandum was handed over to SDM Girish
Ramteke
Dongargarh
under the leadership of
District Convenor Dr. KL
Tandekar in the name of
Chief Minister and Chief
Secretary.
K. L. Tandekar said that
the Congress had written

BRIEF
Man gets 10-year jail

Nandeshwar,
Rakesh
Sinha from the Health
Department along with
Dhanalakshmi Mahobia,
Dhannu Lal Mahobia, and
Bharat Jaiswal from the
Sangh and office bearers
of other organizations addressed the employees.
Thousands of employees
and officers of various departments were present on
this occasion.

Rajnandgaon, Jul 31:
Urmila Dixit, Director of
Dr Kalam International
Foundation (DKIF) and
Director Academics (NB
group of schools) has congratulated all the students
for their roaring success
in 10th and 12th examination conducted by CBSE.
In her message she said,
There is only one thing
that makes a dream impossible to achieve: The fear
of failure. “Believe in
yourself you are braver
than
you
think.”
Congratulating the students she added that students have proven that
dedication and learning
end at resulting in excellent outcomes. She gave
wishes for achieving the
best place and all the best

for your future endeavours. She expressed her
pleasure to see the students accomplishing great
things and great result in
class 10th and 12th.

Jammu: A house collapsed following
heavy rains in
Jammu and
Kashmir’s Kathua
district on Sunday,
leaving two children
dead, officials said.
Lieutenant Governor
Manoj Sinha expressed grief over the
loss of lives and directed the district administration to provide necessary assistance to the affected
family. “The loss of innocent lives due to
house collapse in
Billawar is extremely
unfortunate and tragic. My deepest condolences to the bereaved
family in this hour of
grief ”, the LG said.

Leopard mauls girl
Amreli: A threeyear-old girl was
mauled to death by a
leopard in Gujarat’s
Amreli district, a forest department official said Sunday. The
incident took place at
Jeera village late
night on Saturday, in
which the leopard
dragged and killed
the girl. Her halfeaten body parts were
recovered later, the official said. “Her mortal remains were
found at some distance from the place
where the leopard
had dragged her.
Efforts are on to nab
the animal,” he said.

I-DAY PREPARATION

‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ turning
into mass movement: PM Modi
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi on Sunday
said the ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ is turning into
a mass movement and
urged people to put ‘tiranga’ as profile picture of
their social media platforms between August 2
and 15.
In his Mann Ki Baat
radio broadcast, Modi
noted that under the ‘Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ programme to mark the 75th
anniversary of India’s
Independence, a special
campaign ‘Har Ghar
Tiranga’ is being organised between August 13
and 15.

He urged people to hoist
or display the national flag
at their homes during the
campaign.
“Let us further this
movement by hoisting the
National Flag at our
homes,” he said.
Modi also urged people
to put from August 2-15 tricolour as the profile pic-

Sanjay Arora to be new
police commissioner of Delhi
New Delhi, Jul 31:
Sanjay Arora, a Tamil
Nadu-cadre IPS officer, currently serving as director
general of the ITBP, was on
Sunday appointed the commissioner of Delhi police.
Arora will succeed
Rakesh Asthana, a Gujaratcadre IPS officer.
According to an official
order, the competent authority has approved the
inter-cadre deputation of
Arora to the Arunachal
Pradesh, Goa, Mizoram and
Union Territories cadre,
whose officers serve in the
Delhi police.
Arora, a 1988-batch IPS officer, will take charge on
Monday and will continue
till further order.
He has served as the SP of
the Tamil Nadu Police STF
that chased forest brigand
Veerappan and he was
awarded the chief minister’s gallantry medal for
bravery during this stint.
This is for the third time
in recent history that an officer from outside AGMUT

ture of their accounts on
social media platforms,
noting that August 2 is the
birth anniversary of
Pingali Venkayya who had
designed the flag.
The prime minister said
he was happy that the
Mahotsav is taking the
form of a mass movement,
with people from all walks
of life and from every section of society participating in different programmes across the country.
“When India completes
75
years
of
its
Independence, all of us are
going to witness a glorious
and historic moment,” he
said.
In his address, Modi also

A 56-year-old man has
been compensated with
Rs 5 lakh for having been
wrongfully arrested in a
criminal case, due to a
confusion over his name.
Ningaraju N, a resident
of Kalidasa Layout here,
had approached the High
Court claiming that in the
criminal case filed in 2011,
the alleged accused Raju
NGN was not him.
Quashing the case
against him, the HC said,
It is rather shocking that
a person has been arrested without ascertaining
whether he was the person who was required to
be arrested and that the
warrant had been issued
against him.
Justice
Suraj
Govindaraj in his judgment dated July 7 noted
that, his identification
was not cross-checked and
verified, resulting (in) an
innocent person being ar-

rested.
The HC said that the
Right of Life and Liberty
guaranteed under Article
21 of the Constitution is
paramount and there is a
violation of the fundamental right in this case.
The court said the state
was liable to compensate
the arrestee for having
put him through loss of
liberty as also loss of reputation. The compensation was fixed at Rs 5 lakh
which the court said was
payable within eight
weeks.
Ningaraju was arrested
because the name of his
father (Ningegowda) was
similar to the name of the
person named in the warrant. I’m unable to comprehend as to how the
name of the father being
similar or even identical
would have any role to
play in the arrest, extrapolating the same logic if
the arrest warrant has
been issued for one broth-

Legislative assemblies met for average
of 21 days in 2021, passed over 500 bills
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
State legislative assemblies met for an average of
21 days in 2021 and passed
over 500 bills on a range of
subjects including ones
on regulating higher education, online gaming, religious conversions and
preservation of cattle.
Most of these bills saw
“little legislative scrutiny” with about half of the
bills being passed within
a day of their introduction, according to a legislative think tank.
The highest number of
48 bills were passed by
Karnataka last year. In
2020 too, Karnataka had
passed the most bills —55.
The lowest number of
bills were passed by Delhi
— two, followed by

Puducherry (3) and
Mizoram (5), according to
the ‘Annual Review of
State Laws 2021’ brought
out by PRS Legislative.
Legislatures have the
primary responsibility of
making laws. These laws
have to be examined in detail and passed after debate and deliberation, the
study noted.
“However, state legislatures often pass bills without adequate scrutiny,
which raises the question
of the quality of such
laws,” it said.
In 2021, 44 per cent of
the bills were passed within a day of their introduction in the legislature. In
eight states including
Gujarat, West Bengal,
Punjab, and Bihar, all bills
were passed on the same

Surat civic school principal held for
‘sexually harassing’ student
Surat, Jul 31 (PTI):
The principal of a municipal school in Surat city
of Gujarat was arrested on
the charge of sexually harassing a teenage male student, police said on Sunday.
The arrest was made on
Saturday night, days after
the accused, Nishant Vyas,
was suspended as the
school principal following
a complaint by the school
authorities, they said.
The victim, a 14-year-old
boy, studies in Class 8 in
the school, they said.
In the complaint, Vyas
has been accused of allowing the harassment of the
student in his presence. A
video that surfaced on social media shows that the
victim was being harassed
with his clothes removed.

An FIR against Vyas
was registered at Puna police station on July 19, and
he was booked under section 12 of the Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act that
deals with sexual harassment, an official said.
“The accused was arrested on Saturday night
after the police received information regarding his
whereabouts. He had been
absconding ever since the
FIR was filed against
him,” the official of Puna
police station said.
As per the FIR, the accused allowed recording
on his mobile phone the
harassment of the boy,
whose clothes were removed, while other students were making fun of
him.

Workers prepare the national flag ahead of Independence Day celebrations, in
Hyderabad, Sunday,

Man mistakenly arrested in Karnataka
compensated with Rs 5 lakh
Bengaluru, July 31 (PTI):

cadre has been brought to
head the national capital’s
police force. Asthana, a
1984-batch IPS officer, was
appointed as Delhi’s police
commissioner in July 2021
while Ajay Raj Sharma, a
1966-batch Uttar Pradeshcadre IPS officer, was appointed head of the Delhi
Police in 1999. Arora was appointed
Indo-Tibetan
Border Police DG in August
last year and he has tenure
in service till July 2025. He
served as Coimbatore police
commissioner between 2002
and 2004 and has also served
in the CRPF and the BSF. He
holds a B Tech degree in
Electrical and Electronics
Engineering.

said that India is becoming a powerhouse in export of toys.
Import of toys to India
has gone down by 70 per
cent while their export
from India has risen to
about Rs 2,600 crore from
earlier Rs 300-400 crore, he
said.
“Indian manufacturers
are now making toys
based on Indian mythology, history and culture.
Toy clusters that are there
everywhere in the country,
small entrepreneurs who
make toys, are getting a lot
of benefit from it. The toys
made by these small entrepreneurs are now going
around the world,” he
said.

day as they were introduced,” it said.
The previous Punjab
Assembly introduced and
passed 16 bills in its last
sitting,” the think tank
observed.
Five states took more
than five days to pass
more than 50 per cent of
their bills. These are
Karnataka,
Kerala,
Meghalaya, Odisha and
Rajasthan.
In Kerala, 94 per cent of
the bills were passed after
at least five days of their
introduction in the legislature. The corresponding
figure was 70 per cent for
Karnataka, and 80 per
cent for Meghalaya.
Committees, the study
pointed out, help legislatures discuss bills in detail and scrutinise their

provisions
closely.
Committees also provide
an opportunity to engage
with sectoral experts and
stakeholders which allows for wider participation in the law-making
process.
“However, at the state
level, committees are
often the exception rather
than the norm, and bills
are rarely examined by
committees. In 2021,
around 40 bills, across
states, were sent to committees for detailed examination,” it said.
In 2021, 21 out of 28
states promulgated ordinances. The Kerala government promulgated the
highest number of 144 ordinances followed by
Andhra Pradesh (20) and
Maharashtra (15).

er, another brother or
maybe even the sister
could be arrested, merely,
because the father name
is identical.
Ningaraju was arrested
on the wrong assumption
that he was the ex-director of the Ms India
Holiday (Pvt) Ltd, which
was under liquidation.
Further, to prevent such
incidents in the future the
High Court directed that
if Guidelines or Standard
Operating Procedure are
already issued to cater to
this situation, training in
this regard to be provided
to all arresting officers.
If such a SOP is not already in place, the
Director General of
Police was directed to
issue the guidelines as to
what steps to be taken by
the arresting officer before arresting a person including the verification of
identity. This was directed
to be issued within four
weeks.

Shah attends valedictory
session of BJP meet in Bihar

Patna, Jul 31:
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Sunday
presided over a glittering
ceremony in Patna that
marked the conclusion of
a joint national executive
of the BJP’s seven wings
(morchas).
Shah, who is visiting
the city for the first time
since his induction into
the Union cabinet three
years ago, arrived at the
airport around 4 pm, nearly an hour behind schedule. Known as the party’s
principal strategist and
second most powerful
man in the country after
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, Shah was received
at the airport by leaders
such as his junior minister Nityanand Rai, confidant and Bihar MLC
Sanjay Mayukh and state
BJP president Sanjay
Jaiswal.
Shah quickly got into
his car and drove straight
to Gyan Bhavan auditorium, about five kilometres
away, where he was joined
by BJP president J P
Nadda, among others, for
the concluding ceremony.
Shah is expected to visit
the BJP state headquarters later in the day and
meet the party’s parliamentarians, legislators
and other key leaders.
Shah and Nadda are
scheduled to leave late in
the evening.
A customary meeting
with Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, whose JD-U
is the largest BJP ally, is
ruled out this time since
the septuagenarian is in
home isolation after having tested positive for
COVID-19 last week.

Mundka fire: Forensic experts find more
DNA profiles than 27 identified victims
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
The Forensic Science
Laboratory (FSL) here has
found additional DNA profiles other than that of the
27 victims of the massive
fire incident in Mundka in
May and the samples have
been preserved to help in
identification in future, according to officials.
Experts at Rohini’s FSL
stumbled upon this while
they were identifying the
charred bodies with the
help of DNA profile generation and matching them
with the samples of the respective claimants in a twomonth long investigation.
“A total of 27 bodies were
identified and handed over
to the claimants. However,
during the process of examination by our experts,

FARMERS’ PROTEST

some additional DNA profiles, which did not have
any claimants, were generated. Such profiles have
been preserved for future
reference,” FSL director
(Rohini) Deepa Verma told
PTI.
“In future, there are
chances that someone may
make claims about any of
their family member’s
presence at the tragedy. In
such circumstances, additional DNA profiles preserved with us can be used
for identification,” she
added.
Twenty-seven people
were charred or asphyxiated after the blaze engulfed a commercial building in Mundka area on
May 13. The fire started
from the first floor that
housed a CCTV camera of-

fice and router manufacturing and assembling
company.
The Delhi Fire Service
had deployed cranes to rescue those trapped in the
blaze which was doused
after nearly seven hours.
However, smoke from the
fire had spread to the entire building and some
people jumped off through
the windows to save themselves, while some others
used ropes to climb down.
For the forensic examination, four officers were
deputed under DS Paliwal,
head of Division of
Biology and DNA. Paliwal
had in 2005 supervised the
DNA analysis and identification process in the
Sarojini Nagar blast
which had claimed lives of
more than 100 people.

Uddhav names Dighe’s
nephew as Thane Sena chief
Mumbai, Jul 31:

Members of Bharati kisaan Union Ekta (Bhatedi Kalan) block railway tracks during a
protest, in Patiala, Sunday.

Shiv Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray on
Sunday appointed Kedar
Dighe, nephew of Sena
stalwart the late Anand
Dighe, as the party’s
Thane district chief.
Thane is the home turf
of Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde
who heads the rebel camp
of Sena MLAs.
Anand Dighe was believed to be the mentor of
Shinde, who rose through
the Shiv Sena rank in his
political career.
Earlier, the post of
Thane district Shiv Sena
president fell vacant after
Naresh Mhaske resigned
in support of Shinde.
Anita Birje, a close asso-

ciate of the late Dighe and
who headed the women’s
wing of Sena, has been appointed
as
“deputy
leader”.
Pradip Shinde has been
appointed as Thane city
Shiv Sena president,
Chintamani Kharkhanis
as the spokesperson of
Thane Shiv Sena, party
secretary Vinayak Raut
said in a statement.
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Pelosi confirms trip to Asia, but
no mention of Taiwan
Beijing, Jul 31 (AP):
The speaker of the US
House of Representatives,
Nancy Pelosi, confirmed
on Sunday she will visit
four Asian countries this
week but made no mention of a possible stop in
Taiwan that has fuelled
tension with Beijing,
which claims the island
democracy as its own territory.
Pelosi said in a statement she is leading a congressional delegation to
Singapore,
Malaysia,
South Korea and Japan to
discuss trade, the COVID19 pandemic, climate
change, security and democratic governance .
Pelosi has yet to confirm
news reports that she
might visit Taiwan.
Chinese President Xi
Jinping warned against

meddling in Beijing’s dealings with the island in a
phone call on Thursday
with his American counterpart, Joe Biden.
Beijing sees official
American contact with
Taiwan as encouragement
to make its decades-old de
facto independence permanent, a step US leaders
say they don’t support.

ISIL-K seeks to recruit members
from other terror groups: UN
United Nations, Jul 31 (PTI):
Islamic State in Iraq and
the Levant-Khorasan (ISILK) seeks to strengthen its capabilities by recruiting members from other terror
groups and if succeeded in
regaining control over the
lost territory in eastern
Afghanistan, the outfit may
prove difficult for the Taliban
to reverse such gains, a UN
report has said. The 15th report of the Secretary-General
on the threat posed by ISIL
(Da’esh) to international
peace and security and the
range of United Nations efforts in support of member
states in countering the
threat said on Saturday that
the militant group views
Afghanistan as a base for expansion in the wider region
for the realisation of its great
caliphate project.
It is unclear whether the
ISIL-K can regain control
over lost territory in eastern
Afghanistan. Should it succeed, it may prove difficult
for the Taliban to reverse
such gains and, according to
one member state, the ISIL-K

would then be positioned to
develop a global threat capability from Afghanistan, the
report said. The ISIL-K seeks
to strengthen its capabilities
by recruiting members from
other terrorist groups, as
well as to attract disaffected
Taliban fighters and local
ethnic minorities, the report
said. According to the report,
one member state reported
the defection of 50 Uighur
fighters from the eastern
Turkistan Islamic Movement
to ISIL-K.
Several member states reported that ISIL-K was able to
recruit thanks to higher
monthly payments to fighters.
In
Afghanistan,
Sanaullah Ghafari remains
the leader of ISIL-K.
Other leadership figures
are reported by one member
state to include Mawlawi
Rajab Salahuddin (alias
Mawlawi Hanas) as deputy,
Sultan
Aziz
Azzam
(spokesperson), Abu Mohsin
(head of finance), Qari
Shahadat (head of training),
Qari Saleh (head of intelligence), and Qari Fateh (head
of military operations).

Pelosi, head of one of
three branches of the US
government, would be the
highest-ranking elected
American official to visit
Taiwan
since
thenSpeaker Newt Gingrich in
1997.
The Biden administration didn’t explicitly urge
Pelosi to avoid Taiwan
but tried to assure Beijing

there was no reason to
come to blows and that if
such a visit occurred, it
would signal no change in
US policy.
Under the strong leadership of
President
Biden, America is firmly
committed to smart,
strategic engagement in
the region, understanding that a free and flourishing Indo-Pacific is crucial to prosperity in our
nation and around the
globe, Pelosi’s statement
said.
Taiwan and China split
in 1949 after the communists won a civil war on
the mainland. Both sides
say they are one country
but disagree over which
government is entitled to
national leadership.
They have no official relations but are linked by
billions of dollars of

trade and investment.
The US switched diplomatic recognition from
Taipei to Beijing in 1979,
but maintains informal
relations with the island.
Washington is obligated
by federal law to see that
Taiwan has the means to
defend itself.
Washington’s
One
China policy says it takes
no position on the status
of the two sides but wants
their dispute resolved
peacefully. Beijing promotes an alternative One
China principle that says
they are one country and
the Communist Party is
its leader.
Members of Congress
publicly backed Pelosi’s
interest
in
visiting
Taiwan despite Chinese
opposition. They want to
avoid being seen as yielding to Beijing.
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Sri Lanka has allowed a
Chinese research vessel to
dock at the Hambantota
port next month, the island
nation’s
Army
spokesman said on Sunday,
days after India said it
carefully monitors any development having a bearing on its security and economic interests.
The southern deep-sea
port of Hambantota is considered strategically important for its location.
The port, located in the
hometown
of
the
Rajapaksa family, has been
developed largely with
Chinese loans.
Asked for his comment
on reports about the possible docking of the Chinese
spacecraft tracking ship
‘Yuan Wang 5’ at the
Hambantota port, the Sri
Lankan Army spokesman
Colonel Nalin Herath said
Sri Lanka routinely gives

clearance to enter commercial and military ships
from many countries to go
past and also enter Sri
Lankan waters.
We have given permission and clearance to the
Chinese vessel in that context,” Herath told PTI.
Yuan Wang 5 is expected
to dock in Sri Lanka’s
Hambantota port from
August 11-17 for replenishment’ and will conduct
satellite control and research tracking in the
north western part of the
Indian Ocean region
through August and
September.
India has said it carefully monitors any development having a bearing on
its security and economic
interests. “We are aware of
reports of a proposed visit
by
this
vessel
to
Hambantota in August,”
External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said in New Delhi

when asked about the reports of a proposed visit by
a Chinese vessel. “
The government carefully monitors any development having a bearing on
India’s security and economic interests and takes
all necessary measures to
safeguard them,” he said
on Thursday.
Meanwhile, Sri Lanka’s
main Tamil minority
party TNA on Sunday said
China’s military presence
in the Indian Ocean would
give India a legitimate defence concern and that
Colombo should not accentuate that by providing
space for Chinese military
presence.
Chinese
spacecraft
tracking ship Yuan Wang 5
entering the Hambantota
Harbour on August 11 has
again given rise to tensions in the region. We do
not take sides with regard
to power struggles between other countries,”

T

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin (C) stands next to Russia’s Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu (L) and Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Navy, Admiral Nikolai Yevmenov
(R) as he takes part in the main naval parade marking the Russian Navy Day, in St.
Petersburg on July 31

the TNA said in a statement. BRISL (Belt & Road
Initiative Sri Lanka), a
Colombo-based organisation studying China’s ambitious connectivity project, said “the visit of Yuan
Wang-5 to Hambantota
port will be an excellent
opportunity for Sri Lanka
and the regional developing nations to learn and develop their own space programmes.” India has traditionally taken a stern view
of Chinese military vessels in the Indian ocean
and has protested such visits with Sri Lanka in the
past. India’s concerns have
been
focused
on
Hambantota port in particular. In 2017, Colombo
leased the southern port to
China Merchant Port
Holdings, after Sri Lanka
was unable to keep its loan
repayment commitments,
fanning fears over potential use of the port for military purposes.

Bali holds mass cremation
for over 100 deceased
Padangbai, Jul 31 (AP):
Hundreds of people
wearing white shirts
and traditional clothes
gathered along the coast
of Padangbai port on
the Indonesian resort island of Bali for a mass
cremation ceremony
taking place in their village for the first time.
Families in Padangbai
are sending off 117 deceased. They were previously buried in a public
cemetery, not far from
the cremation site.
Cremation is usually
held by individual families, but the mass ceremony eases the burden
of cost. Some families
waited for more than
five years for the cremation.
The Hindu rites on
Friday started in the
morning as the residents paraded bade, a 6metre (20-foot) wooden
tower carrying bodies

and a coffin in the shape
of Gajah Mina, an elephant-headed fish, to the
sea.
The relatives who
took part in the procession also brought photos
of their deceased family
members and put them
inside the bade.
As the procession
made its way to a wide
space around the cemetery, the relatives took
the bones from the bade
and put them into the
coffin before they were
cremated.
The Balinese Hindus
believe cremation releases the soul of the
dead so they can start
the next cycle of life.
We are doing the mass
cremation, so we can do
it together,” said Eka
Primawata, the secretary of Karangasem cultural village. With this
mass cremation, this
cultural village becomes
... more harmonious.

Monkeypox has been declared a public health
emergency in New York
City, with officials declaring that the city is currently the epicentre of the outbreak and an estimated
150,000 New Yorkers may
currently be at the risk of
exposure.
New York City Mayor
Eric Adams and New York
City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene
(DOHMH) Commissioner
Ashwin
Vasan
on
Saturday declared a public
health emergency due to
the monkeypox outbreak.
“Over the past few

weeks, we have moved as
quickly as possible to expand outreach and access
to vaccines and treatment
to keep people safe, the officials said.
The declaration, effective immediately, will
allow DOHMH to issue
emergency commissioner’s orders under the New
York City Health Code and
amend provisions of the
Health Code to provide for
measures to help slow the
spread.
The officials said that
New York City is currently
the epicentre of the outbreak, and it is estimated
that approximately 150,000
New Yorkers may current-

ly be at risk for monkeypox
exposure.
We will continue to work
with our federal partners
to secure more doses as
soon as they become available. This outbreak must
be met with urgency, action, and resources, both
nationally and globally,
and this declaration of a
public health emergency
reflects the seriousness of
the moment, they said.
We are also working
with partners at every
level of government, to obtain as many additional
doses as possible, as quickly as possible, so that we
can protect New Yorkers
during this growing out-

break, the authorities said.
Last week, the World
Health Organisation had
declared monkeypox a
global public health emergency and called on nations to work closely with
communities of men who
have sex with men and
adopt measures that protect the health, human
rights, and dignity of affected communities.
We have an outbreak
that has spread around the
world rapidly, through new
modes of transmission,
about which we understand too little, and which
meets the criteria in the
International
Health
Regulations... For all of

DENOUNCE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

A group consisting mainly of Lebanese women protest to denounce violence against women, the LGBTQI community and foreign workers, in the capital Beirut’s downtown area, on July 31.

these reasons, I have decided that the global monkeypox outbreak represents a
public health emergency of
international concern,
WHO Director-General
Tedros
Adhanom
Ghebreyesus had said.
A
month
ago,
Ghebreyesus had convened the Emergency
Committee under the
International
Health
Regulations to assess
whether the multi-country
monkeypox outbreak represented a public health
emergency of international concern. At the time,
3040 cases of monkeypox
had been reported to WHO,
from 47 countries.

amid gas supply worries

Berlin, Jul 31 (AP):
Rising concern over the
impact of a potential
Russian gas cutoff is fuelling the debate in
Germany over whether the
country should switch off
its last three nuclear power
plants as planned at the end
of this year.
The door to some kind of
extension appeared to open
a crack after the Economy
Ministry in mid-July announced a new stress test
on the security of electricity supplies.
It’s supposed to take into
account a tougher scenario

than a previous test, concluded in May, that found
supplies were assured.
Since then, Russia has reduced natural gas supplies
through the Nord Stream 1
pipeline to Germany to
20% of capacity amid tensions over the war in
Ukraine.
It cited technical issues
that Germany says are only
an excuse for a political
power play. Russia recently
has accounted for about a
third of Germany’s gas
supply, and there are concerns it could turn off the
tap altogether.
The main opposition

Union bloc has made increasingly frequent demands for an extension of
the nuclear plants’ lives.
Similar calls are coming
from the smallest party in
Chancellor Olaf Scholz’s
coalition government, the
pro-business
Free
Democrats.
A lot speaks for not
switching off the safe and
climate-friendly nuclear
power plants, but if necessary using them until 2024,
Finance Minister Christian
Lindner,
the
Free
Democrats’ leader, told
Sunday’s Bild am Sonntag
newspaper.

Pakistan military chief seeks US help on release of IMF loan
Islamabad, Jul 31 (AP):
Pakistan’s powerful army chief
has contacted Washington,
seeking US help in securing an
early release of a crucial USD
1.7 billion instalment from the
International Monetary Fund
to his country, struggling with
a deepening economic crisis,
Pakistani officials said.
According to several government officials, Gen. Qamar
Javed Bajwa discussed the
issue
with
US
Deputy
Secretary of State Wendy
Sherman,
appealing
on
Washington to use its influence with the IMF to help
Pakistan.
The appeal was a rare
reaching out by the army chief.
Pakistan’s relations with the
United States have been troubled in recent years, mainly
over the issue of neighbouring
Afghanistan, now run by the
Taliban.
The
relations
remained especially tense

under former Prime Minister
Imran Khan, who was ousted in
a no-confidence vote in
Parliament in April. However,
Pakistan’s military, which has
directly ruled the country for
more than half of its 75-year
history, has closely worked
with the US and was an official
ally in the war on terror
against al-Qaida.
Pakistan’s foreign ministry
confirmed Friday that Bajwa
and Sherman had talked. “I
understand (the) conversation
has taken place, but at this
stage, I am not in direct knowledge of the content of this discussion,”
said
ministry
spokesman Asim Iftikhar. The
officials who spoke to The
Associated Press on Saturday
said the discussion focused on
the IMF loan. They spoke on
condition
of
anonymity
because they were not authorised to talk to the media.
Pakistan and the IMF origi-

nally signed the bailout accord
in 2019. But the release of a
USD 1.7 billion tranche has
been on hold since earlier this
year, when the IMF expressed
concern about Pakistan’s compliance with the deal’s terms
under Khan.
Khan’s successor, Prime
Minister Shahbaz Sharif, and
his government reached a preliminary agreement with the
IMF earlier this month to
revive the bailout package.
That agreement was subject to
approval from the fund’s board
of directors. Pakistan had
hoped for a quick revival of the
bailout, but the IMF has so far
not released the much-needed
instalment, which may have
prompted Bajwa’s call to
Washington. It remained
unclear what US officials could
do to speed up the process of
the bailout.
There was no immediate
comment from Washington on

the phone call.
Bajwa also spoke by phone
with the head of US Central
Command in the Mideast, Gen.
Michael Kurilla, on Friday,
according to a military statement. It quoted Kurilla as saying he appreciates the role
Pakistan plays in the region’s
stability and expressing hopes
for further improvement in
cooperation with Pakistan.
Pakistan desperately needs
the IMF loan. Earlier in July,
the fund said it would raise the
value of the bailout from USD 6
billion to USD 7 billion, if
approved by its executive
board, usually considered a
formality. Sharif has repeatedly blamed the former prime
minister’s government, alleging that Khan a former cricket
star turned Islamist politician
had deliberately violated IMF’s
conditions in order to remain
popular among followers at
home.

he 'architects' of the enticement to citizen voters to get freebies under quid-pro-quo basis, having experienced it in the
electoral laboratory of a few states in the country in one or the
other form, of course, has resulted in winning of elections by such
parties but in the short run, it has turned such states walking into
a debt trap. Continuance of this “agreement” or bargain accentuates the adverse impact on widening and deepening of this trap.
In the long run, it tells upon the capacity and the will of the beneficiary people to work hard and probably work sincerely. It is a
sort of clumsy corruption with far reaching consequences and
should be seen in that context as well. After all, why free, what for
free, who to pay right through one’s nose for this 'free' as its cost,
is a serious question which should be pondered over seriously by
the citizens of the country. On the other hand, boasting of “our
Government” not levying any taxes is furtherance of this corruption just not to displease the voters while those who cannot evade
it or pay honestly suffer emotional setback that whatever was
given in free was never from the pocket of the political leaders but
from the tax payers’ pockets. Electricity has conveniently and easily been made the proverbial 'whipping boy' by these politicians to
whom perhaps basic economic principles appear as redundant
and absolutely non-optional if not entirely superfluous. Electricity,
the cost of generation of which plus costs of transmission and
allied infrastructure are increasing day by day, is topping the list
of freebies and a competition is there among propounder politicians advocating freebies as a means to reach the seat of
Government as to who would offer to what greater extent electricity to considered “always poor” voters without paying the cost
of it by them. Like this, the basic variables of the economy and
economic system plunge into a cycle of arrhythmia and can result
into putting on hold the rhyme and rhythm of economic development of such a state /UT of the country. The condition of many
states like Punjab, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Kerala,
Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh etc
is that they are having the highest debt burden in India and these
states account for half of the total expenditure by all state
Governments combined in India. The question remains as to who
was going to finance the political luxuries and royalties of these
politicians employing the lolly pop of free electricity, financial exgratia of monthly cash to hundreds of thousands of people, free
bus ride, free water, free metro/train travel, free medical facilities, free education, free ration and the list is unending . It is tantamount to muzzling of almost all vital channels of economic
development, infrastructure improvement and thwarting and putting on hold introduction and implementation of various urgently
required projects. There is, in the process, and what follows generally, a pressure on the central Government to release funds to
finance the cost of freebies and if not getting as much as asked
for, then playing victimhood of neglect and discrimination by such
freebies sponsoring political leaders is resorted to. It generates
not only avoidable mess, clamour and political hullabaloo but a
mouth watering means for others to join this ”game” to win elections. A vicious circle is about to get created in the country if it
was not regulated and stopped forthwith. Supreme Court of India
is hearing PILs filed against this practice and has, therefore,
termed these freebies as ”serious” and ”irrational” and asked the
central Government as to why it was hesitant on taking a stand on
it . Since Finance Commission plays a vital role in evaluating the
state of finances of the Union and state Governments and gives
recommendations on distribution of tax revenues between the
Union and the states and amongst the states themselves and it
being a constitutional body, can impose certain fetters on such
hard earned revenue luxuries . Not only this, the Election
Commission of India can penalise such political parties and even
prohibit contesting elections by such candidates based primarily
on these promises or can increasingly regulate this addiction like
on the limit of spending on election campaigns. The strongest tool
and antidote to this opium is in the hands of the law makers themselves in making laws in the Parliament against this practice. The
question about this 'golden' option is who will bell the cat as, perhaps, all Law Makers are in unison on issues concerning them
“all”. We , therefore, feel the real sovereign power wielders being
the voters of this country alone can stop this practice by saying a
big “No” to and out rightly rejecting these ”freebies” promising
politicians while casting their valuable vote.

Health of country
in bad shape

A

ll is not well with the health of medicine in the country. A
media report emanating from New Delhi said that as many as
7,700 samples of medicines out of over 84,000 samples collected
from across the country in the past three years were declared not
of standard quality. Additionally, another lot of 670 medicine samples had been declared spurious or adulterated. Media reports,
quoting government data, also said that out of the 7,700 samples
declared as substandard in three years, as many as 2,652 samples
of medicines were picked for testing during 2020-21. Though no
data were immediately available about how many thousands or
lakhs people have been affected due to the consumption of such
substandard and spurious medicine, the fact is that these medicines are being all manufactured by companies which had been
given licences and permits by the government itself. A large number of spurious and substandard medicines must have also got distributed among patients through the network of government hospitals too, while a number of doctors who had prescribed such medicine must have also got commissions and freebies from the manufacturing companies. A huge amount of hard-earned money must
have been spent by the patients for purchasing such spurious medicines. The good news is that over 500 persons have been arrested
in the last three years for manufacturing and supplying the spurious
and substandard medicines. While the manufacture, sale and distribution of drugs in the country are regulated under the provisions
of Drugs & Cosmetics Act, 1940 and Rules, 1945, the regulatory control over the manufacture, sale and distribution of drugs in the
country is exercised through a system of licensing and inspection by
the State Licensing Authorities (SLAs) appointed by respective
state governments. The SLAs are legally empowered to take action
in case of violation of the condition of licence. It is not immediately known as to how many such spurious drugs have been detected
in Assam and the North-east and how many persons have been
arrested in this connection. But it is for certain that these culprits
must have been doing good business in the region by taking advantage of laxity of the concerned authorities.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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IPKF deserves
Noble Prize

Freebies by political parties
weakening economic system

Monkeypox declared a public health emergency in New York City Germany argues over nuclear shutdown
New York, Jul 31 (PTI):
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‘Chinese research vessel to dock at
Hambantota port in August’
Colombo, Jul 31 (PTI):

FARMERS STRIKE

PUTIN REVIEWS NAVAL TROOPS

Farmers shout slogans as they block railway tracks during a protest against the central government demanding legal guarantee
for the agricultural Minimum Support Price (MSP) and for their other various demands at a railway station in Amritsar on July 31.

Climate change is intensifying the water cycle
MATHEW BARLOW

P

owerful storm systems
triggered flash flooding
across the US in late July, inundating St. Louis neighbourhoods with record rainfall and
setting off mudslides in eastern Kentucky, where at least
16 people died in flooding.
Another deluge in Nevada
flooded the Las Vegas strip.
The impact of climate change
on extreme water-related
events like this is becoming
increasingly evident. The
storms in the US followed
extreme flooding this summer
in India and Australia and last
year in Western Europe.
Studies by scientists around
the world show that the water
cycle has been intensifying
and will continue to intensify
as the planet warms. An international climate assessment I
coauthored in 2021 for the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change lays out the
details. It documented an
increase in both wet extremes,
including more intense rainfall
over most regions, and dry
extremes, including drying in
the Mediterranean, southwest-

ern Australia, southwestern
South America, South Africa
and western North America. It
also shows that both wet and
dry extremes will continue to
increase with future warming.
Water cycles through the
environment, moving between
the atmosphere, ocean, land
and reservoirs of frozen water.
It might fall as rain or snow,
seep into the ground, run into
a waterway, join the ocean,
freeze or evaporate back into
the atmosphere. Plants also

take up water from the ground
and release it through transpiration from their leaves. In
recent decades, there has
been an overall increase in the
rates of precipitation and
evaporation. A number of factors are intensifying the water
cycle, but one of the most
important is that warming
temperatures raise the upper
limit on the amount of moisture in the air. That increases
the potential for more rain.
This aspect of climate change
is confirmed across all of our

lines of evidence discussed in
the IPCC report. It is expected
from basic physics, projected
by computer models, and it
already shows up in the observational data as a general
increase of rainfall intensity
with warming temperatures.
Understanding this and
other changes in the water
cycle is important for more
than preparing for disasters.
Water is an essential resource
for all ecosystems and human
societies, and particularly

agriculture. An intensifying
water cycle means that both
wet and dry extremes and the
general variability of the water
cycle will increase, although
not uniformly around the
globe. Rainfall intensity is
expected to increase for most
land areas, but the largest
increases in dryness are
expected
in
the
Mediterranean, southwestern
South America and western
North America. Globally, daily
extreme precipitation events
will likely intensify by about 7

per cent for every 1 degree
Celsius
(1.8
degrees
Fahrenheit) that global temperatures rise. Many other
important aspects of the water
cycle will also change in addition to extremes as global temperatures increase, the report
shows, including reductions in
mountain glaciers, decreasing
duration of seasonal snow
cover, earlier snowmelt and
contrasting changes in monsoon rains across different
regions, which will impact the
water resources of billions of
people. One common theme
across these aspects of the
water cycle is that higher
greenhouse gas emissions lead
to bigger impacts.
The IPCC does not make policy recommendations. Instead,
it provides the scientific information needed to carefully
evaluate policy choices. The
results show what the implications of different choices are
likely to be. One thing the scientific evidence in the report
clearly tells world leaders is
that limiting global warming to
the Paris Agreement target of
1.5 C (2.7 F) will require immediate, rapid and large-scale
reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions.
Regardless of any specific
target, it is clear that the
severity of climate change
impacts are closely linked to
greenhouse gas emissions:
Reducing
emissions
will
reduce impacts. Every fraction
of a degree matter.

Two BSF soldiers sacrificed their
lives in Congo where they were
deputed by united nation to
maintain the peace in that country and there were total casualties when local attacked the
United Nations Peace keeping
force and in this regard PM had
telephonic talks with secretary
general of United Nations and he
expressed condolence. It is
worth mentionable that in such
type of various peace missions
177 Indians had sacrificed their
lives. India appreciates its
responsibilities towards the UN
charter and has consistently contributed towards UN effort in the
maintenance of international
peace and security. The Indian
Armed Forces are one of the
largest contributors to UN
Peacekeeping Operations. The
UN has honoured the Indian
peacekeepers in recognising its
contribution and sacrifices to the
peacekeeping operations. Indian
Contingents (INDBAT), which
have served in UN Peacekeeping
ops have won praise from the UN
authorities, foreign media and
the host country. So far India has
taken part in 49 Peacekeeping
missions with a total contribution exceeding 200,000 troops
and a significant number of
police personnel having been
deployed. In 2014 India is the
third largest troop contributor
country [TCC] with 7,860 personnel deployed with ten UN
Peacekeeping Missions of which
995 are police personnel, including the first Female Formed
Police Unit under the UN.
Keeping in view the contribution
of Indian troops in maintaining
the peace in various countries
under the instructions of United
Nations the Indian Peace keeping force deserves Nobel Prize
and the committee which
decides the Nobel prize should
take into consideration the sacrifices of Indian troops and the
prize should be awarded to
Indian Peace keeping force.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

All in a family
The recent upheaval in Sri
Lanka is a clear fallout of 'parivaarbad'. We all know that both
Sri Lanka and India were ruled
by one family named Rajapaksa
and Gandhis for more than four
decades. In a recent TV debate,
it was really very amusing to
see and hear Congress panellists trying to attack the ruling
BJP and defend 'parivaarbad'
or dynasty politics. The panellist belonging to Congress and
TMC seems to believe that we
the viewers are so gullible that
we know nothing about how
Sonia Gandhi and Mamata
Banerjee are handling their
party affairs like family affairs.
Right now, both mother and son
are being grilled by ED for their
massive financial fraud committed to serving their family
first, party second and the
nation last. Who knows the
very same fate of Rajapaksa
and his family awaits the pseudo Gandhis in future? Only time
will tell. Let us wait and see.
Joel Gayari, Tangla

Women are better at statistics than they think
Jonathan B Santo
Women in statistics classes do better academically
than men over a semester despite having more negative attitudes regarding their own abilities, according to our recent study in the Journal of Statistics
and Data Science Education.
Using data from more than 100 male and female
students from multiple statistics classes, my colleague and I assessed gender differences in grades
over the course of a semester.
As part of the study, students also answered surveys at the start and end of the semester that measured six different things: their fear of statistics
teachers in general; their thoughts about the usefulness of statistics; their perceptions of their own
mathematical ability; their anxiety in taking tests;
their anxiety in interpreting statistics; and their fear
of asking for help. Overall, we found that students
with more negative perceptions of their own mathematical ability had lower grades over the course of
the semester. What's even more interesting are the
gender differences that emerged.
Even though men and women scored similarly on
exams at the start of the semester, women finished
the semester with almost 10% higher final exam
grades. This was the case even though women had
significantly worse attitudes about their mathematical abilities at the start of the semester than their
male counterparts. At the beginning of the semester
specifically, women were more likely to rate their
mathematical abilities as lower than men in the class

and report more anxiety toward exams and toward
interpreting statistical findings. However, each of
these self-assessments improved over the course of
the semester such that women's attitudes didn't differ from men's by the end.
Meanwhile, the grades of male students who reported fear of statistics teachers or fear of asking for
help decreased more sharply over the course of the
semester. For men whose attitudes improved during
the semester, grades also improved though not as
much as women's grades improved.
Why it matters
A number of studies have shown that from an
early age, boys and girls learn math equally well.
However, girls are less likely to be called on in math

classes than boys, even when they raise their hands
as much as boys do. Moreover, some teachers unconsciously grade girls' math tests more harshly than
boys'. By middle school, gender differences in math
scores emerge.
These factors may contribute to adult women's
being more likely to rate themselves as less mathematically skilled than men. As a result, women are
also less likely to pursue STEM science, technology,
engineering and math occupations.
The results from our study, in line with others, bolster the notion that women have the potential to do
as well as men, and even better, in STEM fields, such
as statistics. We contend that women would benefit
from additional mentoring to encourage them as
they begin pursuing STEM-related education.
What still isn't known The evidence above provides hints at some of the causes of the gender discrepancy in perceived ability. However, there is much
we still don't know.
For example, why did the attitudes of the women
in our study improve over time? Was it based on
their confidence in their abilities as their grades improved, or did their statistics teachers influence
their perception of their own abilities over time?
More research is needed to understand exactly
how women differed from men in their attitudes over
the course of the school semester, among other questions. In particular, we'd like to disentangle exactly
which classroom or instructor factors can lead to better attitudes among students, ultimately translating
to better grades.
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BRIEF
DLF
New Delhi: Realty
major DLF's net debt
reduced by 16 per cent
during the April-June
period to Rs 2,259
crore from the previous quarter on the
back of strong housing sales. Its net debt
stood at Rs 2,680 crore
at the end of the last
fiscal. In an investor
presentation, DLF
said the company is
"committed to further
debt reduction in the
medium term". It asserted that the completed inventory and
receivables from customers against sold
units would be sufficient to discharge all
current liabilities.

Pet care industry
New Delhi: Increased
pet adoption after the
pandemic is driving
the Indian pet care industry to touch Rs
10,000 crore by 2025,
prompting FMCG majors like Nestle India
and Emami to enter
the sector. The pet
food market is currently around Rs 4,000
crore and expected to
grow significantly
over the next five
years. Mars Petcare
and Himalaya
Wellness Company,
among others, are the
two major companies
operating in the segment. Mars Petcare is
a division of global
confectionary major
Mars Inc.

HDFC
New Delhi: Mortgage
lender HDFC Ltd on
Saturday increased its
benchmark lending
rate by 25 basis points,
a move that will make
loans dearer for both
existing and new borrowers. The rate hike
comes ahead of the
RBI's Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC)
meeting later next
week. It is widely expected that MPC
would hike interest
rates to tame high inflation.

India Pharma
Hyderabad: Indian
pharma exports registered a growth of
eight per cent during the first quarter
of the current financial year to USD 6.26
billion, as officials
hope for a 10 per
cent growth by the
end of the fiscal.
Udaya Bhaskar,
Director General of
Pharmaceuticals
Export Promotion
Council of India
(Pharmexcil), a
body under the
Department of
Commerce said
pharma exports to
European Union
and other CIS countries which were hit
by the ongoing war
in Ukraine and restrictions are expected to improve
once the situation
becomes normal.

Mcap
New Delhi: Eight of
the top 10 valued firms
added Rs 1,91,622.95
crore to their market
valuation last week,
with Bajaj Finance
and Tata Consultancy
Services emerging as
lead gainers. The 30share BSE Sensex
jumped 1,498.02 points
or 2.67 per cent last
week. From the winners' pack, the market
valuation of Bajaj
Finance rallied Rs
57,673.19 crore to Rs
4,36,447.88 crore at
close on Friday. The
market capitalisation
(mcap) of Tata
Consultancy Services
(TCS) jumped Rs
47,494.49 crore to Rs
12,07,779.68 crore.

IndiGo expects to be on ‘profitable
growth’ path soon: Dutta
Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):

IndiGo, on July 13, said it
was in constant dialogue
with its employees to take
care of any issues or grievances.
"As business recovers,
we are in the process of
addressing some of the issues related to employee
remuneration. This is an
ongoing activity and we
will continue to take employee feedback in the
process," it had said.
Dutta, who is set to retire as the Chief Executive
Officer in September, in
his latest message to the
staff also said the carrier
has been nimble at managing capacity, maximising
revenue opportunities and
managing the balance
sheet.
The good news is that
the crisis in the wake of
the coronavirus pandemic
seems to be ending, "our
revenue performance is
strong and we should be

back on a path of profitable growth soon", Dutta
said. In 2021-22, IndiGo reported an annual loss of
Rs 6,162 crore, while revenue from operations
stood at Rs 25,931 crore.
While acknowledging
that the airline had to implement tough decisions,
such as workforce retrenchment and leave
without pay, to preserve
and protect its financial
health, he thanked the employees for their dedication, resilience and patience over the last two difficult years.
Pieter Elbers will be taking over the reins of the
airline in the coming
weeks.
Meanwhile, in his message to the shareholders
ahead of the company's
annual general meeting on
August 26, Dutta said the
airline remains bullish on
its prospects.

Govt expects 5G rollout in
early Oct: Vaishnaw

IOC sold petrol at
Rs 10 a litre loss,
diesel at Rs 14

IndiGo expects to be on
the "profitable growth"
path soon as the pandemic-triggered crisis seems to
be ending and the airline
is also working to address
the issues of employees,
according to its CEO
Ronojoy Dutta.
His remarks to the staff
also come against the
backdrop of certain sections of the airline's employees going on protest,
earlier this month, against
low salaries.
IndiGo, which will be
completing 16 years next
month, is the country's
largest airline with a domestic market share of
nearly 57 per cent and has
a fleet of more than 280
planes.
"I understand that every
department still has its
own unique challenges
and I urge you to stay con-

Indigo CEO Ronojoy Dutta
nected with the leadership
of your department. I assure you that we are working on resolving each and
every issue to ensure that
we continue our journey
to become better than the
best!" Dutta said in a message to the employees. The
airline had a total of 26,164
employees in the last financial year.
Against the backdrop of
some sections of the staff
going on sick leave protest,

̈ To be fastest
among many
geographies

Mumbai, Jul 30 (PTI):
The government expects
the rollout of 5G services to
start from early October in
the country, Union minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Saturday.
"As soon as the spectrum
auction ends, within a few
days itself, we will allocate
the spectrum. We expect
that the 5G roll-out will happen from the beginning of
October and within a year
or so, we should have a good
rollout in the country," the
Union
Minister
for
Communications,
Electronics
and
Information Technology
Ashwini Vaishnaw told reporters here.
The 5G rollout will probably be the fastest compared

to many geographies, the
minister said on the sidelines of the Telecom
Investor roundtable: The
Indian 5G Opportunity.
"We believe that we will
probably buck the trend of
having a much faster rollout of 5G compared to
many other geographies
since our other costs are
significantly under control," he added.
Bidding for 5G spectrum
entered the fifth day on
Saturday amid continued
interest for radiowaves
from players such as
Reliance Jio and Bharti

Airtel.
When
asked
whether the significant
presence of Reliance Jio
and Airtel will result in a
duopoly, the minister said it
will not happen as the reforms have brought in stability in the industry and
there is healthy competition.
"Duopoly will not happen, the September reforms
have resulted in good stability in the industry, we are
looking at new players to
enter the segment, and
there is going to be good
healthy competition in the
sector. BSNL will emerge as
a good market balancer," he
noted. The 5G auction is
doing well, which shows
that the industry is taking
off, and the results are very
good. Close to Rs 1.49 lakh
crore has been committed
by the industry for buying
spectrum, this shows how
the sector is maturing, he
added.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

Linktree launches
new mobile app
Mumbai, Jul 31:
Linktree - the ‘link in
bio’ category leader - announced the launch of its
new mobile app on iOS
and Android so users can
spend less time creating
and managing their
Linktree, and spend
more time doing what
they do best. The launch
of the new mobile app is
Linktree’s next milestone move during a summer of transformation,
as the platform advances
beyond the ‘link-in-bio’
category it created.
The mobile app is designed to make it easier
than ever to create, curate and share on the go.
Individuals and businesses can create their
Linktree, add and manage links, customize
their design, and view
analytics from their mobile devices. Creators can
spend more time creating
by making it faster and
easier to keep their
Linktree up-to-date, making more use of their
time.

TECNO, the global premium smartphone brand
announces the launch of
yet another all-rounder
smartphone, under its
most popular ‘SPARK series’, the all-new TECNO
SPARK 9. Maintaining its
streak of breaking the
mould with segment-first
features, TECNO SPARK 9
becomes the first in its segment to offer 11GB* RAM
with Memory fusion feature at a disruptive price
point of Rs.9,499. The
brand has been the 4th
strongest
smartphone
player in the sub-10K segment as per Counterpoint
Research.
Exhibiting multitasking
capabilities,
TECNO

Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Ltd is looking to expand its network of
petrol pumps in Tamil
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana, as it looks to tap
markets in the vicinity of its
refinery, its chairman has
said.
MRPL's
(Mangalore
Refinery
and
Petrochemicals Ltd) petrol
pump network is currently
concentrated in Karnataka
and Kerala. The subsidiary
of state-owned Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) has forayed into
fuel retailing in a limited
way, focusing on areas that
are close to its oil refinery in
Mangalore, Karnataka.
MRPL "is continuously focusing on its retail expan-

Silly to compare Sri Lanka’s economic
situation with India: Arvind Panagariya
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Former NITI Aayog
Vice-Chairman Arvind
Panagariya on Sunday
said it would be 'silly' to
compare the economic situation of Sri Lanka with
India, though lessons can
be learnt from the crisis in
the island nation.
Panagariya, in an interview with PTI further
said since the 1991 balance of payments crisis,
successive governments
have managed the macroeconomy conservatively.
He pointed out that in
the case of India, fiscal
deficits have not been allowed to get out of hand,
the exchange rate has

been allowed to depreciate to keep the current-account deficit low, monetary policy has been restrained to keep inflation
low and the opening of financial capital flows has
been done in a calibrated
fashion.
"This is a silly comparison...suggestions of any
parallels between India
and Sri Lanka currently

are
laughable,"
Panagariya said, adding
that India has rarely borrowed abroad to finance
its fiscal deficit.
The eminent economist
was asked to comment on
former Congress president Rahul Gandhi's
statement in which
Gandhi hit out at the
Modi government over
rising inflation and unemployment and said
India looks a "lot like Sri
Lanka" and the Centre
should not distract people. Sri Lanka is grappling with a severe economic crisis and India
has been at the forefront
of extending economic
assistance to Sri Lanka.

per cent. The central bank
sharply reduced the
benchmark rate in 2020 to
tide over the crisis created
by the pandemic outbreak.
Experts are of the view
that the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) would raise the
benchmark rate to at least
the pre-pandemic level
this week and even further
in later months.
"We now expect the RBI
MPC to raise the policy
repo rate by 35 bps on
August 5 and change
stance to calibrated tightening," BofA Global
Research report said.
The possibility of an aggressive 50 bps and a measured 25 bps hike cannot be
ruled out either, it added.
A research report by
Bank of Baroda said that
while the Federal Reserve
raised the rate by 225 bps
in CY22, the RBI has hiked
the repo rate by 90 bps. An
aggressive rate hike by the
Fed is feeding expectations
that the RBI may also front
load its rate hikes.

his week, characters of &TV shows
Baal Shiv, Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan and Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai will have to
pay for others’ mistakes.
About &TV's Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan, Katori
Amma shares, “Katori
Amma’s
(Himani
Shivpuri) relative Adveer
Bhaiya repays six lakhs
to her for helping him in
his bad time. This makes
Rajesh (Kamna Pathak)
anxious, and she starts
fighting with Amma for
not informing the family
before lending the money.
Happu (Yogesh Tripathi)
intervenes and suggests
everyone not help any
family member financially. He then keeps all the
money in the storeroom

T

locker and ties the keys
around his neck to keep
the money safe. However,
Gabbar
approaches
Rajesh and Bimlesh
(Sapna Sikarwar) for two
lakhs as he has lost a
large amount in the bull

Tata Group is planning
to spend Rs 3,000 crore on
R&D by FY26 and set to roll
out the 'First in India' seating system for Vande
Bharat Express trains from
September 2022, a top official has said.
The steel-to-salt conglomerate is also targeting
to be among the top 5 technology firms in the steel industry globally by 2030.
Tata Steel's Composites
division bagged a Rs 145
crore bulk order for seating
systems of the Vande
Bharat express that includes the supply of complete seating systems for 22
train sets, with 16 coaches
in each train set.
"These are specially designed seats, which can rotate 180 degrees and have
aircraft-style passenger
amenities. This is first-inIndia' kind of a supply,

MRPL chairman Alka Mittal
sion in the states of
Karnataka and Kerala and
so far has successfully commissioned 32 retail outlets
with another 20 retail outlets under various stages of
construction", chairman
Alka Mittal said in the
firm's annual report for the
fiscal ended March 31, 2022.
The number of outlets
owned by MRPL has since

Coal India to
engage MDOs in
14 mines
Kolkata, Jul 31 (PTI):
In a bid to ramp up its production, Coal India is implementing
a plan for operationalising 14
mines through the engagement
of mine developer and operators (MDOs), a top official said.
These mines have a combined
capacity of 165.58 million tonne
per annum.
Addressing its shareholders in
the company's latest annual
report, Coal India Chairman and
Managing Director Pramod
Agrawal said, These mines
would contribute in sizable
quantities towards production
in the coming years. Of these,
10 are opencast projects with a
total projected capacity of
161.50 million tonne per annum
and four underground projects
with a total capacity of 4.08
million tonne a year.

gone up to 36. The company,
which operates a 15 million
tonnes a year oil refinery at
Mangalore, plans to add 50
new petrol pumps every
year for the next 5-10 years
and is looking at "entering
new geographical areas of
Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana in
near to medium term," she
said. Indian auto fuel retailing space is dominated by
public sector (PSU) entities.
Out of the 83,685 petrol
pumps in the country, stateowned fuel retailers Indian
Oil, Bharat Petroleum and
Hindustan Petroleum own
55,035 outlets. Rosneftbacked Nayara Energy has
6,635 petrol pumps, while a
joint venture of Reliance
Industries and bp of UK has
1,470 retail outlets. Shell has
326 petrol pumps.

which will be executed
over 12 months starting
September
2022,"
Debashish Bhattacharjee,
Vice President, Technology
& New Materials Business,
Tata Steel, told PTI.
"Composites industry in
India is dominated by institutional businesses and is
largely dependent on infrastructure, industrial and
railway sectors. One of the
key initiatives of the composites business was to
convert to Fibre Reinforced

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
After nine consecutive
months of relentless selling, foreign investors have
turned net buyers and invested nearly Rs 5,000
crore in Indian equities in
July on softening dollar
index and good corporate
earnings.
This is in sharp contrast
to a net withdrawal of Rs
50,145 crore from the stock
market seen in June. This
was the highest net outflow since March 2020,
when foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) had pulled
out Rs 61,973 crore from
equities, data with depositories showed. Going forward, Hitesh Jain, Lead
Analyst - Institutional
Equities, Yes Securities,
believes that FPI flows to
remain positive during

August as the worst for the
rupee seems to be over,
and oil seems to be confining in a range. "Also, earnings story still remains
strong where sturdy revenue growth is offsetting
contraction in profit margins," he added. According
to data with depositories,
FPIs infused a net amount
of Rs 4,989 crore in Indian
equities in July. They were
buyers for nine days in the
month. The net inflow also
propelled the equity markets northwards.
FPIs turned net buyers
for the first time in July
after nine straight months
of massive net outflows,
which started in October
last year. Between October
2021 till June 2022, they
sold a mammoth Rs 2.46
lakh crore in the Indian
equity markets.

After a 3-month lull; it’s raining
mutual fund NFOs in July
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
After a three-month halt,
new fund offerings (NFOs)
have made a strong comeback with asset management
companies launching over
two dozen mutual fund
schemes in July.
The new funds have been
launched across the board -actively managed equity
funds, debt, index funds and
exchange-traded
funds
(ETFs). Interestingly, passively managed funds, particularly ETFs, continue to
dominate the NFO market.
There was a lull in the
NFO space as the Securities
and Exchange Board of
India (Sebi), in April, had
barred fund houses from

floating new schemes till the
time the industry complied
with its norms concerning
the pooling of investors'
funds by intermediaries and
distributors. The deadline
for the implementation of
the new guideline was July 1.
Also, the regulator had
asked fund houses to implement guidelines like dual authentication for redemption,
verification of source of accounts while mutual fund investments are made. These
measures were aimed at safeguarding investors' interest
and to boost investor confidence in mutual fund investing. According to industry
data, as many as 18 asset
management companies
(AMCs) launched a total of

28 mutual fund schemes in
July. Of the 28 NFOs, 24 are
underway and the remaining four have been closed.
The NFOs, which are underway, include ICICI
Prudential Nifty IT Index
Fund, Aditya Birla Sun Life
Nifty 200 Quality 30 ETF,
Baroda BNP Paribas Flexi
Cap Fund, Canara Robeco
Banking and PSU Debt
Fund. Besides, DSP Nifty
Midcap 150 Quality 50 Index
Fund, HDFC Nifty 100 ETF,
Motilal Oswal S&P BSE
Quality Index Fund, IDFC
Midcap Fund, Mirae Asset
Balanced Advantage Fund,
Quantum Nifty 50 ETF Fund
of Fund, Union Gilt Fund
and quant Large Cap Fund
are underway.

ollywood star Kajol on
Sunday completed 30 years
in the film industry and
thanked her fans for the unconditional love she received
during the journey.
The 47-year-old actor took
to Instagram to celebrate the
milestone and posted a video
montage of her character stills
from some of her blockbuster
movies.
"Someone asked me yesterday
what am I feeling?
Couldn't really
put it
into
words,
except
to say
that it is a
feeling of
deep gratitude
for all the love
everyone has showered
on me so unconditionally!
"So cheers to 30 years and counting... and God willing to another 30
more!" Kajol wrote in the caption.
Kajol, daughter of veteran star
Tanuja and director Shomu
Mukherjee, started her career in
movies with action drama film
"Bekhudi", which was released on
July 31, 1992.
Over the next three decades, the
actor gave memorable hits such
as "Yeh Dillagi", "Dushman",
"Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya",
"Pyaar To Hona Hi Tha", "Fanaa"
and "Gupt".
It was her on-screen with pairing with superstar Shah Rukh
Khan in blockbusters such as
"Baazigar", "Karan Arjun",
"Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge",
"Kuch Kuch Hota Hai", "Kabhi
Khushi Kabhie Gham ", "My
Name Is Khan" and "Dilwale" that
earned her a plethora of fans.
Besides, Kajol is known for
films such as "Pyaar To Hona Hi
Tha", "Ishq", "Raju Chacha", "U
Me Aur Hum" and "Tanhaji: The
Unsung Warrior" with actor-husband Ajay Devgn.
She has also starred in Tamil
films such as "Minsara Kanavu"
with Arvind Swamy and
Prabhudheva, and "Velaiilla
Pattadhari 2", alongside Dhanush.
In a recent interview with PTI,
Kajol had said she was fortunate to
have collaborated on "great films
with some fabulous directors.

B

Polymer (FRP) applications where steel is currently
being
used.
Railways has been a promising customer for the FRP
Composites business of
Tata Steel." The FRP used
in the seats will have higher corrosion resistance and
lower maintenance cost.
Moreover, it will be conforming to the European
standard of fire-retardant
property, and will offer improved safety and comfort
to passengers.

FPIs return to Indian equities with
Rs 5,000-cr investment in July

race and now his home is
at stake. Meanwhile,
Happu gets a call from the
Commissioner (Kishore
Bhanushali) to inform
him that he will not be
able to come to the police
station today as he must

Kajol on completing 30 years in cinema

Ranchi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Indian Oil Corporation
sold petrol at a loss of Rs
10 per litre and diesel at
Rs 14 a litre during AprilJune, leading to the firm
reporting its first quarterly net loss in over two
years, a report said.
The nation's largest oil
refining and fuel retailing
firm reported a net loss of
Rs 1,992.53 crore in AprilJune compared to Rs
5,941.37 crore of net profit
in the same period a year
back and Rs 6,021.9 crore
in the preceding JanuaryMarch quarter.
"IOC
(Indian
Oil
Corporation) reported an
88 per cent year-on-year
decline in its standalone
EBITDA to Rs 1,358.9
crore and a net loss of Rs
1,992.5 crore, despite
record high gross refining
margins (GRMs) of USD
31.8 per barrel for the
quarter.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

SPARK 9, a premium
smartphone, boasts superlative functionalities in
memory, processor, display, camera, battery and
the overall smartphone experience in the affordable
segment.
Moreover,
equipped
with an impressive 90Hz
Refresh Rate, the smartphone gives an unmatched
smooth operating experience. The remarkable 6.6”
HD+ dot notch display
makes the smartphone
comfortable to hold for the
users and gives a vivid immersive visuals with an
89.3% screen-to-body ratio.
The TECNO SPARK 9 elevates the entertainment
quotient
of
TECNO
SPARK series smartphones.

Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):
Days after the US Fed
raised the interest rate, the
RBI may go in for its third
consecutive policy rate
hike by 25-35 basis points
to check high retail inflation, experts said.
The central bank has already announced to gradually withdraw its accommodative monetary policy
stance.
The Reserve Bank's ratesetting panel -- Monetary
Policy Committee -- will
meet on August 3 for three
days to deliberate on the
prevailing economic situation and announce its bimonthly review on Friday.
With retail inflation ruling above 6 per cent for six
months, the RBI had
raised the short-term borrowing rate (repo) twice -by 40 basis points in May
and 50 basis points in
June.
The existing repo rate of
4.9 per cent is still below
the pre-Covid level of 5.15

&TV characters will pay
for others’ mistakes

Tata Steel to roll out ‘First in India’
seating system for Vande Bharat

TECNO launches MRPL to expand petrol pump network
all-new SPARK 9 in Tamil Nadu, AP, Telangana: Chairman
New Delhi, Jul 31:

RBI likely to raise key
policy rate by 25-35 bps

Feeling deep
gratitude for
unconditional
love

pay six lakhs to his brother-in-law. To impress the
commissioner, Happu
promises to help him by
giving him all the money.
Now that Rajesh has already taken 2 lakhs to
help Gabbar, Happu fails
in his commitment to provide
6
lakhs
to
Commissioner. A situation arirses when Amma
is blamed for the missing
amount and might land
up in jail. How Rajesh and
Happu Happu handle the
situation will be interesting to watch."
Watch Baal Shiv at 8:00
pm, Happu Ki Ultan
Paltan at 10:00 pm, and
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai at
10:30 pm, airing every
Monday to Friday only on
&TV!

Parineeti joins Akshay for untitled
coal mine rescue ops film

B

ollywood actress Parineeti Chopra is set to play the female
lead opposite Akshay Kumar in an untitled film based on a
real-life hero and his bravery in a rescue operation at a
coal mine. The film reunites Akshay and Parineeti after the
2019 war film 'Kesari'. Parineeti took to social media by posting an image of her and Akshay Kumar with the caption:
"We are back". This time the Kesari duo may be shooting
in York, but the "laughs, jokes, games and Punjabi gupshup is the same @AkshayKumar #Newbeginings
#Poojaentertainment". The film is the story of chief
mining engineer Jaswant Gill, who rescued miners
stuck inside the coal mine. The project is being directed by Tinu Suresh Desai, who previously directed
Akshay in 'Rustom' under the banner Pooja
Entertainment. The production company has
blocked over 100 acres for shooting and the
film is touted to be the grandest Indian
film in terms of scale, ever shot in
the UK. Recently, Akshay
Kumar's images from the
fields of London and
Yorkshire
were
leaked
and
w e n t
viral.

Mohd Faiz unveils his first song ‘Mere Liye’
ony Entertainment
Television’s homegrown kids singing
reality show Superstar
Singer 2 never fails to surprise its audience with the
extraordinary
young
singing talent it possesses.
Week after week and performance after performance, the contestants a.k.a
the ‘Best Bache Ever’ are
putting their best foot forward to impress the
judges with their impeccable singing. And, Adding
char chand in the forthcoming episode of the
music reality show will be
Bollywood’s evergreen
divas – Poonam Dhillon
and Padmini Kolhapure
for the ‘Padmini and

S

Poonam’ special episode.
Honouring the legendary
work of these two starlets
and beauties of the 80’s,
the Best Bache Ever will
be performing on some of
their most memorable
songs as a tribute to them.
Week
on
week,
Superstars Singer 2’s contestant Mohd Faiz as left
everybody amazed with
his spectacular performances. And, leaving no
stone unturned yet again,
the charming Faiz will
make everybody fall in
love with his voice as he
performs on the songs,
‘Aisa Kabhi Hua Nahi’ and
‘Meri Qismat Me Tu Nahi
Shayad’.
Completely
floored by his amazing

R. Madhavan, scientist
Nambi Narayanan meet
Rajinikanth

singing, everybody will
give him a standing ovation.
Well, adding another
feather to his cap of accomplishments, Mohd
Faiz who has become a
viral sensation on social
media ever since his audition will be seen launching his first song track
‘Mere Liye’ composed by
the famous music composer and singer, Himesh
Reshammiya. Truly a
dream come true moment
for this little wonder as
Himesh
Reshammiya
gave him his first break as
he had promised after
watching Faiz for the first
time in the audition
phase.

Reese Witherspoon on how
‘Top Gun: Maverick’ gives
‘inspiration’ for ‘Legally Blonde 3’
ctress
Reese
Witherspoon has unveiled more details about
'Legally Blonde 3'. She
said that Tom Cruise-starrer 'Top Gun: Maverick'
provided inspiration for
the third installment of
'Legally Blonde'.
The 46-year-old actress
is set to return as Elle
Woods in the long-awaited
follow-up to 2003's 'Legally
Blonde 2: Red, White and
Blonde', the sequel to the
2001 original.
She loved how they included a throwback from
the first 'Top Gun' movie
in its sequel that was released more than 30 years
after the 1986 original, reports aceshowbiz.com.
She told USA Today,
"I'm still hoping that
'Legally Blonde 3' is gonna
come together in the right
way." She added, "It's just
like 'Top Gun'. They waited a long time to make another version of that
movie, and I loved the nostalgia piece they incorporated in it."

A

ctor R. Madhavan along with scientist
Nambi Narayanan, on whose life the
film 'Rocketry: The Nambi Effect' is based,
met superstar Rajinikanth and took his
blessings.
Sharing a video clip of their meeting on
social media, an elated Madhavan wrote,
"When you get the blessings from a oneman industry and the Legend himself in
the presence of Nambi Narayanan, it's a
moment etched for eternity. Thank you for
your kindest words on 'Rocketry' and the
affection, Rajinikanth sir. This motivation
has completely rejuvenated us. We love
you." In the video clip, Rajinikanth is seen
honouring both Madhavan and Nambi
Narayanan by presenting them with silk
shawls.
Madhavan
and
Nambi
Narayanan's meeting with Rajinikanth
comes in the wake of the latter lauding
their film on social media.

A

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE MONDAY AUGUST 01
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Cool your jets today, Aquarius. This is a
good time to stop and focus on you.
Make sure to give your body the respect
it deserves. Make sure you're fostering
the kind of character you wish to
become. Base your self-image on something internal rather than an external
craving for attention from others. Your
true beauty lies within.

Your brain and warrior instincts agree
today, Pisces. Team up with others who
share similar thoughts and desires.
Conversations can be extremely rewarding. You're apt to learn a lot about yourself.
Don't be afraid to share deep thoughts and
emotions. Your willingness to express yourself demonstrates how comfortable you are
with your actions and feelings.

Something or someone could confront
you today, Aries. Try not to assume things
about the situation before you know all
the facts. If a piece of the puzzle is still in
question, face the issue right away. Your
sensitivity is precious, whether you realize it or not. Small things can slowly eat
away at your psyche until they're
addressed and dealt with.

Have no fear today, Taurus. You have
the power and mental capacity to cut
through just about anything. Don't let
fear or regret hold you back. Clear the
path and be strong in your approach to
the new and different. Stay on target
and be bold in your actions. You have
the ability to conquer new literal and
figurative lands.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Don't worry about not being on the right
path, Gemini, because you are. You seem to
always be in the right place at the right time.
There's no need to feel regret or shame
about things that have happened in the past.
Turn negative experiences into lessons for a
better future. Even though you may not be
able to change a certain situation, you can at
least change your reaction to it.

A war could be brewing in your world
today, Cancer. Emotionally charged arguments shoot back and forth with conviction. Try not to get discouraged. Don't
burn any bridges either. Remember that
your words may fall on extremely sensitive ears, so use them with care. There's a
very active part of your psyche that needs
to be heard.

An inner voice is warning you to slow
down, Leo. It's probably best if you take a
break and let someone else take the lead.
Concentrate on matters at home and
take care of issues that crop up among
loved ones. It's quite possible that an
argument is brewing. Whether you realize it or not, there are serious issues that
need to be addressed.

Today is a fantastic day to take action,
Virgo. Your eagerness to strike out for
new territory is heightened by a drive
to experience the unknown. Take an
internal journey and see what kind of
wonderful things you can discover.
There's a tremendous strength inside
you that doesn't always get to show
itself.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Think before you act today, Libra. Rash
moves are likely to get you into trouble. An
annoying interruption in your daily routine
could throw you off guard. Sit down and
think about the situation before you act
too hastily. Bumps in the road are often
messages from the universe that you're
moving too quickly and carelessly. It's
time to slow down.

Today is a great day to act on things that
have been brewing in your brain for quite
some time, Scorpio. Perhaps you've been
feeling unsure of yourself. It's OK to surrender and admit that you just don't have
all the answers. Use this as an opportunity to restructure and rebuild. Embrace the
unknown rather than fear or resist it. This
is a great time to move toward it.

Be a bit more sensitive with your words
today, Sagittarius. Your mind is apt to
be especially active and even a bit restless. This is more than likely a signal to
get more of your opinions out into the
world. As you do, make sure you consider the feelings of others. People
might have quite a different reaction to
the same situation.

Your mind is clear and your sensitivity
focused, Capricorn. Now is a good time to
make a move. Don't let insecurity or fear
keep you from pursuing your dreams.
Realize that action you take today doesn't
need to be a bold outward movement in
order to be effective. In truth, quite the contrary is true. You can accomplish a great
deal by turning thought and energy inward.

378
48. Raggedy ____
49. Stump
51. New doctor
53. Gator's relative
55. Actress ____ Davis
58. Wrestling duo (2 wds.)
62. Lecturers
64. Director Woody ____
65. Complexion woe
67. Burden
68. College women
69. Sombreros
70. Paddy grain
71. High-strung
72. Thanks ____! (2 wds.)
73. Baby's "piggies"

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Youth
5. Greek letter
9. Freight
14. Wheel shaft
15. Vocal
16. Oak nut
17. Binds
18. Finger jewelry
19. Wave type
20. Shade source (2 wds.)
22. Private school

24. Film spools
25. Close tightly
26. Reno's locale
29. Sounds
34. Rearward
36. Socrates' student
38. Forest clearing
39. ____ between the lines
41. Ginger cookies
43. Leg joint
44. Wild
46. Show contempt

1. Starchy veggie (sl.)
2. Deport
3. ____ school
4. Snuggle
5. Tedious one
6. ____ Canal
7. Light brown
8. Pond growth
9. Product list
10. Citric ____
11. Went by bus
12. Weight unit
13. Just
21. Invitation abbr.
23. Is able
25. Devilish
27. Gore and Roker
28. Aykroyd and Rather

30. Sort
31. Alamo locale (2 wds.)
32. Adam's abode
33. Noticed
34. Canine comments
35. Yard units
37. "____ sesame!"
40. Water barrier
42. Immovable
45. Permit
47. Country singer ____ McEntire
50. Age
52. Witty reply
54. Nebraska city
56. Cease-fire
57. Curved letters
58. Poise
59. Sunburn remedy
60. Secluded valley
61. Turner and Kennedy
62. Informed of
63. Take it easy
66. Pres. Coolidge
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Commonwealth Games
Bowlers, Mandhana
brush Pakistan aside
for India’s first points

Jeremy rewrites
two Games record
on way to sensational
CWG gold
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jeremy Lalrinnunga endured excruciating pain on his way to a sensational
gold medal winning performance at the
Commonwealth Games as the teen sensation shattered two CWG weightlifting
records, here Sunday.
The reigning Youth Olympic champion first bettered the snatch mark with a
successful 140kg attempt and then lifted
160kg in clean and jerk to take his aggregate to 300kg, which is a new Games
record in the men's 67kg competition.
A massive 7kg difference from his
nearest rival Samoa's Vaipava Ioane
(127kg +166kg) summed up the dominance of the 19-year-old, who first made
headlines by winning a historic gold at
the Youth Olympics in 2018.
Nigeria's Edidiong Umoafia took
bronze with an effort of 290kg
(130kg+160kg). This was India's fifth
medal, and second gold from the
weightlifting arena at the National
Exhibition Centre. Watched on by her
idol Mirabi Chanu, Jeremy dominated
the snatch but the stiff competition in
clean and jerk made it a thrilling contest.

Indian men’s table
tennis team marches
into semifinals of CWG
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Defending champions India
stormed into the semi-finals
of the men's table tennis
team event at the
Commonwealth Games after
thrashing Bangladesh 3-0 in
the third last-eight tie here on
Sunday.
The men's team, led by
Achanta Sharath Kamal, had
outclassed Barbados,
Singapore and Northern
Ireland by identical 3-0 margin in the group stage to
make the quarter-finals.
First to turn up in the quarter-finals, doubles pair of
Harmeet Desai and Sathiyan
Gnansekaran defeated
Ramhimilian Bawm and
Mohutasin Ahmed Ridoy of
Bangladesh in three straight
games 11-8 11-6 11-2 to hand
India a 1-0 lead. Veteran
Sharath Kamal then trounced
Md Rifat Sibbar in the men's
singles 11-4 11-7 11-2 to
extend India's lead. In the
other singles match,
Gnansekaran dominated the
proceedings from start to finish to notch up an easy 11-2
11-3 11-5 win and seal the tie.

What added to the anxiety was
cramps he suffered during his
clean and jerk effort as pulled his
thigh and hamstring muscles.
"I completely blanked out and
was clueless what was going
around me. I was like blind and
cried a lot (after the failed attempt)," Jeremy said after winning the gold.
"I never followed the other
lifts, it was so painful. Crying
out aloud, I asked the coach
'medal aya ke nahin?' (Did I get
a medal?) coach sir told me
'gold hai hamara' ('you have
won the gold) and it soothed
my nerves."
"Coach sir (Vijay Sharma)
was amazing, he managed all
the weights and ensured that I
landed the medal safely. He was
very calculative, and there
were never self-doubts."
"It seems I'm in a different
world now and living a dream.
It's my first major competition
at the senior level after the Youth
Olympics," he added.

India brought their desired 'killing attitude' to the fore under pressure as they
put up a ruthless performance to beat
arch-rivals Pakistan by eight wickets and
boost their chances of a semifinal berth
at the Commonwealth Games here on
Sunday.
Pakistan's decision to bat first backfired as Indian bowlers put the choke on
the batters to bowl them out for a meagre
99 all out in the 18 overs-a-side contest
after rain delayed the start of play.
Spinners Sneh Rana and Radha Yadav
stood out with two wickets each. The
chase was clinical too with Smriti
Mandhana (63 not out off 42 balls), arguably the most attractive batter in
women's cricket, flaunting her range of
strokes on way to a fine unbeaten half
century. The result was India gunned
down the target in just 11.4 overs.
India showed an approach that they
have been trying to play with for the last
couple of months and it would have most
definitely pleased captain Harmanpreet
Kaur. Mandhana's special effort comprised three sixes, including a step out hit
off spinner Tuba Hassan for her half-century. A seemingly effortless loft over cover
of pacer Diana Baig in the third over was
also of the highest quality. It was the second time this year that an Indo-Pak contest failed to produce a close game with
India winning comfortably against their
opponents even in the 50-over World Cup
in New Zealand. However, the much-anticipated fixture of the Commonwealth

Brief Scores:
Pakistan women: 99 allout in 18 overs
(Muneeba Ali 32; Sneh Rana 2/15)
India women: 102 for 2 in 11.4 overs (Smriti
Mandhana 63; Tuba Hassan 1/18).

Games lived up to the hype off the field
with fans turning up in big numbers at
Edgbaston. Intermittent showers meant
the match start was delayed by 45 minutes
with the game reduced to 18 overs a side.
Compared to the women's cricket opener between India and Australia, fans
flocked to the 25,000 capacity stadium
though it did not seem like an absolute
sell out.

Nikhat Zareen storms into quarterfinals
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):

Vandana’s brace hands India
second consecutive win in
CWG women’s hockey

Indian hockey (W) players celebrate after scoring a goal against
Wales during the Pool A of women's field hockey match of the
Commonwealth Games, at the University of Birmingham Hockey
and Squash Centre in Birmingham, UK.

Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Vandana
Katariya
scored a brace as the
Indian women's hockey
team defeated Wales 3-1 to
record its second successive win in Pool A at the
Commonwealth Games
here. India scored all their

three goals from penalty
corners with Vandana
finding the net twice,
while Gurjit Kaur fired in
a fierce drag-flick on
Saturday.
The Indians were the
much better side on display as they controlled the
game from the start to fin-

ish, barring a few phases.
Penalty corner conversion still continued to be a
concern for India as they
made use of three out of
the seven they earned in
the match. Wales, on the
other hand, utilised the
only chance they got in
the game with Xenna
Hughes on the target.
The Indians attacked
the Wales citadel continuously from the world go
but they failed to find the
finishing touches from the
moves. Wales goalkeeper
Roseanne Thomas played
a superb game and if not
for her, the scoreline could
have been much bigger in
favour of India.
The Indians dominated
in terms of ball possession and attacking play
but their efforts yielded

no result in the first quarter. India secured their
first penalty corner as
early as in the second
minute of the match but
Monika's try was saved by
Welsh
gaolkeeper
Thomas.
In the 13th minute,
Lalremsiami's fierce shot
from top of the circle was
saved by Thomas.
India kept up the pressure and continued to attack, resulting in another
penalty corner in the 26th
minute and this time, they
were
successful
as
Vandana neatly deflected
in Gurjit's flick. Two minutes later, India earned another penalty corner and
Gurjit was bang on target
with a powerful low flick
to the right of Wales keeper Thomas.

World champion Nikhat Zareen sailed
into the women's 50kg quarterfinals but it
was curtains for Shiva Thapa as he
crashed out of the men's 63.5kg round of
16 boxing competition at the
Commonwealth Games here on Sunday.
While Zareen knocked out Helena
Ismael Bagao of Mozambique to storm
into the last eight round of the women's
ightweight category winning by RSC
(Refree stopping the contest), Thapa lost
1-4 to world championship bronze medallist Scotland's Reese Lynch to make a disappointing exit from the Games.
The first Indian pugilist to take the ring
on the day, Zareen was no match for her
young opponent as she dominated the
bout from start to finish.
The Indian used her rich experience to
unsettle Bagao from the onset. She came
out attacking and used her combinations
of left and right punches to overpower
her opponent. Zareen landed clean
punches on her opponent's face in the
final round to completely shock her, forcing the referee to call off the tie with 48
seconds remaining. Zareen will next face
reigning Commonwealth Games bronze
medallist Troy Garton of New Zealand in
the quarterfinals, where a win will secure
her podium finish.
Zareen said she won't settle for anything less than a gold from the event.

Srihari Natraj
qualifies for
semifinals in men’s
50m backstroke
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):

"I am feeling happy that I won my first
bout and I am looking forward to performing well in the next rounds. I am just
one fight away from a medal but I am
looking to win gold from here," she said
after her bout.
Thapa started on a bright note, clearly
outclassing his opponent in the opening
round. But overconfidence and lack of
focus cost Thapa dearly in the next two
rounds as the Scot used his height and
long reach to land clear punches.
Going into the third and final round,
Thapa was still in the contest but Lynch
took his opponent by surprise with his aggressive approach as Thapa had no option
but to defend. Eventually, the result deservingly turned in favour of Lynch as he
was the far better boxer in the contest.

Indian swimmer Srihari
Natraj clocked 25.52 seconds to qualify for the
semifinals of men's 50m
backstroke event at the
22nd
Commonwealth
Games here on Sunday.
The 21-year-old Indian
from Bengaluru was the
second fastest swimmer in
his heat and eighth fastest
overall.
He has a personal best of
24.40s in men's 50m backstroke, having achieved it
at 15th FINA World
S w i m m i n g
Championships last year
in UAE. Natraj had finished seventh in the men's
100m backstroke.
In men's 200m butterfly,
Sajan Prakash finished
fourth in his heat after
clocking 1:58:99s and was
put in the reserve list. The
best eight swimmers
progress to the final in
men's 200m butterfly.

India look to continue winning run against West Indies Marie Bouzkova wins Prague
Open for her 1st WTA title

Basseterre, Jul 31 (PTI):

Rohit Sharma's buoyant
India will look to continue
the winning run and extend their domination
over the West Indies when
they clash in the second
T20 International here on
Monday.
The visitors are coming
off a comprehensive victory in the opener of the
five-match series.
What separated the two
teams in the first match
was not only its all-round
performance but also
smart captaincy by Rohit
who fielded his three spinners Ravindra Jadeja,
Ravichandran Ashwin
and Ravi Bishnoi.
Another victory would
only boost India's confidence further as they look
to gain momentum ahead
of the marquee T20 World
Cup later this year.
If it was Rishabh Pant
who walked out an opener
in the T20Is against

England with Rohit, the
first game against the
West
Indies
saw
Suryakumar Yadav filling
that role. Suryakumar,
who has turned out to be
the seventh opener for
India in T20Is this year, got
going quickly (24 off 16
balls) until Akeal Hosein
stalled his progress.
It will be interesting to
see if the team management carries on with its
experimentation given
that KL Rahul is not available for the time being.
Over the years, a quality
left-arm pacer is something the Indian team has
not had, but that could
change with the emergence of the promising
Arshdeep Singh, who left a
mark in the first game
with his tight spell. The 23year-old Punjab pacer
showed promise throughout his four-over spell, especially the manner in
which he dismissed opener Kyle Myers with a pre-

meditated short ball. At
the fag end of the game,
Arshdeep bowled brilliantly as he removed allrounder Akeal Hosein
with a perfect yorker. After
Rohit departed following a
captain's knock of 64 off 44
deliveries, things had
started to slow down for
India. While the visitors
were on course to finish at
around 170, veteran
Dinesh Karthik had other
ideas, helping the team set
a target in excess of 190.
The 37-year-old once again
aced the finisher's role (41
off 19 balls) to help the
team amass 36 runs off the
last two overs. Given
Karthik's prowess, he
would fancy his chances of
doing an encore. "These
are the small tick boxes
that we need to have at this
stage of the game but the
ultimate goal is to do well
in the T20 World Cup in
Australia," Karthik told
his teammate Ashwin
after the first game.

Prague, Jul 31 (AP):
Eighth-seeded Marie Bouzkova cruised
past seventh-seeded Anastasia Potapova
6-0, 6-3 on Sunday to win the Prague Open
for her first WTA title.
The 24-year-old lifted the trophy after
playing in her fourth WTA final, the second this year after she lost to American
Sloane Stephens in Guadalajara, Mexico
in February.
I'm extremely happy I won right here,
the Czech told the cheering crowd in
Prague.
The Wimbledon quarterfinalist broke
Potapova seven times to win the final in
one hour and 11 minutes. Bouzkova didn't
drop a set during the hard-court tournament.
The 21-year-old Potapova was also playing in her fourth final. The Russian
claimed her first title in Istanbul, Turkey
in April. In Prague, she eliminated topseeded World No. 2 Anett Kontaveit 6-1, 6-1
in the quarterfinals.
Bouzkova and Potapova previously
only met in qualifying for the Miami
Open earlier this year with the Czech
winning 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.

Lawyers say will wait and watch
Kochi, Jul 31 (PTI):
With all in one touchscreen personal computers, where case files would
be displayed automatically, being set up in the
Kerala High Court ahead
of three of its benches becoming paperless courts
from August 1, lawyers
have hailed the move, but
are going to adopt wait
and watch approach.
Lawyers old and young
have welcomed the High
Court’s move saying it is
primarily environment
friendly, it would be time
saving as well as cost effective and would do away
with the need to avoid carrying around huge and
bulky files.
However, at the same
time lawyers, especially
those used to arguing from
physical files of cases for
decades, are apprehensive
how helpful the new system would be. Advocate
Philip T Varghese, who
represents actor Dileep in

Birmingham, July 31 (PTI):

SHOBHA YATRA

Three paperless courts
in Kerala HC from today
the 2017 actress assault
case, said it was a welcome
initiative and there probably would be some
teething problems.
Moreover, we all need to
be able to adapt to the
change in technology, he
added.
“However, it would not
mean a complete prohibition on use of paper or
physical files. Those who
are not comfortable using
the computers or other
electronic devices would
have the option to use
physical files,” he further
said.
He also said that while
he was more comfortable
using the physical files, he
would be giving the new
system a try.
A similar view was expressed by advocate A K
Preetha, who represents
the victim in the rape case
against actor-producer
Vijay Babu, who said she
feels more confident arguing from physical files.
At the same time she

concedes that it was a
move which would be
hugely environmentally
friendly as in most cases
lawyers have to make several sets of the judgements
to be cited as well as other
documents of a case.
She said that it would be
very convenient for judges
as they can avoid sifting
through huge casefiles as
all the details would be
available to them at a click
of a mouse button.
It would also be easier
for the younger generation
of lawyers who are already accustomed to using
the latest technology and
electronic devices, she
noted.
Advocate
Jose
Abraham, who is one
among the younger generation of lawyers, termed
the move as ‘time saving,
cost effective and environment friendly.’ He said
there would be a section of
lawyers, who are accustomed to the traditional
forms of arguing, and

clerks who may not be
completely comfortable
with this initiative.
However, the High Court
needs to become completely paperless, he added.
You can avoid those
huge stockpiles of cases
which take up so much
space not only in courts,
but also in lawyers offices.
“Imagine the amount of
space you can save. You
need not have a huge space
to store all those casefiles
and related documents
when everything is digitised,” Abraham said.
“Let’s wait and watch
how it turns out,” they all
said.
Under the new system,
which will be implemented in the first phase in
three courts, not only
touchscreen computers
would be set up, but the
need to file physical copies
would also be dispensed
with, according to a notice
issued on July 30 by the
Kerala
High
Court
Registrar General.

Sikh workers perform as Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) President JP Nadda flags off Shobha Yatra of the party’s all
seven frontal organisations – Youth, Women’s, Farmers’, Other Backward Castes (OBCs), Scheduled Castes (SCs),
Scheduled Tribes (STs), and Minorities wings, in Patna, Sunday.

‘Transforming Har Ghar Tiranga’
Jharkhand den
into people’s movement’
of corruption: BJP
Guwahati, Jul 31 (PTI):
Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma on
Sunday said that his government was seeking to
transform the Har Ghar
Tiranga’ drive into a people’s movement by encouraging individuals to procure the national flag, either from self-help groups
or fair price shops.
Sarma explained that
the Tricolour was being
supplied at subsidised
rates through fair price
shops, but “the ones who
can afford should ideally
purchase it from self-help
groups” as that would add
to the their earnings.
Addressing a press conference here, Sarma said,

Himanta Biswa Sarma
The government has refrained from providing the
national flag for free. We
want to make Har Ghar
Tiranga’ a people’s movement.
He stated that those who
could not afford to buy the
Tricolour from the SHGs
or other stores should get

it from fair price shops for
Rs 18 per piece.
The government has
bought 50 lakh flags from
the textile ministry and is
making these available to
people through fair price
shops. The flags being
made by SHGs are slighlty
costlier. Only those who
cannot afford to buy from
SHGS may get them from
fair price shops, he said.
He added that 22 lakh
beneficiaries of the state’s
Orunudoi scheme, under
which the government
provided Rs 1,000 each per
month in the bank accounts of economically
weak individuals, would
receive an additional Rs 18
next month for buying the
Tricolour.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jharkhand has become
a “den of corruption”, the
BJP alleged on Sunday, hitting back at the Congress
over the arrest of its three
MLAs in West Bengal with
a large amount of cash.
The
Congress
on
Sunday suspended three
Jharkhand MLAs, who
were caught allegedly
with a huge amount of
cash in Howrah, and accused the BJP of attempting to topple its coalition
government in the state.
The entire Congress
leadership, be it a big
leader or small, is involved
in corruption in the state,
BJP spokesperson Syed
Zafar Islam alleged. He ac-

PRESIDENTIAL COLOURS

Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu with Chief Minister MK Stalin during the presentation of the Presidential Colours
to the Tamil Nadu Police, in Chennai, Sunday.

cused the party of trying
to shift the blame to it for
the alleged corruption of
its MLAs. Citing a recent
probe by the Enforcement
Directorate, Islam said officials linked to Chief
Minister Hemant Soren
have been nabbed for suspected corruption and
now the entire country
has seen three Congress
MLAs travelling to Bengal
with a large amount of
cash.
“The Congress has been
exposed again. Corruption
has reached huge proportions in Jharkhand. The
state government has been
frequently involved in
graft and the state has become a den of corruption,” he alleged.

10 Years And Counting

India’s poor elderly wait for monthly
pension to go up from Rs 300
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Rs 300. For some, a movie
ticket or a cappuccino, for
others their weekly grocery budget or maybe a
simple family meal in a
dhaba’. And for many thousands across India, their
entire pension for the
month. The last increase
was in 2012 when pensions
under the Indira Gandhi
National Old Age Pension
Scheme, Indira Gandhi
National Widow Pension
Scheme and Indira Gandhi
National
Disability
Pension Scheme went up
from Rs 200 to Rs 300 per
month. Ten years on, the
wait for another hike continues. The government

implements its various
pension schemes under the
National Social Assistance
Programme (NSAP) for
persons belonging to below
poverty line (BPL) households. For the many beneficiaries, any increase, however inadequate in terms of
rising prices, is welcome.
Like 65-year-old Hiri
Devi, who has been bedridden with paralysis for the
10 years and gets Rs 300
every month under the
Disability Pension Scheme.
“My husband who is over
70 years old has started
working as a daily wage
labourer in view of the recent inflation. We don’t
even get ration for five days
in this money,” Hiri Devi,

Cong to fight for
farmers’ issues
from streets to Parl

‘Need to give women
dignified atmosphere at work’

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
The Congress on Sunday
asserted it will fight from
the streets to Parliament
to ensure the guarantee of
minimum support price
for farmers and firmly oppose the “anti-people policies” of the government.
The assertion was made
by the party after a twoday meeting of the officebearers of the All India
Kisan Congress whose
newly-appointed chief
Sukhpal Singh Khaira
said he will undertake a
nationwide tour to know
the problems of farmers
and labourers, and support them. Khaira said he
will fight the battle of
farmers and labourers
with promptness from the
road to the House.

“roadblocks” for women
in the name of societal
values.
“Empowerment means
equal opportunities We
need to give a dignified atmosphere to women at
work. This is the first
thing we should do for
their
empowerment,”
Yadav said at an event organised by News18.
“Dignified life means
everybody has the freedom to make their own decisions, choices and participate... having the right
to eat and wear whatever
they want,” he said.
Women need security,
but they need dignity first.
Once they get dignity, they
will ensure the security of
others too, the minister
said.

Bhupender Yadav

New Delhi, July 31 (PTI):
Union Environment
Minister
Bhupender
Yadav on Sunday said
women should be provided equal opportunities
and a “dignified atmosphere” at work for their
empowerment. He also advised against creating

who lives in Delhi’s
Jahangirpuri colony, told
PTI. Till a few months ago,
Hiri Devi was getting additional assistance in the
form of adult diapers and
additional rations from
NGOs but this has stopped
with the pandemic situation improving. There is no
immediate relief in sight.
There is no proposal related to change in the pension
amount provided under
the
National
Social
Assistance Programme,
the Rural Development
ministry, the nodal ministry for the schemes, said
in response to a recent RTI
query filed by Madhya
Pradesh-based activist
Chandra Shekhar Gaur.

Army thanks dog
‘Axel’ for service
Srinagar, Jul 31 (PTI): Army personnel on Sunday thanked ‘Axel’
— an army dog who died during
an anti-militancy operation in
Baramulla district — for his services as they bid adieu to their
canine friend. “Thank you for
your Service Axel”, Srinagarbased Chinar Corps tweeted
alongside a file photo of the
Army Dog. “#ChinarCorps
salutes the valour & sacrifice of
Army Dog No 74B7 AXEL (Aslt
Canine) who laid down his life in
the line of duty in Op
Wanigambala, #Baramulla on 30
Jul 22,” the army said in a tweet.
A wreath laying ceremony was
held on Sunday for the fallen
canine who was part of the 26
Army Dog Unit and carried the
number ‘74B7’during its service.
Besides Axel, an unidentified militant was killed in the encounter
at Wanigam Bala in Kreeri on
Saturday in which two security
personnel also sustained injuries.

Iconic Tripura palace to be turned into museum Kargil war memorial home to provide relief to soldiers
Celebrating royal history, Tagore links
Agartala, Jul 31 (PTI):
The century-old iconic
Pushpabanta Palace, built
by an erstwhile Maharaja
of Tripura, is being developed as a national-level
museum and cultural centre. Nestled on a small
hillock in the capital city,
the old heritage structure
was built in 1917 by
Maharaja
Birendra
Kishore Manikya, who
himself was a painter and
used the picturesque palatial home as a studio. It
also doubled up as a guest
house of the Manikya
kings. Nobel laureate
Rabindranath Tagore,
who had close ties with the
royal family, visited
Tripura seven times.
During his last visit to the

state in 1926, Tagore stayed
at the Pushpabanta Palace.
Tagore’s 80th birthday
was celebrated here by
Maharaja Bir Bikram
Kishore Manikya during a
programme in May 1941,
experts said.
Documents related to
Tagore’s visit to the
Pushpabanta Palace, and
excerpts of his work will
be displayed at the proposed museum.
After the princely state
merged with the Indian
union in 1949, the 4.31-acre
palace was converted into
the chief commissioner’s
bungalow and then the Raj
Bhavan till 2018. The Raj
Bhavan was finally shifted
to a new building in 2018.
State Tourism Minister
Pranajit Sinha Roy said Rs

40.13 crore has been sanctioned to develop the heritage
structure
as
Maharaja
Birendra
Kishore
Manikya
Museum and Cultural
Centre. He said it would
showcase the rich heritage
of all the northeastern
states, Southeast Asian
fine arts and contemporary photography, along
with national and international archives.
It would be fully climate
controlled and CCTV-monitored, and one among the
few in the country with realistic digital experiences.
Our government is committed to preserving the
cultural heritage and the
immense contribution of
the royal dynasty of
Tripura, he said.



From bone-chilling
conditions
during winters

Drass (Ladakh), Jul 31 (PTI):

Known as the second
coldest inhabited place on
earth and the gateway to
the Union Territory of
Ladakh, Drass will no
longer be a bone-chilling
posting for soldiers engaged in protecting the
Kargil War Memorial —
all thanks to a homegrown construction technology pioneered by educationist
Sonam
Wangchuk who inspired
the movie ‘3 Idiots’.
Wangchuk was commissioned by the Nagpurbased Lokmat media
group to build the Kargil
War Memorial Home for

Accomodation for soldiers posted at Kargil War Memorial in Drass.
the jawans posted at the
memorial, which is dedicated to the 559 soldiers
who died defending the
motherland
from
Pakistani intruders who
were driven back by a victorious Indian army in

the 1999 war. The chairman of the editorial
board of Lokmat Media
and former member of
Rajya Sabha Vijay Darda
dedicated the facility to
the soldiers on ‘Vijay
Diwas’ last week in the

presence of General
Officer
Commanding
(GOC), Fire and Fury
Corps, Lt Gen Anindya
Sengupta, and the editorin-chief of Lokmat Media
and former minister,
Rajendra Darda. The me-

morial is located at an altitude of 10,800 feet where
temperatures drop to
minus 30 degrees sometimes. However, the temperature in the memorial
home housing the soldiers
will remain over 15 degrees Celsius, which
means the water for daily
use will not freeze.
Designed by Wangchuk,
a renowned educationist
and founder of the
Himalayan Institute of
Alternatives,
Ladakh
(HIAL), the facility has
been built using bricks
made by mixing crop
straw and Ladakh soil.
“For this, the crop straw
thrown away by the farmers from Punjab and the
soil of Ladakh has been
mainly used,” the chief
operating officer of HIAL,
Tanmay Mukherjee, said.
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HNLU FIFTH CONVOCATION

BRIEF

‘Country shall thrive when citizens
are aware of rights and duties’
Raipur, Jul 31:
A Rajasthani artist performs
as part of Azadi Ke Amrit
Mahotsav celebration, ahead
of the Independence Day, in
Bikaner, Sunday.

FIR
Pune: Three teachers at a
private school in Pune city
allegedly caned and
thrashed three students of
class 10 for creating a
ruckus in the classroom,
following which an investigation was launched by
police, an official said on
Sunday. A First
Information Report (FIR)
was registered against the
teachers under the
Juvenile Justice Act on a
complaint lodged by the
father of one of the three
students at Samarth police
station, the official said.

Watery grave
Barabanki: Three children
drowned while bathing in
the Saryu river here,
police said on Sunday.
The incident took place in
village Belkhara in
Tikaitnagar area on
Saturday when Salauddin
(12), his brother
Kutubuddin (14) and
Mohd Kashan (16) had
gone to take bath in the
river and slipped into
deep water.

Detain
Saharanpur: A madrassa
student, hailing from
Karnataka, was held by a
team of the National
Investigation Agency on
Sunday for suspected terror links. The student,
Farukh, was staying at a
madrassa in Deoband of
Saharanpur, police
sources said. Senior
Superintendent of Police
(SSP) Vipin Tada confirmed Farukh's detention.

Mishap
Bijnor: Four people died
and as many others were
seriously injured in the
early hours of Sunday in a
collision between a car
and a roadways bus in this
district, police said.
Additional Superintendent
of Police Praveen Ranjan
Singh said the bus of
Rohilkhand depot collided
with the car coming from
Haridwar side around 4
am in the Mandawali area.

Injured
Noida: BJP leader and
Jewar MLA Dhirendra
Singh has been hospitalised after suffering
injuries during a cycle
ride in his constituency,
his associates said on
Sunday. Singh, 55, was
out on a road on his bicycle on Saturday when the
accident took place near
Kishorepur village around
7.30 pm, they said.

Chief Justice of India
(CJI) N V Ramana on
Sunday said a constitutional
republic shall thrive only
when its citizens are aware
of what their Constitution
envisages.
He emphasized that every
individual must be made
aware of their rights and
duties, and that it should be
the endeavour of the law
graduates to explain to the
people the constitutional
provisions in simpler terms.
Addressing the fifth convocation of Hidayatullah
National Law University
(HNLU) Raipur at a hotel
here, he also termed law as
an instrument of social
change and said law school
education must turn graduates into social engineers.
"This generation of youngsters is taking the world by

Four students
conferred PhD

CJI N.V. Ramana addresses the
fifth convocation of
Hidayatullah National Law
University, in Raipur, Sunday.

revolution. Be it the climate
crisis or violation of human
rights, they are a united
force across the world.
Truly, the technological revolution has made each one
of us global citizens," the
CJI said, adding that it was
time for all of them to join
the revolution.
Underlining the role of

‘Visit historical rly stations
in near vicinity’
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on
Sunday said many
railway stations
in the country are
rich in history
and urged people
to visit such stations in their
vicinity to know about
their significance in the
freedom struggle.
The railways observed a
week of 'Azadi ki Rail
Gadi', from July 18-23,
through 27 trains and 75
railway stations, across 24
states that are linked to
the Indian freedom struggle.
In these 75 stations,
apart from the usual decorations of lights and other
ornamentations, events
such as street plays in
local language, light-and-

sound shows, display of
patriotic films and songs
were also played.
"These 75 stations
are being decorated very ornately.
Many types of
programmes are
also being organized in these stations. You should
also take out time to visit
one such historical station
in your vicinity. You will
get to know in detail about
pages from the history of
the freedom movement
that you have not been
aware of.
"I urge the students of
school, and the teachers to
take the small children of
their school to the nearby
station and narrate the
whole chain of events to
those children," said Modi
in his Mann Ki Baat radio
broadcast.

60 students from the BA LLB
(Hons) (batch of 20152020), 147 from the BA LLB
(Hons) (2016-2021), 49 from
the LLM (2019 2020) and 61
students from the LLM
(2020-2021) were awarded
degrees, while four students
were conferred PhD.

youth in achieving social
transformation through the
rule of law and the
Constitution, he said, "The
sad reality is that the
supreme document which
defines the aspirations of
modern independent India
is confined to the knowledge
of law students, legal practitioners, and a very small
segment of the Indian population."
"The Constitution is

Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jeremy Lalrinnunga endured excruciating pain on
his way to a sensational
gold medal winning performance
at
the
Commonwealth Games as
the teen sensation shattered two CWG weightlifting records, here Sunday.
The reigning Youth
Olympic champion first
bettered the snatch mark
with a successful 140kg attempt and then lifted 160kg
in clean and jerk to take his
aggregate to 300kg, which
is a new Games record in
the men's 67kg competition. A massive 7 kg difference from his nearest rival
Samoa's Vaipava Ioane
(127kg +166kg) summed up
the dominance of the 19year-old, who first made

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Sunday conducted a
search at Shiv Sena
leader Sanjay Raut's residence in Mumbai in connection with a money
laundering case, an official said.
The action follows two
summonses issued by the
ED against Raut, the latest being on July 27.
Raut was summoned
for questioning by the ED
in a money laundering
case linked to the alleged
irregularities in the re-development of a Mumbai
'chawl' and related transactions involving his wife
and 'associates'.
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NIA conducts raids in 4 states in crackdown on ISIS

̈ Three questioned in Guj
New Delhi, Jul 31:
The National Investigation
Agency on Sunday conducted
searches at several places in
Gujarat, Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra in
connection with cases of
Islamic State activities.
The NIA on Sunday conducted
searches in Bhopal and Raisen

districts of Madhya Pradesh in
a case pertaining to the activities of terror group ISIS, the
agency said.
The searches led to the
seizure of incriminating documents and material, it said.
Further investigation into the
case is in progress, the
agency said.
The agency conducted searches in Kerala in connection
with a case pertaining to the

India beat Pak by eight wkts

India's Jeremy Lalrinnunga
atop the podium poses for
photographs after winning the
gold medal in the mens 67 kg
category weightlifting event,
at the CWG 2022, in
Birmingham, UK, Sunday.

headlines by winning a historic gold at the Youth
Olympics in 2018.
Nigeria's
Edidiong
Umoafia took bronze with
an effort of
290kg
(130kg+160kg).

‘Won’t bow down, will get arrested’

Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut
being taken to the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
office in connection with a
money laundering case, in
Mumbai, Sunday.

He had appeared before
the agency in Mumbai to
record his statement on
July 1 in connection with
the case. After that, the
ED had summoned him

Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut on Sunday claimed that he was
not involved in any scam and that the Enforcement
Directorate's (ED) action against him was based on false evidence. He said will die, but will neither surrender nor quit the
Shiv Sena. The Rajya Sabha member said this in tweets, which
he posted soon after the central agency started conducting a
search at his residence in suburban Bhandup on Sunday morning in connection with a money laundering case. Raut had
skipped two summonses issued to him by the ED for questioning in the money laundering case linked to the alleged irregularities in the re-development of a Mumbai 'chawl' and related
transactions involving his wife and 'associates'. He had
appeared before the central agency on July 1 to record his
statement.

twice, but he had skipped
the summonses citing his
engagement with the ongoing Parliament session.
At 7 am on Sunday, ED
officials, accompanied by

SCULPTURE WITH A MESSAGE

Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) personnel,
reached Raut's 'Maitri'
bungalow located in suburban Bhandup, and
began the search.

Challenges for flood
affected children
Guwahati, Jul 31 (PTI):

Weather
Low

The judicial institution has to
give up resistance to adopting modern means of communication in order to reach out
to the masses and earn the
respect of the community at
large, or else it will "lose the
game", Supreme Court judge
DY Chandrachud said on
Sunday, referring to tools like
social media platforms.
The top court judge, who is in
line to become the Chief
Justice of India later this
year, said that courts have
been "reticent" to modern
means of communication.

India brought their desired
'killing attitude' to the fore
under pressure as they put up
a ruthless performance to beat
arch-rivals Pakistan by eight
wickets and boost their
chances of a semifinal berth at
the Commonwealth Games
here on Sunday.
Pakistan's decision to bat first
backfired as Indian bowlers
put the choke on the batters to
bowl them out for a meagre 99
all out in the 18 overs-a-side
contest after rain delayed the
start of play.
Spinners Sneh Rana and Radha
Yadav stood out with two wickets each. The chase was clinical too with Smriti Mandhana
(63 not out off 42 balls),
arguably the most attractive
batter in women's cricket,
flaunting her range of strokes

on way to a fine unbeaten half
century. The result was India
gunned down the target in just
11.4 overs. India showed an
approach that they have been
trying to play with for the last
couple of months and it would
have most definitely pleased
captain Harmanpreet Kaur.
Mandhana's special effort
comprised three sixes, including a step out hit off spinner
Tuba Hassan for her half-century. A seemingly effortless
loft over cover of pacer Diana
Baig in the third over was also
of the highest quality.
It was the second time this
year that an Indo-Pak contest
failed to produce a close game
with India winning comfortably
against their opponents even
in the 50-over World Cup in
New Zealand.

arrest of Sathik Batcha alias
'ICAMA Sathik', who along
with four others had attempted to kill police personnel during a vehicle check in
February.
The searches were conducted
in the Thiruvananthapuram
district of Kerala and led to
the seizure of digital devices
and incriminating documents,
a spokesperson of the federal
agency said.

Bihar man
wanted for
murder nabbed
A 40-year-old man wanted in
connection with a murder in
Bihar was apprehended from
Durg district on Sunday,
police said.
The accused, Aftab Alam,
who had been on the run for
over three months, was
nabbed by a team of the
Bihar police with the help of
their counterparts in Durg
from Dhaur village under
Jamul police station area,
Durg additional superintendent of police Sanjay Dhruv
said. The wanted accused
was carrying a reward of Rs
50,000 on his head, he said.
Alam was hiding at his relative's place in the village and
on getting information about
his whereabouts, the Bihar
police contacted the authorities in Durg, he said.

Sand sculpture as a tribute to Mirabai Chanu for winning Commonwealth Games 2022
(CWG) gold medal in weightlifting in Birmingham, in Pushkar, Sunday.

The flood waters have receded in Assam and the affected people are busy trying
to rebuild their lives. But the
situation is challenging, particularly for the nearly 20
lakh children who have been
severely hit by the deluge.
Schools have been damaged, books and learning material are destroyed by water,
fear of being preyed upon by
human traffickers is lurking,
coupled with the trauma of
witnessing the death of family members during the natural calamity. This year's flood
in two waves affecting 90 lakh
people has been the worst in
the north-eastern state in
terms of fatalities, claiming
over 200 lives, of which 70
were children.

̈ Held in WB with huge
amount of cash
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI) :

The Congress on Sunday
suspended three Jharkhand
MLAs, who were caught allegedly with a huge amount
of cash in Howrah, and accused the BJP of attempting
to topple its coalition government in the state.
However, the Congress asserted that its coalition government led by the
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) is "completely secure and stable'' and would
complete its term.
Addressing a press conference at the AICC headquarters here, party's gener-

Combo image of Congress MLAs (L-R) Rajesh Kacchap, Naman
Viksal and Irfan Ansari.

al secretary and Jharkhand
in-charge Avinash Pande
said Congress president
Sonia Gandhi has suspended the three MLAs with immediate effect. Acting on a
tip-off, police on Saturday
intercepted an SUV in
which Congress MLAs Irfan
Ansari, Rajesh Kachchap
and Naman Bixal Kongari

were travelling on national
highway-16 at Ranihati in
West Bengal's Howrah and
allegedly found a huge
amount of cash in the vehicle. Pande said the three
MLAs were allegedly involved in a plot to weaken
the legislative party in
Jharkhand and also in "misleading" other MLAs.

MONKEYPOX VS CHICKENPOX

‘Difference in way symptoms on
both diseases manifest in patients’
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Skin rashes and fever, the
common symptoms in both
monkeypox and chickenpox
have caused confusion
among people although doctors have stressed that there
is a difference in the way the
symptoms of both the viral
diseases manifest in patients.
They have also advised to
consult a doctor to dispel any
doubts. Monkeypox is a viral
zoonosis (a virus transmitted to humans from animals)
with symptoms similar to
those seen in the past in
smallpox patients, although

it is clinically less severe. In
the rainy season, people are
more prone to viral infections, and chickenpox cases
are largely seen during this
time along with other infections that also show symptoms like rashes and nausea,
said Dr Ramanjit Singh, visiting consultant, dermatology, Medanta Hospital.
"Due to this situation,
some patients are getting
confused and misinterpret
chickenpox with monkeypox. The patient may determine whether they have
monkeypox or not by understanding the sequence and
the onset of symptoms,"

Attached properties of
chit fund companies –
Shushk India and Shining
Star Infrastate Chit Fund
Company, have been sold
through public auction.
Rs 2.56 crore have been
collected through auction
of the properties. The administration is going to
distribute the remittance
among the investors in the
company equitably. Eight
directors / officers of the
company have been arrested and jailed.
SP Dr Abhishek Pallava
informed that as per the
intention of the Chief
Minister of Chhattisgarh,
Durg Police made sustained efforts to arrest the
absconding directors / officers of chit fund companies and to return the
amount to the investors by
auctioning movable / immovable properties of the
companies. Additional
Superintendent of Police
(City) Sanjay Dhruv and
A d d i t i o n a l
Superintendent of Police
(Rural) Anant Sahu super-

vised the entire process of
attachment of property
and arresting the directors / officers of the companies in the FIRs lodged
against chit fund companies in the district.
On the complaint of
Santosh Soni (40) son of
Shyam Lal a resident of
Shankar Nagar Durg, an
FIR was lodged in April
2016 against a Chit fund
company – Shushk India
Limited Co, headquartered at Ujjain (MP). The
victim complained that
the company lured him to
invest on the promise of
doubling the deposited
amount in 06 years. A case
was lodged under sections
420,406,120B 34 of IPC and
Section
10
of
the
Chhattisgarh Protection
of Depositors Interest Act
2005. During investigation, 08 directors and office bearers of Shushk
India and Shining Star
Infrastate Company were
arrested and sent to jail.
The properties of the
arrested directors of
Shushk India and Shining
Star Infrastate Company

Singh said. Explaining further, he said monkeypox usually starts with fever,
malaise, headache, sometimes sore throat and cough,
and
lymphadenopathy
(swollen lymph nodes) and
all these symptoms appear
four days prior to skin lesions, rashes and other problems which primarily start
from hand and eyes and
spread to the whole body.
Other experts agree and
say that apart from skin involvement, there are other
symptoms too in the case of
monkeypox, but it is always
better to consult a doctor to
dispel any doubts.

were identified in villages
Abhanpur
and
Chachanpairi of Raipur
district, Village Mordha of
Mahasamund and at
balodabazar.
The
Superintendent of Police
produced the report of the
properties before the
C o m p e t e n t
Au t h o r i t y / D i s t r i c t
Magistrate, District-Durg
and sought interim orders
for attachment of properties on March 16, 2017.
On the basis of the report received from the
Superintendent
of
Police’s
office,
the
C o m p e t e n t
Au t h o r i t y / D i s t r i c t
Magistrate, District-Durg

DAVIPS Nandini pays tributes
to the martyred soldiers

Durg, Jul 31 (PTI):

ED searches Sanjay Raut’s residence Cong suspends 3 J’khand MLAs
Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):

New Delhi: Two members
of an interstate gang of
Mewat-based ATM robbers have been arrested
after a brief exchange of
fire near the Bhati Mines
Wildlife Sanctuary in
south Delhi's Chhatarpur,
police said on Sunday.
Wakil alias Shakil (35)
and Abid Hussain (34)
were wanted in a dozen
cases of breaking and
uprooting of ATMs in
Delhi-National Capital
Region and five other
states, they said.
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Bhilai, Jul 31:

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

Jeremy rewrites two Games record
on way to sensational CWG gold

Nabbed

High

meant for every citizen.
Every individual must be
made aware of their rights
and duties. We have a collective duty to promote constitutional culture and raise
awareness. It should be your
endeavour to explain the
constitutional provisions in
simpler terms and assimilate its ethos into the minds
of the people," he said.
"A constitutional republic
shall only thrive when its
citizens are aware of what
their Constitution envisages," he added.
Describing the law profession as "immensely challenging, intellectually stimulating and incredibly satisfying", the CJI said, "The
legal profession has not
completely emerged out of
old days, but the importance
of pedigree, family history
and hereditary legal practice is slowly fading out."

‘Judiciary needs to
shed resistance’

Chit-fund company property auctioned; sale World Hepatitis Day
proceeds to be distributed among investors celebrated at BSP

Bhilai, Jul 31:
DAV Ispat Public School
Nandini celebrated Kargil
Vijay Diwas to commemorate the valor and sacrifice
of the brave Indian soldiers who laid down their
lives in the line of duty
during the Kargil War. A

special assembly was organized in the Mahatma
Hansraj Auditorium of
DAV Ispat Public School
Nandini Mines on July 26.
The students of Angira
House displayed the story
of sacrifice centered on
Kargil
victory
with
speeches, poetry and

through power point presentation. A detailed description was given of the
miraculous and heroic exploits of the brave soldiers
who were martyred in
Kargil War.
The whole auditorium
reverberated with applause and sometimes
with slogans, seeing the
poignant saga of sacrifice
to protect the honour and
glory of the motherland.
Khagesar Behera, TGT
Mathematics paid his tribute to the soldiers through
his inspiring speech and
poetry.
The program was successfully organised under
the guidance of the
Principal Dr BP Sahu and
the in-charge of Angira
House, Poonam Pandey.

Abhivyakti awareness programme
organised for school students
Bhilai, Jul 31:
Under the Abhivyakti program
being conducted by Police
Headquarters, an awareness
session was organised for the
students and teachers of
Khalsa Public School, Durg.
Under the directions of
Superintendent of Police Dr
Abhishek Pallav and under the
guidance
of
Additional
Superintendent of Police (City)
Sanjay Kumar Dhruv and
Additional Superintendent of
Police (IUCAW) Meeta Pawar,
the team of IUCAW and Raksha
Team conducted the awareness programme during which
the students were given
detailed information about various
issues.
Deputy
Superintendent of Police
(Investigation Units for Crime

Against Women) Shilpa Sahu
gave detailed information
about the Abhivyakti App,
crime
being
committed
through social media, cyber
crime, sexual offences, etc.
She further detailed about
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences Act, domestic
violence abd crimes against
women. She explained the necessary precautions that should
be taken while using social

media. She urged the students
not to get misled or lured by
unknown people and to stay
alert. Assistant Sub-Inspector
Sangeeta Mishra of Raksha
Team gave detailed information regarding the Abhivyakti
App and got the same downloaded in the mobile phones of
students and teachers. 250 students, Principal and teachers
of the school were present in
the programme.

conducted hearings / examination and issued an
interim order on October
26, 217 to attach the properties of the arrested directors of Shushk India
and
Shining
Star
Infrastate Company. For
the final order, the matter
was sent to the Special
Court,
District-Durg.
Thereafter, by the Court of
Sessions Judge/Special
Judge,
Durg
(Chhattisgarh) passed the
final order on April 08,
2019 for attachment of the
identified properties of
the directors of Shushk
India and Shining Star
Infrastate Company.
In compliance to the orders of Special Court, the
Collector and District
Magistrate, District-Durg,
made officials communications on May 21, 2019
with the Collectors of
Raipur, Mahasamund and
Balodabazar for conducting public auction of the
properties of Shushk
India and Signing Star
Infrastate Company. A report was sent for the auction of the property, under

which the properties
owned by the company
were auctioned by the
Collector
District
Mahasamund and Rs
18,85,102 was sent to the
Collector District Durg
through
a
cheque.
Similarly on July 30, 2022,
the Collector of district
Raipur took action for
auction of property located in village Abhanpur
and
Chhachanpairi
owned by the company,
from which Rs 2,10,00,000
(Two crore Ten lakh) was
collected.
In this way, a total of
2,56,85,102 (Rupees Two
Crore Fifty Six Lakh
Eighty Five Thousand
One Hundred Two) has
been received from the
auction of properties
owned by Shushk India
and
Shining
Star
Infrastate Company. As
soon as the auction
amount is received from
District Collector Raipur,
the district administration will initiate proceedings to distribute the
amount to the investors in
the company.

Bhilai, Jul 31: World
Hepatitis Day was celebrated on July 28, 2022 at
SAIL-BSP’s Jawaharlal
Nehru
Hospital
&
Research Centre, Sector-9,
Bhilai with great zeal and
enthusiasm. A poster exhibition regarding Hepatitis
B awareness was organized at the OPD block by
the Gastroenterology &
Microbiology Department
jointly.
The exhibition was inaugurated
by
Chief
Medical Officer (M&HS),
Dr Pramod Binayake in
the presence of HoD
(Gastroenterology), Dr
Jeevanlal Gheedle, Dr
Arun Nikose, Addl CMO,
Dr Akanksha Sharma,

Incharge Microbiology, Dr
Annapoorani,
Dr
Kaushalendra Thakur
along with other senior
Doctors of hospital &
paramedical staff, nursing
staff. An educational skit
was performed by Nursing
Students of PG College of
Nursing, Bhilai. A speech
on hepatitis prevention,
management and vaccination was given by Dr
Jeevanlal Gheedle and Dr
Pramod Binayake.
A voluntary screening
programme for hepatitis B
and hepatitis C was also
organized. Hospital staff
and patients actively participated in the screening
programme.
World Hepatitis Day is

celebrated on 28th July
every year in the honour
of Nobel prize winner Dr
Baruch Blumberg who discovered hepatitis B virus
and vaccines. The objective of world hepatitis day
is to bring the world together under a single
theme to raise the awareness of the global burden
of hepatitis. The theme for
the year 2022 was ‘’
Hepatitis Can’t Wait’’.
We pledge to protect ourselves and our close one’s
by practicing good personal hygiene, by getting vaccinated for hepatitis A and
hepatitis B. We should use
sterile needles, use our
own razor & blades and
practice safe sex.

‘Vimarsh’ forum organised with Brahmakumaris
Bhilai, Jul 31:
The inaugural edition
of the newly launched
interactive
forum
‘Vimarsh: Conversations
on leadership beyond
boundaries’ was conducted
by
HRD
Department on July 29 at
Mahatma
Gandhi
Kalamandir,
Civic
Centre,
wherein
Brahmakumari Gopi, international speaker and
spiritual educator, based
in London and associated
with
the
Brahmakumaris, delivered an inspirational
talk on ‘Role of patience
in transformational leadership’.
A cross-section of EDs,
CGMs and GMs attended
this session. This session
also included valuable

inputs on meditation.
This unique forum is
meant for inviting eminent speakers from organisations other than
SAIL / other walks of
life and share their valuable inputs/experiences
on leadership.
KK Singh, ED I/C

(P&A) graced the occasion as Chief Guest, who
exhorted the participants to derive the maximum benefit out of this
memorable session. A K
Bhatta, ED (MM) and
Anjani
Kumar,
ED
(Works) were also present on the occasion.

Sanjay
Dhar,
CGM
(HRD&BE) welcomed the
guests and participants
at the beginning of the
program.
Amulya
Priyadarshi, GM (HRD)
anchored the program.
Sister
Prachi
from
Brahmakumaris, summarised the proceedings.

Murder and abduction accused BMS elected representative union at BSP
got the highest 3582 votes;
of Bihar arrested from Jamul
INTUC alliance got 3132
Bhilai, Jul 31: An accomplice of
don-turned-politician
Mohammad Shahabuddin of
Bihar was arrested from Dhaur
area of Jamul on Sunday. He
was wanted in connection with
several cases of murder,
abduction, extortion, etc. He
was arrested in a joint operation of Bihar Police and Durg
Police. ASP (City) Sanjay
Dhruv informed that the
accused is identified as Aftab
Alam (40) son of Aamir Hamja
a resident of village Chhap, PS
Pachrukhi, District Siwan,
Bihar. He is accused is accused
in several cases of murder,
abduction and extortion. He
was an accomplice of notorious gangster Late Mohammad
Shahabuddin of Siwan, who
died of Covid last year. Aftab
was currently wanted in connection with a murder cases

lodged at Husseinganj Police
Station under sections 302,
120B, 307 of IPC and 25 (1-B)
A, 26, 35 of Arms Act.
An armed team of Bihar
Police reached Jamul on
Sunday and with the help of
Jamul Police Station team,
they rounded up Aftab Alam,
who was hiding at his relative’s
place in Dhaur area of Jamul.
Bihar Police had declared a
cash reward of Rs 50000 on his
head. Recently, Bihar Police
received specific information
about the presence of Aftab
Alam in Jamul. Thereafter, on
the orders of Upper Director
General of Police (Operations)
Sushil Khopde, a team of Bihar
Police led by Inspector
Sarvendra
Kumar
Singh
reached Bhilai and managed to
arrest the absconding gangster.

Bhilai, Jul 31: Bhilai Ispat
Mazdoor Sangh (BMS) has
won the election of
Representative
Trade
Union of Bhilai Steel
Plant. Polling and counting of votes was held on
Saturday in which the
Bhilai Ispat Mazdoor
Sangh got the highest
number of votes. With the
verification of the highest
number of members
through a secret ballot sys-

tem, BMS union was declared as the representative trade union of BSP for
tenure of two years. Steel
Employees Union (INTUC)
stood at second position
while CITU got the third
position. The counting results were declared in the
wee hours of Sunday.
Out of the total 13422
voters, 11605 employees of
Bhilai Steel Plant exercised their franchise. BMS

votes; CITU got 2977 votes,
BSP Workers Union got
1083 votes; HMS got 296
votes; AITUC got 61 votes;
Loktantrik Ispat evam
Engineering
Mazdoor
Sangh got 377 votes; AICCTU got 34 votes; and SWU
got 21 votes. Voting was
held at 19 centres across
Bhilai Steel Plant and
township on Saturday.
Returning Officer RK
Purohit (Deputy Chief
Labour Commissioner,
Central, Raipur) and his
team had made elaborate
arrangements to conduct
free and fair polls as well
as smooth counting of
votes. The entire polling
and counting process was
videographed. Executives
of Bhilai Steel Plant assisted in the election process.

World Nature Conservation Day celebrated Bootlegger arrested with illicit liquor
Bhilai, Jul 31:
World
Nature
Conservation Day was celebrated at St Thomas
College by the PG
Department of Botany in
collaboration with Eco
club on July 29 with an objective to spread awareness regarding the preservation of Nature and
Biodiversity for a healthy
environment which is required for stable and prospering humankind. A
workshop was organised
on Recent Trends on
Conservation and Plant
QR Codes. The resource
person of the programme
was Dr AK Shrivastava,
HOD Department of
Botany and Microbiology,
Govt Danveer Tularam PG
College Utai, Durg. He
gave various important

points regarding the importance of each and
every member in the

ecosystem and the significance of conservation of
Biodiversity and also ex-

plained how we can label
the plants using QR codes
in a very simple way. The

students from various
streams enthusiastically
participated in the programme. Principal Dr MG
Roymon
welcomed
Professor AK Shrivastava
by presenting a plant as a
token of gratitude and
shared his views regarding the importance of nature.
Administrator Fr Dr
Joshi Varghese appreciated the efforts of learning
QR codes for labelling
plants. The programme
was successfully conducted by Priyanka (student of
M.Sc IIIrd Sem Botany)
and Ashish Ladeshwar
(student of M.Sc IIIrd Sem
Botany) proposed the vote
of thanks. At the end of
the programme students
took a pledge “To protect
our natural resources and
save the environment.”

Bhilai, Jul 31:
Police have arrested a
bootlegger and have recovered 55 quarters of country liquor from his possession.
SDOP
(Patan)
Devansh Singh Rathore informed that acting on a tip
off, the team of Jamgaon
(R) Police Station intercepted a biker near
Gudhiyari Square.
On searching, police recovered 55 quarters of
liquor from his possession. During interrogation, the biker confessed
that he was illegally carrying liquor from Selud to
village Tilauda for selling
it illegally.
The accused Gokul
Prasad Deshlehre (23) son
of Sukalu Ram a resident
of Village Tilauda (PS
Ranchirai) was booked

under the provisions mentioned in section 34 (2) of
Excise Act. SI AK
Dewangan,
Constable

Jaiprakash Sahu, Rajeev
Dubey and Mahendra
Banjare played a vital role
in arresting the accused.
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Ch’garh is playing an active role in the development
of legal education: CJI NV Ramana
with 66 gold medals. Ankit
Pal of the year 2020 batch
was awarded 6 gold medals
and Pallavi Mishra of the
year 2021 batch was the
overall topper with 11 gold
medals.
The convocation was
presided over by the
Supreme Court Justice S.
Abdul Nazeer, Justice BV
Nagarathna
of
the
Supreme Court was also

CM Bhupesh Baghel
release 6th edition
of Journal Law &
Social Science
HNLU
Fifth Convocation
ceremony of
Hidayatullah
National Law
University held
Raipur, Jul 31: Chief
Justice of India (CJI) N. V.
Ramana said in Raipur
today
that
the
Chhattisgarh government
is taking care of every aspect of the budget and infrastructure related requirements of the judicial
community. He expressed
hope that this trend would
continue
and
Chhattisgarh
would
emerge as a leading state
in providing best infrastructure to the Judiciary.
Chief Justice N. V.
Ramana congratulated the
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel for actively cooperating in the development
of legal education in
Chhattisgarh. He congratulated the Chief Minister
for the efforts being made
by him to provide good
governance to the people
of Chhattisgarh.
The Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the

Complimenting
the
Hidayatullah National
Law University, Raipur,
CJI NV Ramana said that
it has been named after a
great jurist who devoted
his entire life to the cause
of law. While congratulating the students at the convocation, he said that
knowledge and information are the biggest assets
and we can only grow by
using them properly.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel attended the convocation ceremony as a special guest. While releasing

the sixth edition of
Journal Law and Social
Science of Hidayatullah
National Law University,
Baghel distributed degrees to the gold medalist
students and wished them
good luck for their bright
future.
On the occasion of the
fifth
convocation
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University, Raipur,
two scholars were conferred the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy.
Apart from this, a total of
23 students were awarded

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: The training
programme
of
Bharatiya Janata Party
concluded here on Sunday
amid resolution passed to
corner Pradesh Congress
on every issue. All the
leaders listened to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
‘Mann Ki Baat’ at the
venue of the programme.
Expert leaders from Delhi
discussed on 15 topics like
raising public issues, use
of social media, move-

ments among the people.
Talking to the media,
BJP state president
Vishnudev Sai said that
this programme will infuse energy in party workers. ‘We consider the government as a medium of
service. Leaders of our
state, workers, MPs,
MLAs, state officials,
Morchas, cells, district
presidents participated in
this programme. Now we
will be successful in forming the BJP government
in Chhattisgarh in 2023’,
said Sai.
BJP’s National General
Secretary and state incharge
Smt
D
Purandeshwari said that
the central government
always stood with the
state governments for the

development of the agriculture
sector.
She
stressed on the need for
benefiting people of
Chhattisgarh from the
schemes of the centre.
During this training
held at Jain Manas
Bhavan in front of Raipur
Airport for three days,
BJP State Organization
General Secretary Pawan
Sai discussed about the
functioning of the organization. Ashok Kumar,
Acting President of
International
Vishwa
Hindu Parishad, gave detailed information about
Integral Humanism in the
training camp. Amit
Malviya,
National
Convener of BJP IT Cell
told about the use of social media.

present at the convocation.
The Chief Justice of
Chhattisgarh High Court
and
Chancellor
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University Arup
Kumar Goswami and
Chief Justice of Andhra
Pradesh High Court
Prashant Mishra were
also present on the occasion. Chhattisgarh Law
Minister
Mohammad
Akbar and Tribal Welfare
Department Minister Dr.
Premsai Singh Tekam
were also present in the
convocation ceremony.

p

BJP Media Training
Programme

Raipur, Jul 31: To speak
on a subject or in response
to a question requires intelligence and to remain
silent requires discretion,
said
BJP
national
spokesperson
Dr
Sudhanshu Trivedi, while
addressing the training
Programme of BJP State
Media Department at party
office in Kushabhau
Thakre Parisar here. It
matters when to speak,
how much to speak and
when not to speak, said

Trivedi throwing light on
topics like print media,
electronic media, TV debate. According to Dr
Trivedi it is important to
remind the positive things
even while presenting the
case in front of the opponent. There was a time
when internet media was
not so effective and truth

Cong to launch ‘Bharat Jodo Padyatra’ in each VS
In reply to BJP’s
‘Ghar-Ghar Tiranga’
campaign
Minimum of 75 kms
to be covered in each
VS area
Raipur, Jul 31: In reply to Modi’s
government ‘Ghar-Ghar Tiranga’
campaign, Congress has started
preparations to start ‘Bharat
Jodo Padyatra’. PCC working
committee prepared an outline
of ‘Bharat Jodo Padyatra’ in a
meeting held here on Saturday.
This Padyatra will go to every
booth and during which entire
focus will be on people from

weaker sections of the society.
The review meeting of PCC
was held at Rajiv Bhavan here
on Saturday and it was attended
by PCC state in-Charge PL
Punia, Chief Minsiter Bhupesh
Baghel,
PCC Secretary
Chandan Yadav, Saptagiri Ulka,
PCC State President Mohan
Markam and other members
were present. In this meeting
the Rajiv Bhavan buildings
under construction in other districts was also reviewed.
‘Padyatra’ to start from Aug
9: The Congress party’s ‘Bharat
Jodo Andolan’ will start from
August 9 and in each Vidhan
Sabha area, there will be footmarch for minimum of 75 kms.
‘Prabhat Pheri’ will start from

6:00 pm and in this ‘Ram-dhun’
will be played. This ‘padyatra’
will conclude on August 15.
Awareness about price rise,
unemployment: Punia
PCC State in-Charge PL
Punia informed that the starting
and end point of ‘Bharat Jodo
Andolan’ has been fixed in all VS
areas. During this foot-march,
the freedom fighters will be
remembered and their family
members will be met. A minimum of 75 kms has to be covered in the ‘padyatra’ in each
VS. During this the party will
create
awareness
about
increasing prices and unemployment. This ‘Padyatra’
should halt in those villages or
localities where there are dalits,

Yavnika never
treated her vision
loss as weakness
Raipur: There is an old proverb
that ‘where there is will there
is way’ and those who strongly
faith and believe in their
dreams, achieve it as well’. But
to make it into reality, a girl
Yavnika of Delhi facing vision
loss went onto become 2021
batch topper of Hidayaullah
National Law University
(HNLU) and she won gold
medal in Professional Ethics.
Proud Yavnika was presented
this gold medal at the hands of
the Chief Justice of Supreme

Court at the V Convocation of
HNLU here on Sunday.
Yavnika is suffering with
vision impairment for long, but
she has never considered it as
her weakness, rather it was
her desire and will to achieve
something that kept on motivating her. A resident of Delhi,
Yavnika’s father is an officer in
the Indian Railways and her
mother was working as
Special Educator. Yavnika
decided to pursue her career
in law and got admission in
HNLU Raipur. To ensure that
her daughter do not face any
problems, Yavnika’s mother
left her job and stayed with
her for all five years in Raipur.
To meet up her goal Yavnika
put in all her strength and will
and finally succeeded as well.
Not only by qualifying from
HNLU Yavnika fulfilled her
dreams, but she is continuing

her LLM from National Law
College Bengaluru. Yavnika
said that during her five years
journey in HNLU, all the students, faculty and college
gave her whole-hearted support and for which she is
grateful to all forever.
Yavnika said that her mother and father are like God to
her and it is only with their
blessings that she has been
able to achieve her goal.
Yavnika has always believed in
hard work and had confidence
in her and achieved her set
target. To honour the dedication and commitment on part
of Yavnika, both the Chief
Justice of India and the Chief
Minister got up from their
table while presenting her
with the gold medal and on
this occasion all the other
guests to acknowledge the
same.

Intelligence needed to speak,
prudence to be silent: Sudhanshu

BJP will form govt in state in 2023: Sai
BJP’s training prog
concludes with resolution to corner
Congress on every
issue

Yavnika wins Gold Medal
in Professional Ethics

Presented with
medal by Chief
Justice of India and
CM Ch’garh

country, Justice NV
Ramana, attended the fifth
convocation
of
Hidayatullah National
Law University as the
chief guest in Raipur, the
capital of Chhattisgarh.
Addressing the students
present in the convocation, he said “all of you
should have a vision and
to achieve it with utmost
enthusiasm and passion”.
He further said “that all of
you are precious to this
country and we all need to
take the talented minds in
the right direction.”

tribals or people from weaker
sections of the society and they
should hold dialogue with them
and public meetings if possible
and distributed leaflets in every
home.
Massive
meeting
on
conclusion: CM
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel the conclusion of ‘Bharat
Jodo Andolan’ should be with
huge public meeting and in this
message of AICC National
President Sonia Gandhi and
Rahul Gandhi will be read and
pamphlets related to achievements of Congress government
in the state will be distributed.
It was Congress who started
the country’s freedom struggle
and all Congmen should take

part in it in large number.
Baghel said that all the office
bearers and workers should
take part in the ‘padyatra’ without fail.
Gandhi topi and Tiranga:
Markam PCC Chief Mohan
Markam said that in every
‘Padyatra’ in every VS 200 persons will carry the ‘Tiranga’ and
wear Gandhi ‘topi’. This ‘padyatra’ will be led by different person each day. Along with
‘Prabhat-Pheri’, the Congmen
will also render labour work . In
this there will be a ‘Rath’ for
promotion of government’s
works and achievement. In this
‘Padyatra’ the senior Congmen
of the region will also be felicitated, he added.

could not come out at that
time. In the last 20 years,
apart from the media, the
role of the Internet media
has become more influential, he said. He asked the
national leaders of BJP to
continue to follow the
NaMo app and the content
available in it as well as to
focus on the factual attack
in the internet media by
gathering effective facts
along with the content
from there.
We are in opposition in
Chhattisgarh and the responsibility of all the
media in-charges has doubled amid all the adversity,

BJP national spokesperson
KK Sharma said in his address. He stressed on raising issues at local level
daily through press releases, events, conferences and
stressed on compilation of
assembly level issues with
the vision of Mission 2023.
Sharma said that in
press conferences, bytes
and TV debits, different
ways and timings of speaking the same subject are determined. He gave important tips to move forward
with the subject while
sticking to the agenda. He
also emphasized on information dissemination with

100% contact with the
media brethren.
In the last session of the
training programme, BJP
state media in-charge
Nalineesh Thokne held one
to one talks with district
media in-charges from
across the state. He sorted
out problems faced on local
level besides inviting suggestions while hearing the
new ideas and experiences.
He asked all the front cells
to mobilize for the target
2023 with continuous dialogue and better coordination with the district BJP
media in-charges and
media department.

Two ganja peddlers of MP
caught with 15 kg of ganja
Raipur, Jul 31: Two Ganja
peddlers who were peddling ganja from Odisha’s
smuggler to Vidisha in
Madhya Pradesh were
caught by the Gudhiyari
police. The police have recovered bag containing 15
kg of ganja from their possession. According to information available 19year old Vishal Raikwar,
resident
of
village
Tilakhedi in Vidisha district and 20-year old Nitin
Ahirwar, resident of Ekta
Colony were arrested
while they were carrying
Ganja. Action was taken

against them under the
Narcotics Act.
The Gudhiyari police received tip-off about two
persons in the parking
number 6 located at the
railway station, carrying
ganja in the bag. Acting on
this tip-off, the police station in-charge Brijesh
Kushwaha sent the team.
When the police team
reached the spot and tried
to talk to both the suspects,
they started running.
They, were subsequently
caught. They told during
interrogation that they
took delivery of ganja

from a smuggler from
Odisha near the parking
lot of the railway station
for two thousand rupees
per kg. They were preparing to take Ganja to
Vidisha and peddle it at Rs
10000.
Name of the old main
smuggler of Odisha came
to fore during interrogation of arrested smugglers.
He was caught several
times in Odisha for smuggling ganja. The police
have planned to arrest
main peddler on the basis
of revelation by two arrested peddlers.

Urja Mahotsav held at Medical College Auditorium
PM Modi and CM
Baghel virtually join
the program
Collector gives certificates to the beneficiaries of Bijli Bill
Half Scheme
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: Urja
Mahotsav was organized
on the theme “Bright
India Bright Future
Energy 2047” at Atal
Bihari
Vajpayee
Auditorium,
Raipur
Medical College under
‘Azadi
Ka
Amrit

Mahotsav’ programme.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel partici-

pated in the program virtually. The events were organized simultaneously at
100 places across the coun-

try.
Prime Minister Modi
launched and inaugurated NTPC’s clean energy

projects worth Rs 5 thousand crores, revival based
distribution area scheme
and National Rooftop

Felicitation ceremony organised Improvement in learning loss
in children of Chhattisgarh
by Raj Bhavan Secretariat

Solar Portal related to
modernization of power
distribution worth more
than Rs 3 lakh crores. He
talked to the beneficiaries
of various states benefited from the schemes of
the Energy Department
and asked about the
changes coming in their
lives. He said that life cannot be imagined without
electricity. The power sector will play a major role
in
accelerating
the
progress of the next 25
years.
Urja Mahotsav was organized in 20 districts.
General public were made
aware of the electricity
bill half scheme of

Chhattisgarh
government, Chief Minister
Urban Electrification
Scheme, Mukhya Mantri
Majratola Vidyutikaran
Yojana, besides the utility
of Mor Bijli App.
Chhattisgarh
State
Power Company along
with Central Power
Undertaking
REC
Limited, NTPC also jointly participated in the Urja
Mahotsav program.
MLA and Chairman of
Chhattisgarh Housing
Board Kuldeep Juneja,
MLA and Parliamentary
Secretary
Vikas
Upadhyay, Senior MLA
Satyanarayan Sharma,
Collector Dr Sarveshwar

Narendra
Bhure,
Managing Director of
Distribution Company
Manoj Khare, Additional
Collector BB Panchbhai,
Senior
Electricity
Department
Officers
Sandeep Verma, JS
Netam, M Jamulkar, officers of district administration, officers of various departments, employees and common citizens
were present.
Collector
Dr
Sarveshwar Narendra
Bhure attended the Urja
Mahotsav organized at
the Medical Auditorium.
He presented certificates
to the beneficiaries of
Bijli Bill Half Yojana.

On completion of
three years tenure
of Governor Ms.
Uikey
Raipur, Jul 31: A felicitation ceremony was organised by the Raj Bhavan
Secretariat on the occasion of the completion of
three years in the office of
Governor Ms. Anusuiya
Uikey. Speaking on the occasion, Governor Ms.
Uikey said that in the last
two years out of the three
years, all of us have faced
the challenge of covid pandemic and also extended
our hands to help the peo-

ple. Today the name of Raj
Bhavan Chhattisgarh is famous all over the country.
This has been possible
only with the cooperation
of all the officials and employees of Raj Bhavan.
When family members
work together with a sense
of belonging, only then
positive results are obtained. A single person
cannot move forward.
Governor Ms. Uikey expressed her gratitude to all
her officers and employees
and said that I am not
greedy for the post,
whether I am in the post or
not, I will continue to
serve humanity with this
passion.

Secretary
to
the
Governor, Amrit Kumar
Khalkho, while congratulating the Governor on the
completion of three years,
informed about the important achievements of her
tenure. He said that as
simple and easy-going as
the personality of the
Governor, she is equally efficient and serious in her
work. The people of the
entire state have got the affection of the governor
and she also loves the people of the state equally.
The issues related to the
development of the state
and the needs and rights of
the people of remote areas
are also highlighted. A

quarterly magazine has
been started by the Raj
Bhavan Secretariat with
the aim of making the general public aware of the
activities of the Governor.
The first issue of the
magazine was released on
completion of three years
of Governor Ms. Uikey’s
tenure as the Governor of
the State. It is noteworthy
that important information related to the activities of the Governor and
Raj Bhavan Secretariat
and Raj Bhavan has been
given in the magazine. On
this occasion, the officials
and employees of Raj
Bhavan Secretariat felicitating the Governor Ms.
Uikey by presenting mementoes and saplings.
Officials and employees of
Raj Bhavan Secretariat including Governor’s Legal
Advisor
Rajesh
Srivastava,
Deputy
Secretary, Deepak Kumar
Agrawal, Governor’s assistant Suraj Singh Parihar,
Major Siddharth Singh
and Controller Shri
Harvansh Miri were present in the program.

Prof Chakrawal nominated as
regional Chairperson
Of NCFSE
Implementation
Committee of the
NEP 2020
Central Chronicle News
Bilaspur, Jul 31: Guru
G h a s i d a s
Vi s h w av i dya l aya
(Central
University),
Bilaspur, under the direction of the Ministry of
Education, Government
of India, 10 consultation
workshops will be organized throughout the
country by the National
Council of Educational
Research and Training,
New Delhi to create coordination between school
education and higher education according to the
National
Education
Policy 2020 in 10 areas

across the country.
In these workshops, the
Vice-Chancellors of the
universities of the regions, all the officers of
school education of the
state,
principals
of
Kendriya Vidyalayas, intellectuals associated
with the education world
and voluntary organizations working in the field
of school education will

New committee formed
at CGHBFRA Kachna

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: Kachna
CGHB Flats Resident
Association (CGHBFRA),
Phase-01, Raipur have
formed a new executive
committee on July 01, 2022.
The election officer Shri
Umesh Agrawal and election team members Vijay
Sahu and Vijay Sharma
displayed the name of the
new committee. As per the
new committee, Shri
Vinayak Bhure is elected
as President, BK Tripathi
Vice-President,
AK
Chowdhari Secretary, Ms
Swati Das Assistant
Secretary, Sanjeev Ranjan
Treasurer, BN Verma, Ms
Jhuma Das, Er. Satyajeet
Chandel,
Shri
Anil
Soloman, Shri Sameer
Kumar
elected
as
Executive members of the
society.
Ex-Former
Secretary Ms. Manisha
Chowbey handed over all
the documents, Bank material, eleven lakhs FD and

all charges as per procedure to the new secretary
on July 18, 2022 in front of
the Ex President and new
committee.
Dr. Anant G Kulkarni
was elected in February
12, 2016 as a President of
the society and after that
he did a lot of work and
new initiatives with the
help of the executive committee and residents of the
society. From the 2018 election officers published notices regarding nomination of new committee
members but due to unavoidable circumstances
and Corona pandemic situation; election was averted. Finally after more than
six years of presidency Dr.
Anant G Kulkarni resigned with all members
of the executive committee. The former President
Dr. Anant G. Kulkarni and
residents of the society
have welcomed and all
new committee members
and congratulated them.

be invited for consultation.
Central
Region
(Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh) For this
program, Professor Alok
Kumar Chakrawal, Guru
Ghasidas University has
been nominated as the
President.
In this program, the
process of in-depth discussion on various
points of national curriculum structure (higher education) and school
education will be started
through subject expert
panel. Along with this,
views on various points
will also be taken from
the invited voluntary organizations. This innovative program will be completed on August 05, 2022
at
Guru
Ghasidas
University, Bilaspur.
This program will have

the participation of ViceChancellors
of
all
Universities of Madhya
Pradesh
and
Chhattisgarh, officers of
State
Council
of
Educational Research
and Training, teachers of
District Education and
Training
Institute,
prominent social workers and more than 600
people of
Kendriya
Vidyalayas. On behalf of
the National Council of
Educational Research
and Training, Prof.
Jaideep
Mandal,
Principal on behalf of
Regional Institute of
Education, Bhopal and
Prof. PK Bajpai from
Guru
Ghasidas
University, will be the
Coordinators of the
National
Education
Policy Implementation
Team.

Number of students
with learning loss
came down from
51 to 7 percent
Raipur, Jul 31: Due to the
proper strategy and continuous efforts adopted in
Chhattisgarh, the learning
loss in children due to
Corona period has improved rapidly. According
to the survey conducted on
more than 27 lakh students for the assessment of
learning loss, now the
number of students with
learning loss has come
down from 51 to 7-8 percent. On the basis of annual examination, 90.13 percent
students
have
reached their class level.
With this, the percentage
of students of minimum
and elementary level has
come down to about 4 percent.
Due to the closure of
schools for a long time
during the Corona period,
learning loss was seen in
children even after many
efforts. For its assessment,
a major change was made

and find out and amicable solution.
He said that on the last day of the
five-day strike, the government
has become panicky due to the
influx of employees in all the 31
district
headquarters
of
Chhattisgarh. In order to weaken
the further indefinite movement, a
decree of break in service has been
issued, not allowing mass leave.
They said that noen of the are
afraid of it. In the past also, the
government has been issuing such
letters for the movement. Now the

ed many programs. To
bring the students to their
class level, ‘Bridge Course’
was
created
and
‘Nawajatan’ program for
remedial teaching was
started by Education
Minister Dr. Premsai
Singh Tekam. School monitoring was strengthened.
As a result, 75.13 percent of
the students in the midline
test (half-yearly examination) reached their class
level and 29 percent of the
students who had almost
reached the elementary
level, their number came
down to 11 percent.
Similarly, in the end line
test (annual examination),
90.13 percent students
came to their class level
and the percentage of stu-

FDP on Research Methodology and Ethics held

p

At MATS University

Raipur, Jul 31: A weeklong Faculty Development
Programme (FDP) on
Research Methodology
and Ethics was jointly organised
by
the
Departments of English
and Psychology of the
School of Arts and
Humanities,
MATS
University. The objective
of organising this FDP
was to enhance the abilities of the participants to
carry out research, write
successful research papers
and train them for writing
research proposals and

Break-in-service order a conspiracy
to foil indefinite strike: CKAF
Jagdalpur, Jul 31: The state government has not granted leave enmass to all the 4 lakh government
officers and employees who went
on leave and rather issued decree
for break-in-service. Protesting
this particular order, CKAF has
strongly condemned this dictatorial order. Members of Federation
charged that it is a conspiracy to
weaken their movement and that is
why the leave en-mass has not
been sanctioned and rule of breakin-service has been issued.
Gajendra Srivastava, divisional
convener of CKAF, divisional incharge Kailash Chauhan, district
coordinator RD Tiwari said that
this step of the state government is
not appropriate. For the last five
days, employees and officers are
on the road in Tehsil, Block and
District Headquarters. The government should talk to the Federation

in the state level assessment system and it was redesigned. SCERT brought
a big change in the traditional pattern of question
papers. Online Automated
Assessment
Analysis
System has been developed in collaboration with
NIC. This ensured that
how many levels the student was below his class
level.
In the first assessment
after the Corona period, it
was found that 51 percent
of the students were not fit
for their class. The big
challenge of this learning
loss was addressed by
Education Secretary S.
BharathiDasan
and
Director Rajesh Singh
Rana accepted it and start-

dents of minimum/elementary level came down
to about 4 percent. This
success of Chhattisgarh
has been praised all over
the country. From NITI
Aayog to the National
Council of Educational
Research,
praising
Chhattisgarh, the measures to improve the quality of education here have
been described as effective. It is worth mentioning that during the Corona
period, when educational
institutions were closed
indefinitely, on the instructions
of
Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel,
Principal Secretary Alok
Shukla has built an online
education portal ‘Padhai
Tuhar Duar’ in less than a
month. Online classes
have been started. All textbooks from 1st to 12th
were uploaded on this portal so that any student can
read it easily on their mobile. Innovative offline
learning mediums like
Mohalla
Classroom,
Loudspeaker Classroom,
Angana Me Shiksha were
adopted as soon as the
Covid infection subsided.

workers are ready to enter the
indefinite agitation with double
enthusiasm. The Presidents of the
Unions affiliated with Federation of
District Bastar are Mansingh
Bhardwaj, Ajay Srivastava, Raji
Vargis, Dhananjay Devangan,
Motilal Verma, Harish Pathak, JR
Kosaria, Dharmendra Devangan,
Anand Kashyap, JN Joshi, Rajendra
Pargania, Ram Markam, Murlidhar
Sethia, Ravindra Biswas. , Devraj
Khute, Pawan Jha, Basant Jain,
Satyaprakash, Rajkumar Jha,
Sushil Pandey, Manoj Kumar, PR
Devangan, Manish Srivastava,
Baliram Pujari, Mrs. Asha Dan,
Neelam Mishra, Poornima Dehari,
Bharti Giri, Hemlata Nayak, Durga
Verma, Deepa Manjhi Other
employee leaders have condemned
the government in strong words
while opposing this coercive
action.

conference papers. The
FDP also conducted sessions
on
Scientific
Misconduct, ethics of research and writing styles.
The FDP began on July
25th with the ceremonial
lighting of the lamp by
Chancellor,
Gajraj
Pagariya, The respected
Director General, Priyesh
Pagariya, the
Vice
Chancellor, Dr. K P Yadav,
Dr. Deepika Dhand, the
Pro - Vice Chancellor, the
Registrar, Gokulananda
Panda, the Head of the
Departments of English,
Saurabh Shukla and Dr.
Shaista Ansari, Head of
the
Department
of

Psychology. Around 200
faculty members from various colleges, research
scholars and students participated in the FDP. The
moderator of the programme was Ms. Darshika
Choudhury from the
Department of English.
The other faculty members present were Dr.
Ranjana Das Sarkhel, Dr.
Anshu Shrivastava, Dr.
Mahendra Kumar, Dr.
Yanjana and Mrs. Chitra
Pandey.
The first session was on
the Basics of Research by
Dr. Divya Sharma who
spoke on the fundamentals
of applied research; how

to select research topic,
types of research, methodology and objectives of research. Professor Dr.
Promila Singh spoke on research ethics, its implication on research and its
outcome.
Dr.
Rajeev
Choudhury taught the basics of research writing,
covering aspects related to
effective writing, and how
to write research papers.
Dr. Suparna Sen Gupta
spoke
on
Scientific
Misconduct covering areas
of plagiarism and unethical practices in research.
Dr. Gyanesh Shrivastava
introduced the participants to computer applications in research. On the
last day of the programme,
Dr. Madhu Kamra enlightened the audience on different writing styles such
as MLA and APA. The
valedictory address was
given by Dr. Ranjana Das
Sarkhel, concluding a
week of learning, sharing
and developing academic
skills.

Aditi Educational Academy
observes ‘Green Day’

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Jul 31: With the
advent of monsoon there is
greenery everywhere and
clouds continue to pour
water and there is water all
around the place. Keeping
this mind Adti Educational

Academy Brahmanpara
Kota observed Green Day
at its premises here. On
this occasion both students
and teachers reached the
school dressed in green
colour from top to bottom
and even the lunch box of
students was green in

colour. The students thoroughly enjoyed the day
while taking part in painting event based on ‘save
trees’ and enacted a dance
drama based on this theme.
The children prepared
sawn swing in the school
premises and both students and teachers took
swing to enjoy the day. The
teachers explained the students about the importance of trees and need to
protect environment. The
school also presented the
award of Green King and
Green Queen to Raunak
Chata
and
Purva
Harinkhede respectively,
informs institution director Ajay Agrawal.

Investiture ceremony-2022-23 held at KPS
Raipur, Jul 31: It is truly said
that a leader is one who knows
the way goes the way and
shows the way. In the light of
this Investiture Ceremony was
held at Krishna Public School,
Kamal Vihar, Raipur C.G on
25th July 2022.The event was
organized under the guidance
of Director, Mr. Ashutosh.
On this occasion the
Student Council which has
four houses- Red, Green,
Yellow, Prefect of Blue house,.
Deputy Prefect and 19 different clubs like Little ATL Club,
Science Club, Community
Service Club, Mathematics
Club, Eco Club, Quiz Club,

Sports Club, Coders Club, Art
Club,
Heritage
Club
,
Photography Club, Legal
Awareness Club, Editorial
Board, Music Dance Theatre
Club, Comics Club, Leadership
Club took pledge to render
their duties.
In addition to the President

and Vice President of
Psychology Club, Head Boy,
Head Girl were also present.
Through this event, the selfconfidence in the students is
increased so that they could
fulfill their responsibilities.
More than 150 students were
chosen to display true devo-

tion, work efficiency and selfconfidence. Everyone took
oath in the atmosphere with
great enthusiasm that they
should be honest about their
duty and will remain dedicated through out the session.
Krishna Public Schools, Raipur
Region Executive and Director
Mr. Ashutosh encouraged all
the selected student council
members to follow their
responsibility honestly and
sincerely.
The Principal, Ms. Priyanka
Tripathi also congratulated all
the selected members and
said that It is only through
mobilization that the ability of

leadership is developed.
Everyone was motivated to
work unitedly. All high officials
and teachers of the school
were also present. All selected
students were greeted enthusiastically.
Head Boy in Selected
Student Council - Master Ansh
Parashar, Head Girl - Miss
Prashansa Verma, Deputy
Head Boy – Prajjwal Pandey,
Deputy Head Girl – Ojaswi
Shrivastava and Red House
Prefect and Deputy PrefectBarnali Patnaik, Priyanka
Malaviya, Satpriya Kaur, Riya
Agarwal. Blue House Prefect
and Deputy Prefect Kaustuv

Kar, P. Soumya Naidu,
Damanpreet Singh, Varnira
Jaiswal, Green House prefect
& Deputy Perfect - Shreya
Sarva,
Ananya
Pandey,
Priyanka Surana, Akshat Raj,
Yellow House Prefect and
Deputy
Prefect
Atharva
Pareek, Prachi Mishra ,
Vaishnavi Kumari, Aarav Modi.
took pledge to discharge their
duties.
Newly appointed members
of the senior group Student
Council also took pledge to
discharge their duties with
sincerity and loyalty. The ceremony ended with good luck
message for the days to come.
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Villagers demand repair
Workers union’s strike
continues for the fourth day of dilapidated school building

Pithora, Jul 31:
The Employees Officers
Federation is agitating for
the third consecutive day
here under the guidance of
Umesh Dixit, President of
Pithora
Development
Block, for the demand of
dearness allowance and
house rent allowance. It is
noteworthy that the out-

rage and speech of the employees of the department
continues in the context of
their demands before the
government.
In the meantime, Rajesh
Chandrakar, president of
the lecturer’s union, appeared to take stock of the
movement from the district and to provide energy,
he accused the wrong poli-

cies of the government
and called upon his colleagues
to
remain
united.In this sequence
Ashok Giri Goswami
District President in the
supervisory team Class
Three
Government
Employees
Union
Mahasamund was also
present, and in his remarks, referring to the or-

ganization skills of respected
Federation’s
provincial chief Kamal
Verma, he said that it is remarkable in employee history that leaders of 80 organizations came on one
platform and fought for
their rights.
Ishwar Chandrakar,
District President of
Assistant
Teachers
Federation also called for
employee unity. Rakesh
Kumar Dhruv, District
Secretary
of
Forest
Employees Union also addressed the employees.
Under the direction of
Umesh Dixit and Puneet
Sinha, Tulsi Patel, Rohini
Devangan Dwarka Patel a
large number of staff officers were present.The program was conducted by
Dolamani Sahu. The
thanksgiving was done by
senior teacher Ram Lallan
Singh.

Mungeli, Jul 31: In Gram
Panchayat Nawagaon, the
primary school building in
the dependent village of
Jamha is in a dilapidated
condition and the villagers
here have demanded repair
of the school at the earliest.
The school was inaugurated in July 1995, in the chief
hospitality of the then
MLA of Jarhagaon assembly, Punnulal Mohale and
presided over by former
MLA of Mungeli Khem
Singh Barmate, special

27 railway staff achieve
Officials rule the roost, tribal
superannuation
women representatives get raw deal

Baikunthpur, Jul 31:
At a time when the entire state is observing
Hareli Festival and Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
with an aim to empower
the women folks launched
‘Mahtari Nyay Rath’, offi-

cials in this district rule
the roost and women representatives need to
face disrespect and ignorance. The incident is of
Janpad
Panchayat
Baikunthpur where in a
block level programme of
Hareli Festival due to ago-

nist attitude of Janpad
CEO elected women representatives were not invited
for the programme. In this
janpad panchayat including tribal women janpad
president Saubhagyawati
Singh Kusro other public
representatives are from
ST category.
Janpad vice president
Asha Sahu is also a
woman. Even after repeated protest by these women
representatives Janpad
CEO is continuing with
his dictatorial attitude.
Women representatives
vented anger over the dictatorial attitude of CEO.
BJP leader Devendra
Tiwari protesting the decision of CEO mentioned
that not inviting women
representatives for Hareli
Festival is showing disrespect towards them.

guest
Lormi
MLA
Muniram Sahu, then district president Vikram Das
Mohale, and district vicepresident Kamleshwar
Kesharwani.
Presently the condition
of the school has become
dilapidated due to non-repair in the last 27 years and
from time to time, the demand for repair of the
building and new building
was made by the villagers
and parents, but neither
the new building was ap-

proved nor the responsible
officials came to take stock
of the condition of the dilapidated school building
of
village
Jamaha.
Villagers Sunil Soni,
Nitesh Bhardwaj, Suraj
Dhruv etc. said that despite
the above information
being in the cognizance of
the concerned department,
ignoring the field of education means playing with
the future of the students.
The villagers have demanded from the govern-

ment administration that
they should not ignore the
field of education, take into
account the above situation and take necessary action for the new school
building. What officer
says: There are no instructions to accommodate children in a very dilapidated
building; proposals for new
building have been sent to
the higher office. Once the
amount is approved, a new
building will be constructed. Pratibha Mandloi, BEO

Youths come forward
to impart free education
Kareli Badi, Jul 31:

Bilaspur, Jul 31:
27 railway staff working in different departments of SECR Bilaspur
Division achieved superannuation on the last day
of July after completing
their service period. At a
simple programme organized
in
DRM
Conference Hall DRM
Alok Sahai handed over
retirement dues, certificates, medical papers and

service medals to them.
On this occasion Sr DPO
Pradeep Mishra, Sr DFM
Mrs Chetna Meena and
other officers were present. Of the retired staff
08 are from Operating, 03
from Engineering, 02
from Mechanical, 07 from
Electrical,
03
from
Commercial, 01 from
Medical,
01
from
Security,
01
from
Personnel and 01 from
Education.

Government employees
including teachers are on
strike from July 25 to 29 for
a two-point demand, due to
which there was silence
due to lack of staff officers
in government institutions, most of the schools
were locked after midday
meal, this would impede
studies. In this episode,
children were getting education in the primary
school in Gram Panchayat
Parasathi during the
strike time. Unemployed
youth of the village gave
education to the children
by giving duty, due to
which the children got
their reading skills by
joining the education in
strike time. Ashwani
Sahu and Himanshu Sahu
gave time in the school to

teach the children, due to
the absence of teachers,
these youths set an example by becoming teachers.
The youth told that he
is unemployed, the government employees are in
agitation for the demands,
due to this the education
system was also disturbed,
the children were returning without studying, in
such a situation, these

youths presented an example and got the teaching
work done by giving time
in the school. The public
representatives
also
praised the commendable
work of the youth.
Sarpanch Toman Sahu
honored both the youths
with coconut and sweets
and distributed chocolates
to the children and wished
them a bright future.

Three nabbed with 30 Kg ‘Ganja’ worth Rs 1.50 lakh Information given to the beneficiaries in Sukma
On the third day of drive by Bastar police

Jagdalpur, Jul 31:
Darbha Police got a
major success in nabbing
Ganja smugglers on the
third day of its drive.
According to the information received from the
sources, it was on tip from
an informer, Darbha police received information
regarding smuggling of
Ganja.
Taking this seriously,
the checking of vehicles
was started by putting a

mobile check-post in front
of the police station under
Darbha police station
area. In the meantime, a
Scooty without number
plate was found passing
from the area and there
were three people on it.
The vehicle Scooty was
stopped and searched and
in this 30 kg Ganja was recovered and the three
‘Ganja’ smugglers viz.
Rohit
Das,
Agrim
Chaurasia and Suyash
Tiwari were taken into ar-

ABVP felicitates
talented students

Fingeshwar, Jul
31: Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad
Fingeshwar celebrated its 74th
foundation day in the form of talent felicitation ceremony in Manas
Mandir courtyard Fingeshwar,
where students who brought laurels to the name of their school in
the block were honoured. The
program started with the worship
of Mother Saraswati and Swami
Vivekananda, the source of inspiration for the youth. The chief
guest of today’s program was
Nagendra Sahu, the founder of
Swami Vivekananda Seva Yojana
Committee. District convener
Deepak Sinha was the council
spokesperson. The chief guest of
the program said that Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad not
only works for the students but is
an organization working in the

interest of the whole country and
it has been raising the major
issues of the country from time to
time, whether it is the subject of
Article 370 or the issue of hoisting
the tricolor in Kashmir. The district convener said that the Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad is
going to take 75 years today and
ABVP has staged agitations on
many such subjects in its history
and the country is watching its
decisions very well. Council
speaker Deepak Sinha said that
with today being a historic day
and it is very important for me and
all the students because on this
day on July 9, 1949, an organization was formed which stood for
365 days a year for the problems
of the students and this work of
protecting the interests of the students.

rest. The estimated market
value of the Ganja seized
is estimated to be around
Rs 1.50 lakh.
In the interrogation of
the police, the three Ganja
smugglers informed that
they had planned to take
Ganja from Malkangiri to
Madhya Pradesh. In addition to 30 kg of ganja, a
two wheeler scooty, 1 mobile and papers have been
confiscated from the possession of the accused. An
offense was registered

against the three ganja
smugglers under Section
20 (b) of the NDPS Act and
all three were sent to judicial remand.
On the third day in a
case, the It is to be known
that Bastar Police is continuously catching ganja
smugglers on the basis of
tip from an informer over
the last two days.
For this, it is necessary
to praise the intelligence
system of Bastar Police.
But the amazing thing is
that all the Ganja smugglers are bringing Ganja
from Odisha province.
The activism of the informer system of Bastar
Police in Odisha is commendable. The king-pins
from Odisha needs to be
targetted in order to stop
sale and movement of
banned drugs from the region.

 About Central and
State Govt schemes
 ‘Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
Bhavishya’@2047
prog organized
Konta, Jul 31:
Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
Bhavishy’ @2047 programme was organized
under the ‘Amrit ka Amrut
Mahotsav’ in the auditorium located at Kumharras
in Sukma district here on
Wednesday.
The program was attended by Vice-President
District Panchayat Boddu
Raja as the chief guest,
Municipality President
Jagannath (Raju) Sahu and
other dignitaries as the
special guest. In the program, the major schemes
run by the Central and the
State Governments including Half-Electricity Bill

the speech by the local public representatives, electricity has made a lot of
progress in common life
and making people’s lives
easier and in increasing
their facilities and knowledge. In the program, the
schemes including the
achievements of alternative energy distribution
and transmission, works
done in the field of solar
energy of the central and
state governments were
displayed through banner

posters, audio-visual street
plays, cultural programs.
During this, Chhattisgarh
State Power Company
along with Central Power
Undertaking, REC Limited
and CREDA were jointly
present.
In the programme,
Executive
Director of Electricity
Department SK Thakur, SE
Jagdalpur Shankeshwar
Kanwar, EE Sukma Joseph
Kerketta and other officers
and employees were present.

Employees stage rally for two-point demand DKIF Director hails

success of students
In CBSE Class X and XII

in its manifesto that the
problems of every employee would be removed and
the irregular will be regularized and pay discrepancy will be removed, but as
soon as Bhupesh Baghel
came to power, there was
discrimination against the
employees and officers of
the state government, due
to which all the employees
and officers have to come

on the road.
Santosh
Devangan
Teachers Association,
Chhattisgarh Assistant
Teachers
Federation
Association Heera Lal
Maurya
President,
Amitabh Dufare Media
Incharge,
Laxmi
Devangan Mahila Morcha
President,
Bhishma
Thakur from Patwari
Union, Dr. Munnalal

Ghaziabad: A court
here has convicted a
man of raping a
minor seven years
ago and sentenced
him to 10 years’ of rigorous imprisonment.
Special Judge of the
Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO)
court Sangeeta
Kumari also slapped a
fine of Rs 70,000 on
the convict Shanu Ali
and directed him to
hand over the amount
to the survivor.
According to Special
Public Prosecutor
Sanjiv Bakharwa, the
incident took place on
July 30, 2015.

Life imprisonment
Muzaffarnagar
(UP): A local court
has awarded life imprisonment to a Delhi
Police constable for
abducting and killing
his friend in 2008.
Additional District
and Sessions Judge
Jai Singh Pundir
awarded the sentence
to constable Pradeep
and also imposed a
fine of Rs 80,000 on
him for killing his
friend Jaivir Singh.
During pendency of
the case, another accused Bittu had died.
According to additional district government counsel Ashish
Tyagi, police had registered a case against
Pradeep and Bittu
and arrested them for
abducting and murdering Singh at Bhora
Khurd village in the
district on October 30,
2008.

Quake
Patna: Several places
in Bihar were jolted
by a magnitude 5.5
earthquake that
struck Nepal’s capital
Kathmandu in the
early hours of
Sunday, the National
Centre for Seismology
said. As per initial reports, the tremors
were felt in Bihar’s
Katihar, Munger,
Madhepura and
Begusarai. There has
been no account of
any casualty or damage to property due to
the quake, officials
said.

Two children die
Scheme, Mor Bijli App,
Chief Minister Urban
Electrification,
Chief
Minister
Majratola
Vidyutikaran Yojana as
well as information related
to
Saubhagya
and
Deendayal Yojna, Jaljeevan
Yojana, Saur Sujala Yojana
and others was given.
Along with this, information was given to the
people about the Kusum
scheme of the Central
Government and the rights
of the consumer, in this, in

Dongargarh, Jul 31:
On the fourth day consecutive day of strike, employees and officers union
took out a rally and shouted slogans against the government, for the demand
of dearness allowance at
the same level as the
Centre. Slogans were
raised for two-point demands by taking out a
rally in the city. The rally
reached Gol Bazar via
Tehsil office and went
from Bhagat Singh Chowk
to Thana Chowk. After
reaching the Tehsil office,
a memorandum was handed over to SDM Girish
Ramteke
Dongargarh
under the leadership of
District Convenor Dr. KL
Tandekar in the name of
Chief Minister and Chief
Secretary.
K. L. Tandekar said that
the Congress had written

BRIEF
Man gets 10-year jail

Nandeshwar,
Rakesh
Sinha from the Health
Department along with
Dhanalakshmi Mahobia,
Dhannu Lal Mahobia, and
Bharat Jaiswal from the
Sangh and office bearers
of other organizations addressed the employees.
Thousands of employees
and officers of various departments were present on
this occasion.

Rajnandgaon, Jul 31:
Urmila Dixit, Director of
Dr Kalam International
Foundation (DKIF) and
Director Academics (NB
group of schools) has congratulated all the students
for their roaring success
in 10th and 12th examination conducted by CBSE.
In her message she said,
There is only one thing
that makes a dream impossible to achieve: The fear
of failure. “Believe in
yourself you are braver
than
you
think.”
Congratulating the students she added that students have proven that
dedication and learning
end at resulting in excellent outcomes. She gave
wishes for achieving the
best place and all the best

for your future endeavours. She expressed her
pleasure to see the students accomplishing great
things and great result in
class 10th and 12th.

Jammu: A house collapsed following
heavy rains in
Jammu and
Kashmir’s Kathua
district on Sunday,
leaving two children
dead, officials said.
Lieutenant Governor
Manoj Sinha expressed grief over the
loss of lives and directed the district administration to provide necessary assistance to the affected
family. “The loss of innocent lives due to
house collapse in
Billawar is extremely
unfortunate and tragic. My deepest condolences to the bereaved
family in this hour of
grief ”, the LG said.

Leopard mauls girl
Amreli: A threeyear-old girl was
mauled to death by a
leopard in Gujarat’s
Amreli district, a forest department official said Sunday. The
incident took place at
Jeera village late
night on Saturday, in
which the leopard
dragged and killed
the girl. Her halfeaten body parts were
recovered later, the official said. “Her mortal remains were
found at some distance from the place
where the leopard
had dragged her.
Efforts are on to nab
the animal,” he said.

I-DAY PREPARATION

‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ turning
into mass movement: PM Modi
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi on Sunday
said the ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ is turning into
a mass movement and
urged people to put ‘tiranga’ as profile picture of
their social media platforms between August 2
and 15.
In his Mann Ki Baat
radio broadcast, Modi
noted that under the ‘Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ programme to mark the 75th
anniversary of India’s
Independence, a special
campaign ‘Har Ghar
Tiranga’ is being organised between August 13
and 15.

He urged people to hoist
or display the national flag
at their homes during the
campaign.
“Let us further this
movement by hoisting the
National Flag at our
homes,” he said.
Modi also urged people
to put from August 2-15 tricolour as the profile pic-

Sanjay Arora to be new
police commissioner of Delhi
New Delhi, Jul 31:
Sanjay Arora, a Tamil
Nadu-cadre IPS officer, currently serving as director
general of the ITBP, was on
Sunday appointed the commissioner of Delhi police.
Arora will succeed
Rakesh Asthana, a Gujaratcadre IPS officer.
According to an official
order, the competent authority has approved the
inter-cadre deputation of
Arora to the Arunachal
Pradesh, Goa, Mizoram and
Union Territories cadre,
whose officers serve in the
Delhi police.
Arora, a 1988-batch IPS officer, will take charge on
Monday and will continue
till further order.
He has served as the SP of
the Tamil Nadu Police STF
that chased forest brigand
Veerappan and he was
awarded the chief minister’s gallantry medal for
bravery during this stint.
This is for the third time
in recent history that an officer from outside AGMUT

ture of their accounts on
social media platforms,
noting that August 2 is the
birth anniversary of
Pingali Venkayya who had
designed the flag.
The prime minister said
he was happy that the
Mahotsav is taking the
form of a mass movement,
with people from all walks
of life and from every section of society participating in different programmes across the country.
“When India completes
75
years
of
its
Independence, all of us are
going to witness a glorious
and historic moment,” he
said.
In his address, Modi also

A 56-year-old man has
been compensated with
Rs 5 lakh for having been
wrongfully arrested in a
criminal case, due to a
confusion over his name.
Ningaraju N, a resident
of Kalidasa Layout here,
had approached the High
Court claiming that in the
criminal case filed in 2011,
the alleged accused Raju
NGN was not him.
Quashing the case
against him, the HC said,
It is rather shocking that
a person has been arrested without ascertaining
whether he was the person who was required to
be arrested and that the
warrant had been issued
against him.
Justice
Suraj
Govindaraj in his judgment dated July 7 noted
that, his identification
was not cross-checked and
verified, resulting (in) an
innocent person being ar-

rested.
The HC said that the
Right of Life and Liberty
guaranteed under Article
21 of the Constitution is
paramount and there is a
violation of the fundamental right in this case.
The court said the state
was liable to compensate
the arrestee for having
put him through loss of
liberty as also loss of reputation. The compensation was fixed at Rs 5 lakh
which the court said was
payable within eight
weeks.
Ningaraju was arrested
because the name of his
father (Ningegowda) was
similar to the name of the
person named in the warrant. I’m unable to comprehend as to how the
name of the father being
similar or even identical
would have any role to
play in the arrest, extrapolating the same logic if
the arrest warrant has
been issued for one broth-

Legislative assemblies met for average
of 21 days in 2021, passed over 500 bills
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
State legislative assemblies met for an average of
21 days in 2021 and passed
over 500 bills on a range of
subjects including ones
on regulating higher education, online gaming, religious conversions and
preservation of cattle.
Most of these bills saw
“little legislative scrutiny” with about half of the
bills being passed within
a day of their introduction, according to a legislative think tank.
The highest number of
48 bills were passed by
Karnataka last year. In
2020 too, Karnataka had
passed the most bills —55.
The lowest number of
bills were passed by Delhi
— two, followed by

Puducherry (3) and
Mizoram (5), according to
the ‘Annual Review of
State Laws 2021’ brought
out by PRS Legislative.
Legislatures have the
primary responsibility of
making laws. These laws
have to be examined in detail and passed after debate and deliberation, the
study noted.
“However, state legislatures often pass bills without adequate scrutiny,
which raises the question
of the quality of such
laws,” it said.
In 2021, 44 per cent of
the bills were passed within a day of their introduction in the legislature. In
eight states including
Gujarat, West Bengal,
Punjab, and Bihar, all bills
were passed on the same

Surat civic school principal held for
‘sexually harassing’ student
Surat, Jul 31 (PTI):
The principal of a municipal school in Surat city
of Gujarat was arrested on
the charge of sexually harassing a teenage male student, police said on Sunday.
The arrest was made on
Saturday night, days after
the accused, Nishant Vyas,
was suspended as the
school principal following
a complaint by the school
authorities, they said.
The victim, a 14-year-old
boy, studies in Class 8 in
the school, they said.
In the complaint, Vyas
has been accused of allowing the harassment of the
student in his presence. A
video that surfaced on social media shows that the
victim was being harassed
with his clothes removed.

An FIR against Vyas
was registered at Puna police station on July 19, and
he was booked under section 12 of the Protection of
Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act that
deals with sexual harassment, an official said.
“The accused was arrested on Saturday night
after the police received information regarding his
whereabouts. He had been
absconding ever since the
FIR was filed against
him,” the official of Puna
police station said.
As per the FIR, the accused allowed recording
on his mobile phone the
harassment of the boy,
whose clothes were removed, while other students were making fun of
him.

Workers prepare the national flag ahead of Independence Day celebrations, in
Hyderabad, Sunday,

Man mistakenly arrested in Karnataka
compensated with Rs 5 lakh
Bengaluru, July 31 (PTI):

cadre has been brought to
head the national capital’s
police force. Asthana, a
1984-batch IPS officer, was
appointed as Delhi’s police
commissioner in July 2021
while Ajay Raj Sharma, a
1966-batch Uttar Pradeshcadre IPS officer, was appointed head of the Delhi
Police in 1999. Arora was appointed
Indo-Tibetan
Border Police DG in August
last year and he has tenure
in service till July 2025. He
served as Coimbatore police
commissioner between 2002
and 2004 and has also served
in the CRPF and the BSF. He
holds a B Tech degree in
Electrical and Electronics
Engineering.

said that India is becoming a powerhouse in export of toys.
Import of toys to India
has gone down by 70 per
cent while their export
from India has risen to
about Rs 2,600 crore from
earlier Rs 300-400 crore, he
said.
“Indian manufacturers
are now making toys
based on Indian mythology, history and culture.
Toy clusters that are there
everywhere in the country,
small entrepreneurs who
make toys, are getting a lot
of benefit from it. The toys
made by these small entrepreneurs are now going
around the world,” he
said.

day as they were introduced,” it said.
The previous Punjab
Assembly introduced and
passed 16 bills in its last
sitting,” the think tank
observed.
Five states took more
than five days to pass
more than 50 per cent of
their bills. These are
Karnataka,
Kerala,
Meghalaya, Odisha and
Rajasthan.
In Kerala, 94 per cent of
the bills were passed after
at least five days of their
introduction in the legislature. The corresponding
figure was 70 per cent for
Karnataka, and 80 per
cent for Meghalaya.
Committees, the study
pointed out, help legislatures discuss bills in detail and scrutinise their

provisions
closely.
Committees also provide
an opportunity to engage
with sectoral experts and
stakeholders which allows for wider participation in the law-making
process.
“However, at the state
level, committees are
often the exception rather
than the norm, and bills
are rarely examined by
committees. In 2021,
around 40 bills, across
states, were sent to committees for detailed examination,” it said.
In 2021, 21 out of 28
states promulgated ordinances. The Kerala government promulgated the
highest number of 144 ordinances followed by
Andhra Pradesh (20) and
Maharashtra (15).

er, another brother or
maybe even the sister
could be arrested, merely,
because the father name
is identical.
Ningaraju was arrested
on the wrong assumption
that he was the ex-director of the Ms India
Holiday (Pvt) Ltd, which
was under liquidation.
Further, to prevent such
incidents in the future the
High Court directed that
if Guidelines or Standard
Operating Procedure are
already issued to cater to
this situation, training in
this regard to be provided
to all arresting officers.
If such a SOP is not already in place, the
Director General of
Police was directed to
issue the guidelines as to
what steps to be taken by
the arresting officer before arresting a person including the verification of
identity. This was directed
to be issued within four
weeks.

Shah attends valedictory
session of BJP meet in Bihar

Patna, Jul 31:
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Sunday
presided over a glittering
ceremony in Patna that
marked the conclusion of
a joint national executive
of the BJP’s seven wings
(morchas).
Shah, who is visiting
the city for the first time
since his induction into
the Union cabinet three
years ago, arrived at the
airport around 4 pm, nearly an hour behind schedule. Known as the party’s
principal strategist and
second most powerful
man in the country after
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, Shah was received
at the airport by leaders
such as his junior minister Nityanand Rai, confidant and Bihar MLC
Sanjay Mayukh and state
BJP president Sanjay
Jaiswal.
Shah quickly got into
his car and drove straight
to Gyan Bhavan auditorium, about five kilometres
away, where he was joined
by BJP president J P
Nadda, among others, for
the concluding ceremony.
Shah is expected to visit
the BJP state headquarters later in the day and
meet the party’s parliamentarians, legislators
and other key leaders.
Shah and Nadda are
scheduled to leave late in
the evening.
A customary meeting
with Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, whose JD-U
is the largest BJP ally, is
ruled out this time since
the septuagenarian is in
home isolation after having tested positive for
COVID-19 last week.

Mundka fire: Forensic experts find more
DNA profiles than 27 identified victims
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
The Forensic Science
Laboratory (FSL) here has
found additional DNA profiles other than that of the
27 victims of the massive
fire incident in Mundka in
May and the samples have
been preserved to help in
identification in future, according to officials.
Experts at Rohini’s FSL
stumbled upon this while
they were identifying the
charred bodies with the
help of DNA profile generation and matching them
with the samples of the respective claimants in a twomonth long investigation.
“A total of 27 bodies were
identified and handed over
to the claimants. However,
during the process of examination by our experts,

FARMERS’ PROTEST

some additional DNA profiles, which did not have
any claimants, were generated. Such profiles have
been preserved for future
reference,” FSL director
(Rohini) Deepa Verma told
PTI.
“In future, there are
chances that someone may
make claims about any of
their family member’s
presence at the tragedy. In
such circumstances, additional DNA profiles preserved with us can be used
for identification,” she
added.
Twenty-seven people
were charred or asphyxiated after the blaze engulfed a commercial building in Mundka area on
May 13. The fire started
from the first floor that
housed a CCTV camera of-

fice and router manufacturing and assembling
company.
The Delhi Fire Service
had deployed cranes to rescue those trapped in the
blaze which was doused
after nearly seven hours.
However, smoke from the
fire had spread to the entire building and some
people jumped off through
the windows to save themselves, while some others
used ropes to climb down.
For the forensic examination, four officers were
deputed under DS Paliwal,
head of Division of
Biology and DNA. Paliwal
had in 2005 supervised the
DNA analysis and identification process in the
Sarojini Nagar blast
which had claimed lives of
more than 100 people.

Uddhav names Dighe’s
nephew as Thane Sena chief
Mumbai, Jul 31:

Members of Bharati kisaan Union Ekta (Bhatedi Kalan) block railway tracks during a
protest, in Patiala, Sunday.

Shiv Sena president
Uddhav Thackeray on
Sunday appointed Kedar
Dighe, nephew of Sena
stalwart the late Anand
Dighe, as the party’s
Thane district chief.
Thane is the home turf
of Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde
who heads the rebel camp
of Sena MLAs.
Anand Dighe was believed to be the mentor of
Shinde, who rose through
the Shiv Sena rank in his
political career.
Earlier, the post of
Thane district Shiv Sena
president fell vacant after
Naresh Mhaske resigned
in support of Shinde.
Anita Birje, a close asso-

ciate of the late Dighe and
who headed the women’s
wing of Sena, has been appointed
as
“deputy
leader”.
Pradip Shinde has been
appointed as Thane city
Shiv Sena president,
Chintamani Kharkhanis
as the spokesperson of
Thane Shiv Sena, party
secretary Vinayak Raut
said in a statement.
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Pelosi confirms trip to Asia, but
no mention of Taiwan
Beijing, Jul 31 (AP):
The speaker of the US
House of Representatives,
Nancy Pelosi, confirmed
on Sunday she will visit
four Asian countries this
week but made no mention of a possible stop in
Taiwan that has fuelled
tension with Beijing,
which claims the island
democracy as its own territory.
Pelosi said in a statement she is leading a congressional delegation to
Singapore,
Malaysia,
South Korea and Japan to
discuss trade, the COVID19 pandemic, climate
change, security and democratic governance .
Pelosi has yet to confirm
news reports that she
might visit Taiwan.
Chinese President Xi
Jinping warned against

meddling in Beijing’s dealings with the island in a
phone call on Thursday
with his American counterpart, Joe Biden.
Beijing sees official
American contact with
Taiwan as encouragement
to make its decades-old de
facto independence permanent, a step US leaders
say they don’t support.

ISIL-K seeks to recruit members
from other terror groups: UN
United Nations, Jul 31 (PTI):
Islamic State in Iraq and
the Levant-Khorasan (ISILK) seeks to strengthen its capabilities by recruiting members from other terror
groups and if succeeded in
regaining control over the
lost territory in eastern
Afghanistan, the outfit may
prove difficult for the Taliban
to reverse such gains, a UN
report has said. The 15th report of the Secretary-General
on the threat posed by ISIL
(Da’esh) to international
peace and security and the
range of United Nations efforts in support of member
states in countering the
threat said on Saturday that
the militant group views
Afghanistan as a base for expansion in the wider region
for the realisation of its great
caliphate project.
It is unclear whether the
ISIL-K can regain control
over lost territory in eastern
Afghanistan. Should it succeed, it may prove difficult
for the Taliban to reverse
such gains and, according to
one member state, the ISIL-K

would then be positioned to
develop a global threat capability from Afghanistan, the
report said. The ISIL-K seeks
to strengthen its capabilities
by recruiting members from
other terrorist groups, as
well as to attract disaffected
Taliban fighters and local
ethnic minorities, the report
said. According to the report,
one member state reported
the defection of 50 Uighur
fighters from the eastern
Turkistan Islamic Movement
to ISIL-K.
Several member states reported that ISIL-K was able to
recruit thanks to higher
monthly payments to fighters.
In
Afghanistan,
Sanaullah Ghafari remains
the leader of ISIL-K.
Other leadership figures
are reported by one member
state to include Mawlawi
Rajab Salahuddin (alias
Mawlawi Hanas) as deputy,
Sultan
Aziz
Azzam
(spokesperson), Abu Mohsin
(head of finance), Qari
Shahadat (head of training),
Qari Saleh (head of intelligence), and Qari Fateh (head
of military operations).

Pelosi, head of one of
three branches of the US
government, would be the
highest-ranking elected
American official to visit
Taiwan
since
thenSpeaker Newt Gingrich in
1997.
The Biden administration didn’t explicitly urge
Pelosi to avoid Taiwan
but tried to assure Beijing

there was no reason to
come to blows and that if
such a visit occurred, it
would signal no change in
US policy.
Under the strong leadership of
President
Biden, America is firmly
committed to smart,
strategic engagement in
the region, understanding that a free and flourishing Indo-Pacific is crucial to prosperity in our
nation and around the
globe, Pelosi’s statement
said.
Taiwan and China split
in 1949 after the communists won a civil war on
the mainland. Both sides
say they are one country
but disagree over which
government is entitled to
national leadership.
They have no official relations but are linked by
billions of dollars of

trade and investment.
The US switched diplomatic recognition from
Taipei to Beijing in 1979,
but maintains informal
relations with the island.
Washington is obligated
by federal law to see that
Taiwan has the means to
defend itself.
Washington’s
One
China policy says it takes
no position on the status
of the two sides but wants
their dispute resolved
peacefully. Beijing promotes an alternative One
China principle that says
they are one country and
the Communist Party is
its leader.
Members of Congress
publicly backed Pelosi’s
interest
in
visiting
Taiwan despite Chinese
opposition. They want to
avoid being seen as yielding to Beijing.
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Sri Lanka has allowed a
Chinese research vessel to
dock at the Hambantota
port next month, the island
nation’s
Army
spokesman said on Sunday,
days after India said it
carefully monitors any development having a bearing on its security and economic interests.
The southern deep-sea
port of Hambantota is considered strategically important for its location.
The port, located in the
hometown
of
the
Rajapaksa family, has been
developed largely with
Chinese loans.
Asked for his comment
on reports about the possible docking of the Chinese
spacecraft tracking ship
‘Yuan Wang 5’ at the
Hambantota port, the Sri
Lankan Army spokesman
Colonel Nalin Herath said
Sri Lanka routinely gives

clearance to enter commercial and military ships
from many countries to go
past and also enter Sri
Lankan waters.
We have given permission and clearance to the
Chinese vessel in that context,” Herath told PTI.
Yuan Wang 5 is expected
to dock in Sri Lanka’s
Hambantota port from
August 11-17 for replenishment’ and will conduct
satellite control and research tracking in the
north western part of the
Indian Ocean region
through August and
September.
India has said it carefully monitors any development having a bearing on
its security and economic
interests. “We are aware of
reports of a proposed visit
by
this
vessel
to
Hambantota in August,”
External Affairs Ministry
Spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said in New Delhi

when asked about the reports of a proposed visit by
a Chinese vessel. “
The government carefully monitors any development having a bearing on
India’s security and economic interests and takes
all necessary measures to
safeguard them,” he said
on Thursday.
Meanwhile, Sri Lanka’s
main Tamil minority
party TNA on Sunday said
China’s military presence
in the Indian Ocean would
give India a legitimate defence concern and that
Colombo should not accentuate that by providing
space for Chinese military
presence.
Chinese
spacecraft
tracking ship Yuan Wang 5
entering the Hambantota
Harbour on August 11 has
again given rise to tensions in the region. We do
not take sides with regard
to power struggles between other countries,”

T

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin (C) stands next to Russia’s Defence Minister Sergei
Shoigu (L) and Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Navy, Admiral Nikolai Yevmenov
(R) as he takes part in the main naval parade marking the Russian Navy Day, in St.
Petersburg on July 31

the TNA said in a statement. BRISL (Belt & Road
Initiative Sri Lanka), a
Colombo-based organisation studying China’s ambitious connectivity project, said “the visit of Yuan
Wang-5 to Hambantota
port will be an excellent
opportunity for Sri Lanka
and the regional developing nations to learn and develop their own space programmes.” India has traditionally taken a stern view
of Chinese military vessels in the Indian ocean
and has protested such visits with Sri Lanka in the
past. India’s concerns have
been
focused
on
Hambantota port in particular. In 2017, Colombo
leased the southern port to
China Merchant Port
Holdings, after Sri Lanka
was unable to keep its loan
repayment commitments,
fanning fears over potential use of the port for military purposes.

Bali holds mass cremation
for over 100 deceased
Padangbai, Jul 31 (AP):
Hundreds of people
wearing white shirts
and traditional clothes
gathered along the coast
of Padangbai port on
the Indonesian resort island of Bali for a mass
cremation ceremony
taking place in their village for the first time.
Families in Padangbai
are sending off 117 deceased. They were previously buried in a public
cemetery, not far from
the cremation site.
Cremation is usually
held by individual families, but the mass ceremony eases the burden
of cost. Some families
waited for more than
five years for the cremation.
The Hindu rites on
Friday started in the
morning as the residents paraded bade, a 6metre (20-foot) wooden
tower carrying bodies

and a coffin in the shape
of Gajah Mina, an elephant-headed fish, to the
sea.
The relatives who
took part in the procession also brought photos
of their deceased family
members and put them
inside the bade.
As the procession
made its way to a wide
space around the cemetery, the relatives took
the bones from the bade
and put them into the
coffin before they were
cremated.
The Balinese Hindus
believe cremation releases the soul of the
dead so they can start
the next cycle of life.
We are doing the mass
cremation, so we can do
it together,” said Eka
Primawata, the secretary of Karangasem cultural village. With this
mass cremation, this
cultural village becomes
... more harmonious.

Monkeypox has been declared a public health
emergency in New York
City, with officials declaring that the city is currently the epicentre of the outbreak and an estimated
150,000 New Yorkers may
currently be at the risk of
exposure.
New York City Mayor
Eric Adams and New York
City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene
(DOHMH) Commissioner
Ashwin
Vasan
on
Saturday declared a public
health emergency due to
the monkeypox outbreak.
“Over the past few

weeks, we have moved as
quickly as possible to expand outreach and access
to vaccines and treatment
to keep people safe, the officials said.
The declaration, effective immediately, will
allow DOHMH to issue
emergency commissioner’s orders under the New
York City Health Code and
amend provisions of the
Health Code to provide for
measures to help slow the
spread.
The officials said that
New York City is currently
the epicentre of the outbreak, and it is estimated
that approximately 150,000
New Yorkers may current-

ly be at risk for monkeypox
exposure.
We will continue to work
with our federal partners
to secure more doses as
soon as they become available. This outbreak must
be met with urgency, action, and resources, both
nationally and globally,
and this declaration of a
public health emergency
reflects the seriousness of
the moment, they said.
We are also working
with partners at every
level of government, to obtain as many additional
doses as possible, as quickly as possible, so that we
can protect New Yorkers
during this growing out-

break, the authorities said.
Last week, the World
Health Organisation had
declared monkeypox a
global public health emergency and called on nations to work closely with
communities of men who
have sex with men and
adopt measures that protect the health, human
rights, and dignity of affected communities.
We have an outbreak
that has spread around the
world rapidly, through new
modes of transmission,
about which we understand too little, and which
meets the criteria in the
International
Health
Regulations... For all of

DENOUNCE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

A group consisting mainly of Lebanese women protest to denounce violence against women, the LGBTQI community and foreign workers, in the capital Beirut’s downtown area, on July 31.

these reasons, I have decided that the global monkeypox outbreak represents a
public health emergency of
international concern,
WHO Director-General
Tedros
Adhanom
Ghebreyesus had said.
A
month
ago,
Ghebreyesus had convened the Emergency
Committee under the
International
Health
Regulations to assess
whether the multi-country
monkeypox outbreak represented a public health
emergency of international concern. At the time,
3040 cases of monkeypox
had been reported to WHO,
from 47 countries.

amid gas supply worries

Berlin, Jul 31 (AP):
Rising concern over the
impact of a potential
Russian gas cutoff is fuelling the debate in
Germany over whether the
country should switch off
its last three nuclear power
plants as planned at the end
of this year.
The door to some kind of
extension appeared to open
a crack after the Economy
Ministry in mid-July announced a new stress test
on the security of electricity supplies.
It’s supposed to take into
account a tougher scenario

than a previous test, concluded in May, that found
supplies were assured.
Since then, Russia has reduced natural gas supplies
through the Nord Stream 1
pipeline to Germany to
20% of capacity amid tensions over the war in
Ukraine.
It cited technical issues
that Germany says are only
an excuse for a political
power play. Russia recently
has accounted for about a
third of Germany’s gas
supply, and there are concerns it could turn off the
tap altogether.
The main opposition

Union bloc has made increasingly frequent demands for an extension of
the nuclear plants’ lives.
Similar calls are coming
from the smallest party in
Chancellor Olaf Scholz’s
coalition government, the
pro-business
Free
Democrats.
A lot speaks for not
switching off the safe and
climate-friendly nuclear
power plants, but if necessary using them until 2024,
Finance Minister Christian
Lindner,
the
Free
Democrats’ leader, told
Sunday’s Bild am Sonntag
newspaper.

Pakistan military chief seeks US help on release of IMF loan
Islamabad, Jul 31 (AP):
Pakistan’s powerful army chief
has contacted Washington,
seeking US help in securing an
early release of a crucial USD
1.7 billion instalment from the
International Monetary Fund
to his country, struggling with
a deepening economic crisis,
Pakistani officials said.
According to several government officials, Gen. Qamar
Javed Bajwa discussed the
issue
with
US
Deputy
Secretary of State Wendy
Sherman,
appealing
on
Washington to use its influence with the IMF to help
Pakistan.
The appeal was a rare
reaching out by the army chief.
Pakistan’s relations with the
United States have been troubled in recent years, mainly
over the issue of neighbouring
Afghanistan, now run by the
Taliban.
The
relations
remained especially tense

under former Prime Minister
Imran Khan, who was ousted in
a no-confidence vote in
Parliament in April. However,
Pakistan’s military, which has
directly ruled the country for
more than half of its 75-year
history, has closely worked
with the US and was an official
ally in the war on terror
against al-Qaida.
Pakistan’s foreign ministry
confirmed Friday that Bajwa
and Sherman had talked. “I
understand (the) conversation
has taken place, but at this
stage, I am not in direct knowledge of the content of this discussion,”
said
ministry
spokesman Asim Iftikhar. The
officials who spoke to The
Associated Press on Saturday
said the discussion focused on
the IMF loan. They spoke on
condition
of
anonymity
because they were not authorised to talk to the media.
Pakistan and the IMF origi-

nally signed the bailout accord
in 2019. But the release of a
USD 1.7 billion tranche has
been on hold since earlier this
year, when the IMF expressed
concern about Pakistan’s compliance with the deal’s terms
under Khan.
Khan’s successor, Prime
Minister Shahbaz Sharif, and
his government reached a preliminary agreement with the
IMF earlier this month to
revive the bailout package.
That agreement was subject to
approval from the fund’s board
of directors. Pakistan had
hoped for a quick revival of the
bailout, but the IMF has so far
not released the much-needed
instalment, which may have
prompted Bajwa’s call to
Washington. It remained
unclear what US officials could
do to speed up the process of
the bailout.
There was no immediate
comment from Washington on

the phone call.
Bajwa also spoke by phone
with the head of US Central
Command in the Mideast, Gen.
Michael Kurilla, on Friday,
according to a military statement. It quoted Kurilla as saying he appreciates the role
Pakistan plays in the region’s
stability and expressing hopes
for further improvement in
cooperation with Pakistan.
Pakistan desperately needs
the IMF loan. Earlier in July,
the fund said it would raise the
value of the bailout from USD 6
billion to USD 7 billion, if
approved by its executive
board, usually considered a
formality. Sharif has repeatedly blamed the former prime
minister’s government, alleging that Khan a former cricket
star turned Islamist politician
had deliberately violated IMF’s
conditions in order to remain
popular among followers at
home.

he 'architects' of the enticement to citizen voters to get freebies under quid-pro-quo basis, having experienced it in the
electoral laboratory of a few states in the country in one or the
other form, of course, has resulted in winning of elections by such
parties but in the short run, it has turned such states walking into
a debt trap. Continuance of this “agreement” or bargain accentuates the adverse impact on widening and deepening of this trap.
In the long run, it tells upon the capacity and the will of the beneficiary people to work hard and probably work sincerely. It is a
sort of clumsy corruption with far reaching consequences and
should be seen in that context as well. After all, why free, what for
free, who to pay right through one’s nose for this 'free' as its cost,
is a serious question which should be pondered over seriously by
the citizens of the country. On the other hand, boasting of “our
Government” not levying any taxes is furtherance of this corruption just not to displease the voters while those who cannot evade
it or pay honestly suffer emotional setback that whatever was
given in free was never from the pocket of the political leaders but
from the tax payers’ pockets. Electricity has conveniently and easily been made the proverbial 'whipping boy' by these politicians to
whom perhaps basic economic principles appear as redundant
and absolutely non-optional if not entirely superfluous. Electricity,
the cost of generation of which plus costs of transmission and
allied infrastructure are increasing day by day, is topping the list
of freebies and a competition is there among propounder politicians advocating freebies as a means to reach the seat of
Government as to who would offer to what greater extent electricity to considered “always poor” voters without paying the cost
of it by them. Like this, the basic variables of the economy and
economic system plunge into a cycle of arrhythmia and can result
into putting on hold the rhyme and rhythm of economic development of such a state /UT of the country. The condition of many
states like Punjab, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Kerala,
Bihar, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh etc
is that they are having the highest debt burden in India and these
states account for half of the total expenditure by all state
Governments combined in India. The question remains as to who
was going to finance the political luxuries and royalties of these
politicians employing the lolly pop of free electricity, financial exgratia of monthly cash to hundreds of thousands of people, free
bus ride, free water, free metro/train travel, free medical facilities, free education, free ration and the list is unending . It is tantamount to muzzling of almost all vital channels of economic
development, infrastructure improvement and thwarting and putting on hold introduction and implementation of various urgently
required projects. There is, in the process, and what follows generally, a pressure on the central Government to release funds to
finance the cost of freebies and if not getting as much as asked
for, then playing victimhood of neglect and discrimination by such
freebies sponsoring political leaders is resorted to. It generates
not only avoidable mess, clamour and political hullabaloo but a
mouth watering means for others to join this ”game” to win elections. A vicious circle is about to get created in the country if it
was not regulated and stopped forthwith. Supreme Court of India
is hearing PILs filed against this practice and has, therefore,
termed these freebies as ”serious” and ”irrational” and asked the
central Government as to why it was hesitant on taking a stand on
it . Since Finance Commission plays a vital role in evaluating the
state of finances of the Union and state Governments and gives
recommendations on distribution of tax revenues between the
Union and the states and amongst the states themselves and it
being a constitutional body, can impose certain fetters on such
hard earned revenue luxuries . Not only this, the Election
Commission of India can penalise such political parties and even
prohibit contesting elections by such candidates based primarily
on these promises or can increasingly regulate this addiction like
on the limit of spending on election campaigns. The strongest tool
and antidote to this opium is in the hands of the law makers themselves in making laws in the Parliament against this practice. The
question about this 'golden' option is who will bell the cat as, perhaps, all Law Makers are in unison on issues concerning them
“all”. We , therefore, feel the real sovereign power wielders being
the voters of this country alone can stop this practice by saying a
big “No” to and out rightly rejecting these ”freebies” promising
politicians while casting their valuable vote.

Health of country
in bad shape

A

ll is not well with the health of medicine in the country. A
media report emanating from New Delhi said that as many as
7,700 samples of medicines out of over 84,000 samples collected
from across the country in the past three years were declared not
of standard quality. Additionally, another lot of 670 medicine samples had been declared spurious or adulterated. Media reports,
quoting government data, also said that out of the 7,700 samples
declared as substandard in three years, as many as 2,652 samples
of medicines were picked for testing during 2020-21. Though no
data were immediately available about how many thousands or
lakhs people have been affected due to the consumption of such
substandard and spurious medicine, the fact is that these medicines are being all manufactured by companies which had been
given licences and permits by the government itself. A large number of spurious and substandard medicines must have also got distributed among patients through the network of government hospitals too, while a number of doctors who had prescribed such medicine must have also got commissions and freebies from the manufacturing companies. A huge amount of hard-earned money must
have been spent by the patients for purchasing such spurious medicines. The good news is that over 500 persons have been arrested
in the last three years for manufacturing and supplying the spurious
and substandard medicines. While the manufacture, sale and distribution of drugs in the country are regulated under the provisions
of Drugs & Cosmetics Act, 1940 and Rules, 1945, the regulatory control over the manufacture, sale and distribution of drugs in the
country is exercised through a system of licensing and inspection by
the State Licensing Authorities (SLAs) appointed by respective
state governments. The SLAs are legally empowered to take action
in case of violation of the condition of licence. It is not immediately known as to how many such spurious drugs have been detected
in Assam and the North-east and how many persons have been
arrested in this connection. But it is for certain that these culprits
must have been doing good business in the region by taking advantage of laxity of the concerned authorities.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

IPKF deserves
Noble Prize

Freebies by political parties
weakening economic system

Monkeypox declared a public health emergency in New York City Germany argues over nuclear shutdown
New York, Jul 31 (PTI):

✍
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‘Chinese research vessel to dock at
Hambantota port in August’
Colombo, Jul 31 (PTI):

FARMERS STRIKE

PUTIN REVIEWS NAVAL TROOPS

Farmers shout slogans as they block railway tracks during a protest against the central government demanding legal guarantee
for the agricultural Minimum Support Price (MSP) and for their other various demands at a railway station in Amritsar on July 31.

Climate change is intensifying the water cycle
MATHEW BARLOW

P

owerful storm systems
triggered flash flooding
across the US in late July, inundating St. Louis neighbourhoods with record rainfall and
setting off mudslides in eastern Kentucky, where at least
16 people died in flooding.
Another deluge in Nevada
flooded the Las Vegas strip.
The impact of climate change
on extreme water-related
events like this is becoming
increasingly evident. The
storms in the US followed
extreme flooding this summer
in India and Australia and last
year in Western Europe.
Studies by scientists around
the world show that the water
cycle has been intensifying
and will continue to intensify
as the planet warms. An international climate assessment I
coauthored in 2021 for the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change lays out the
details. It documented an
increase in both wet extremes,
including more intense rainfall
over most regions, and dry
extremes, including drying in
the Mediterranean, southwest-

ern Australia, southwestern
South America, South Africa
and western North America. It
also shows that both wet and
dry extremes will continue to
increase with future warming.
Water cycles through the
environment, moving between
the atmosphere, ocean, land
and reservoirs of frozen water.
It might fall as rain or snow,
seep into the ground, run into
a waterway, join the ocean,
freeze or evaporate back into
the atmosphere. Plants also

take up water from the ground
and release it through transpiration from their leaves. In
recent decades, there has
been an overall increase in the
rates of precipitation and
evaporation. A number of factors are intensifying the water
cycle, but one of the most
important is that warming
temperatures raise the upper
limit on the amount of moisture in the air. That increases
the potential for more rain.
This aspect of climate change
is confirmed across all of our

lines of evidence discussed in
the IPCC report. It is expected
from basic physics, projected
by computer models, and it
already shows up in the observational data as a general
increase of rainfall intensity
with warming temperatures.
Understanding this and
other changes in the water
cycle is important for more
than preparing for disasters.
Water is an essential resource
for all ecosystems and human
societies, and particularly

agriculture. An intensifying
water cycle means that both
wet and dry extremes and the
general variability of the water
cycle will increase, although
not uniformly around the
globe. Rainfall intensity is
expected to increase for most
land areas, but the largest
increases in dryness are
expected
in
the
Mediterranean, southwestern
South America and western
North America. Globally, daily
extreme precipitation events
will likely intensify by about 7

per cent for every 1 degree
Celsius
(1.8
degrees
Fahrenheit) that global temperatures rise. Many other
important aspects of the water
cycle will also change in addition to extremes as global temperatures increase, the report
shows, including reductions in
mountain glaciers, decreasing
duration of seasonal snow
cover, earlier snowmelt and
contrasting changes in monsoon rains across different
regions, which will impact the
water resources of billions of
people. One common theme
across these aspects of the
water cycle is that higher
greenhouse gas emissions lead
to bigger impacts.
The IPCC does not make policy recommendations. Instead,
it provides the scientific information needed to carefully
evaluate policy choices. The
results show what the implications of different choices are
likely to be. One thing the scientific evidence in the report
clearly tells world leaders is
that limiting global warming to
the Paris Agreement target of
1.5 C (2.7 F) will require immediate, rapid and large-scale
reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions.
Regardless of any specific
target, it is clear that the
severity of climate change
impacts are closely linked to
greenhouse gas emissions:
Reducing
emissions
will
reduce impacts. Every fraction
of a degree matter.

Two BSF soldiers sacrificed their
lives in Congo where they were
deputed by united nation to
maintain the peace in that country and there were total casualties when local attacked the
United Nations Peace keeping
force and in this regard PM had
telephonic talks with secretary
general of United Nations and he
expressed condolence. It is
worth mentionable that in such
type of various peace missions
177 Indians had sacrificed their
lives. India appreciates its
responsibilities towards the UN
charter and has consistently contributed towards UN effort in the
maintenance of international
peace and security. The Indian
Armed Forces are one of the
largest contributors to UN
Peacekeeping Operations. The
UN has honoured the Indian
peacekeepers in recognising its
contribution and sacrifices to the
peacekeeping operations. Indian
Contingents (INDBAT), which
have served in UN Peacekeeping
ops have won praise from the UN
authorities, foreign media and
the host country. So far India has
taken part in 49 Peacekeeping
missions with a total contribution exceeding 200,000 troops
and a significant number of
police personnel having been
deployed. In 2014 India is the
third largest troop contributor
country [TCC] with 7,860 personnel deployed with ten UN
Peacekeeping Missions of which
995 are police personnel, including the first Female Formed
Police Unit under the UN.
Keeping in view the contribution
of Indian troops in maintaining
the peace in various countries
under the instructions of United
Nations the Indian Peace keeping force deserves Nobel Prize
and the committee which
decides the Nobel prize should
take into consideration the sacrifices of Indian troops and the
prize should be awarded to
Indian Peace keeping force.
Yash Pal Ralhan, Jalandhar

All in a family
The recent upheaval in Sri
Lanka is a clear fallout of 'parivaarbad'. We all know that both
Sri Lanka and India were ruled
by one family named Rajapaksa
and Gandhis for more than four
decades. In a recent TV debate,
it was really very amusing to
see and hear Congress panellists trying to attack the ruling
BJP and defend 'parivaarbad'
or dynasty politics. The panellist belonging to Congress and
TMC seems to believe that we
the viewers are so gullible that
we know nothing about how
Sonia Gandhi and Mamata
Banerjee are handling their
party affairs like family affairs.
Right now, both mother and son
are being grilled by ED for their
massive financial fraud committed to serving their family
first, party second and the
nation last. Who knows the
very same fate of Rajapaksa
and his family awaits the pseudo Gandhis in future? Only time
will tell. Let us wait and see.
Joel Gayari, Tangla

Women are better at statistics than they think
Jonathan B Santo
Women in statistics classes do better academically
than men over a semester despite having more negative attitudes regarding their own abilities, according to our recent study in the Journal of Statistics
and Data Science Education.
Using data from more than 100 male and female
students from multiple statistics classes, my colleague and I assessed gender differences in grades
over the course of a semester.
As part of the study, students also answered surveys at the start and end of the semester that measured six different things: their fear of statistics
teachers in general; their thoughts about the usefulness of statistics; their perceptions of their own
mathematical ability; their anxiety in taking tests;
their anxiety in interpreting statistics; and their fear
of asking for help. Overall, we found that students
with more negative perceptions of their own mathematical ability had lower grades over the course of
the semester. What's even more interesting are the
gender differences that emerged.
Even though men and women scored similarly on
exams at the start of the semester, women finished
the semester with almost 10% higher final exam
grades. This was the case even though women had
significantly worse attitudes about their mathematical abilities at the start of the semester than their
male counterparts. At the beginning of the semester
specifically, women were more likely to rate their
mathematical abilities as lower than men in the class

and report more anxiety toward exams and toward
interpreting statistical findings. However, each of
these self-assessments improved over the course of
the semester such that women's attitudes didn't differ from men's by the end.
Meanwhile, the grades of male students who reported fear of statistics teachers or fear of asking for
help decreased more sharply over the course of the
semester. For men whose attitudes improved during
the semester, grades also improved though not as
much as women's grades improved.
Why it matters
A number of studies have shown that from an
early age, boys and girls learn math equally well.
However, girls are less likely to be called on in math

classes than boys, even when they raise their hands
as much as boys do. Moreover, some teachers unconsciously grade girls' math tests more harshly than
boys'. By middle school, gender differences in math
scores emerge.
These factors may contribute to adult women's
being more likely to rate themselves as less mathematically skilled than men. As a result, women are
also less likely to pursue STEM science, technology,
engineering and math occupations.
The results from our study, in line with others, bolster the notion that women have the potential to do
as well as men, and even better, in STEM fields, such
as statistics. We contend that women would benefit
from additional mentoring to encourage them as
they begin pursuing STEM-related education.
What still isn't known The evidence above provides hints at some of the causes of the gender discrepancy in perceived ability. However, there is much
we still don't know.
For example, why did the attitudes of the women
in our study improve over time? Was it based on
their confidence in their abilities as their grades improved, or did their statistics teachers influence
their perception of their own abilities over time?
More research is needed to understand exactly
how women differed from men in their attitudes over
the course of the school semester, among other questions. In particular, we'd like to disentangle exactly
which classroom or instructor factors can lead to better attitudes among students, ultimately translating
to better grades.
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BRIEF
DLF
New Delhi: Realty
major DLF's net debt
reduced by 16 per cent
during the April-June
period to Rs 2,259
crore from the previous quarter on the
back of strong housing sales. Its net debt
stood at Rs 2,680 crore
at the end of the last
fiscal. In an investor
presentation, DLF
said the company is
"committed to further
debt reduction in the
medium term". It asserted that the completed inventory and
receivables from customers against sold
units would be sufficient to discharge all
current liabilities.

Pet care industry
New Delhi: Increased
pet adoption after the
pandemic is driving
the Indian pet care industry to touch Rs
10,000 crore by 2025,
prompting FMCG majors like Nestle India
and Emami to enter
the sector. The pet
food market is currently around Rs 4,000
crore and expected to
grow significantly
over the next five
years. Mars Petcare
and Himalaya
Wellness Company,
among others, are the
two major companies
operating in the segment. Mars Petcare is
a division of global
confectionary major
Mars Inc.

HDFC
New Delhi: Mortgage
lender HDFC Ltd on
Saturday increased its
benchmark lending
rate by 25 basis points,
a move that will make
loans dearer for both
existing and new borrowers. The rate hike
comes ahead of the
RBI's Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC)
meeting later next
week. It is widely expected that MPC
would hike interest
rates to tame high inflation.

India Pharma
Hyderabad: Indian
pharma exports registered a growth of
eight per cent during the first quarter
of the current financial year to USD 6.26
billion, as officials
hope for a 10 per
cent growth by the
end of the fiscal.
Udaya Bhaskar,
Director General of
Pharmaceuticals
Export Promotion
Council of India
(Pharmexcil), a
body under the
Department of
Commerce said
pharma exports to
European Union
and other CIS countries which were hit
by the ongoing war
in Ukraine and restrictions are expected to improve
once the situation
becomes normal.

Mcap
New Delhi: Eight of
the top 10 valued firms
added Rs 1,91,622.95
crore to their market
valuation last week,
with Bajaj Finance
and Tata Consultancy
Services emerging as
lead gainers. The 30share BSE Sensex
jumped 1,498.02 points
or 2.67 per cent last
week. From the winners' pack, the market
valuation of Bajaj
Finance rallied Rs
57,673.19 crore to Rs
4,36,447.88 crore at
close on Friday. The
market capitalisation
(mcap) of Tata
Consultancy Services
(TCS) jumped Rs
47,494.49 crore to Rs
12,07,779.68 crore.

IndiGo expects to be on ‘profitable
growth’ path soon: Dutta
Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):

IndiGo, on July 13, said it
was in constant dialogue
with its employees to take
care of any issues or grievances.
"As business recovers,
we are in the process of
addressing some of the issues related to employee
remuneration. This is an
ongoing activity and we
will continue to take employee feedback in the
process," it had said.
Dutta, who is set to retire as the Chief Executive
Officer in September, in
his latest message to the
staff also said the carrier
has been nimble at managing capacity, maximising
revenue opportunities and
managing the balance
sheet.
The good news is that
the crisis in the wake of
the coronavirus pandemic
seems to be ending, "our
revenue performance is
strong and we should be

back on a path of profitable growth soon", Dutta
said. In 2021-22, IndiGo reported an annual loss of
Rs 6,162 crore, while revenue from operations
stood at Rs 25,931 crore.
While acknowledging
that the airline had to implement tough decisions,
such as workforce retrenchment and leave
without pay, to preserve
and protect its financial
health, he thanked the employees for their dedication, resilience and patience over the last two difficult years.
Pieter Elbers will be taking over the reins of the
airline in the coming
weeks.
Meanwhile, in his message to the shareholders
ahead of the company's
annual general meeting on
August 26, Dutta said the
airline remains bullish on
its prospects.

Govt expects 5G rollout in
early Oct: Vaishnaw

IOC sold petrol at
Rs 10 a litre loss,
diesel at Rs 14

IndiGo expects to be on
the "profitable growth"
path soon as the pandemic-triggered crisis seems to
be ending and the airline
is also working to address
the issues of employees,
according to its CEO
Ronojoy Dutta.
His remarks to the staff
also come against the
backdrop of certain sections of the airline's employees going on protest,
earlier this month, against
low salaries.
IndiGo, which will be
completing 16 years next
month, is the country's
largest airline with a domestic market share of
nearly 57 per cent and has
a fleet of more than 280
planes.
"I understand that every
department still has its
own unique challenges
and I urge you to stay con-

Indigo CEO Ronojoy Dutta
nected with the leadership
of your department. I assure you that we are working on resolving each and
every issue to ensure that
we continue our journey
to become better than the
best!" Dutta said in a message to the employees. The
airline had a total of 26,164
employees in the last financial year.
Against the backdrop of
some sections of the staff
going on sick leave protest,

̈ To be fastest
among many
geographies

Mumbai, Jul 30 (PTI):
The government expects
the rollout of 5G services to
start from early October in
the country, Union minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Saturday.
"As soon as the spectrum
auction ends, within a few
days itself, we will allocate
the spectrum. We expect
that the 5G roll-out will happen from the beginning of
October and within a year
or so, we should have a good
rollout in the country," the
Union
Minister
for
Communications,
Electronics
and
Information Technology
Ashwini Vaishnaw told reporters here.
The 5G rollout will probably be the fastest compared

to many geographies, the
minister said on the sidelines of the Telecom
Investor roundtable: The
Indian 5G Opportunity.
"We believe that we will
probably buck the trend of
having a much faster rollout of 5G compared to
many other geographies
since our other costs are
significantly under control," he added.
Bidding for 5G spectrum
entered the fifth day on
Saturday amid continued
interest for radiowaves
from players such as
Reliance Jio and Bharti

Airtel.
When
asked
whether the significant
presence of Reliance Jio
and Airtel will result in a
duopoly, the minister said it
will not happen as the reforms have brought in stability in the industry and
there is healthy competition.
"Duopoly will not happen, the September reforms
have resulted in good stability in the industry, we are
looking at new players to
enter the segment, and
there is going to be good
healthy competition in the
sector. BSNL will emerge as
a good market balancer," he
noted. The 5G auction is
doing well, which shows
that the industry is taking
off, and the results are very
good. Close to Rs 1.49 lakh
crore has been committed
by the industry for buying
spectrum, this shows how
the sector is maturing, he
added.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

Linktree launches
new mobile app
Mumbai, Jul 31:
Linktree - the ‘link in
bio’ category leader - announced the launch of its
new mobile app on iOS
and Android so users can
spend less time creating
and managing their
Linktree, and spend
more time doing what
they do best. The launch
of the new mobile app is
Linktree’s next milestone move during a summer of transformation,
as the platform advances
beyond the ‘link-in-bio’
category it created.
The mobile app is designed to make it easier
than ever to create, curate and share on the go.
Individuals and businesses can create their
Linktree, add and manage links, customize
their design, and view
analytics from their mobile devices. Creators can
spend more time creating
by making it faster and
easier to keep their
Linktree up-to-date, making more use of their
time.

TECNO, the global premium smartphone brand
announces the launch of
yet another all-rounder
smartphone, under its
most popular ‘SPARK series’, the all-new TECNO
SPARK 9. Maintaining its
streak of breaking the
mould with segment-first
features, TECNO SPARK 9
becomes the first in its segment to offer 11GB* RAM
with Memory fusion feature at a disruptive price
point of Rs.9,499. The
brand has been the 4th
strongest
smartphone
player in the sub-10K segment as per Counterpoint
Research.
Exhibiting multitasking
capabilities,
TECNO

Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Ltd is looking to expand its network of
petrol pumps in Tamil
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana, as it looks to tap
markets in the vicinity of its
refinery, its chairman has
said.
MRPL's
(Mangalore
Refinery
and
Petrochemicals Ltd) petrol
pump network is currently
concentrated in Karnataka
and Kerala. The subsidiary
of state-owned Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) has forayed into
fuel retailing in a limited
way, focusing on areas that
are close to its oil refinery in
Mangalore, Karnataka.
MRPL "is continuously focusing on its retail expan-

Silly to compare Sri Lanka’s economic
situation with India: Arvind Panagariya
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Former NITI Aayog
Vice-Chairman Arvind
Panagariya on Sunday
said it would be 'silly' to
compare the economic situation of Sri Lanka with
India, though lessons can
be learnt from the crisis in
the island nation.
Panagariya, in an interview with PTI further
said since the 1991 balance of payments crisis,
successive governments
have managed the macroeconomy conservatively.
He pointed out that in
the case of India, fiscal
deficits have not been allowed to get out of hand,
the exchange rate has

been allowed to depreciate to keep the current-account deficit low, monetary policy has been restrained to keep inflation
low and the opening of financial capital flows has
been done in a calibrated
fashion.
"This is a silly comparison...suggestions of any
parallels between India
and Sri Lanka currently

are
laughable,"
Panagariya said, adding
that India has rarely borrowed abroad to finance
its fiscal deficit.
The eminent economist
was asked to comment on
former Congress president Rahul Gandhi's
statement in which
Gandhi hit out at the
Modi government over
rising inflation and unemployment and said
India looks a "lot like Sri
Lanka" and the Centre
should not distract people. Sri Lanka is grappling with a severe economic crisis and India
has been at the forefront
of extending economic
assistance to Sri Lanka.

per cent. The central bank
sharply reduced the
benchmark rate in 2020 to
tide over the crisis created
by the pandemic outbreak.
Experts are of the view
that the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) would raise the
benchmark rate to at least
the pre-pandemic level
this week and even further
in later months.
"We now expect the RBI
MPC to raise the policy
repo rate by 35 bps on
August 5 and change
stance to calibrated tightening," BofA Global
Research report said.
The possibility of an aggressive 50 bps and a measured 25 bps hike cannot be
ruled out either, it added.
A research report by
Bank of Baroda said that
while the Federal Reserve
raised the rate by 225 bps
in CY22, the RBI has hiked
the repo rate by 90 bps. An
aggressive rate hike by the
Fed is feeding expectations
that the RBI may also front
load its rate hikes.

his week, characters of &TV shows
Baal Shiv, Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan and Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai will have to
pay for others’ mistakes.
About &TV's Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan, Katori
Amma shares, “Katori
Amma’s
(Himani
Shivpuri) relative Adveer
Bhaiya repays six lakhs
to her for helping him in
his bad time. This makes
Rajesh (Kamna Pathak)
anxious, and she starts
fighting with Amma for
not informing the family
before lending the money.
Happu (Yogesh Tripathi)
intervenes and suggests
everyone not help any
family member financially. He then keeps all the
money in the storeroom

T

locker and ties the keys
around his neck to keep
the money safe. However,
Gabbar
approaches
Rajesh and Bimlesh
(Sapna Sikarwar) for two
lakhs as he has lost a
large amount in the bull

Tata Group is planning
to spend Rs 3,000 crore on
R&D by FY26 and set to roll
out the 'First in India' seating system for Vande
Bharat Express trains from
September 2022, a top official has said.
The steel-to-salt conglomerate is also targeting
to be among the top 5 technology firms in the steel industry globally by 2030.
Tata Steel's Composites
division bagged a Rs 145
crore bulk order for seating
systems of the Vande
Bharat express that includes the supply of complete seating systems for 22
train sets, with 16 coaches
in each train set.
"These are specially designed seats, which can rotate 180 degrees and have
aircraft-style passenger
amenities. This is first-inIndia' kind of a supply,

MRPL chairman Alka Mittal
sion in the states of
Karnataka and Kerala and
so far has successfully commissioned 32 retail outlets
with another 20 retail outlets under various stages of
construction", chairman
Alka Mittal said in the
firm's annual report for the
fiscal ended March 31, 2022.
The number of outlets
owned by MRPL has since

Coal India to
engage MDOs in
14 mines
Kolkata, Jul 31 (PTI):
In a bid to ramp up its production, Coal India is implementing
a plan for operationalising 14
mines through the engagement
of mine developer and operators (MDOs), a top official said.
These mines have a combined
capacity of 165.58 million tonne
per annum.
Addressing its shareholders in
the company's latest annual
report, Coal India Chairman and
Managing Director Pramod
Agrawal said, These mines
would contribute in sizable
quantities towards production
in the coming years. Of these,
10 are opencast projects with a
total projected capacity of
161.50 million tonne per annum
and four underground projects
with a total capacity of 4.08
million tonne a year.

gone up to 36. The company,
which operates a 15 million
tonnes a year oil refinery at
Mangalore, plans to add 50
new petrol pumps every
year for the next 5-10 years
and is looking at "entering
new geographical areas of
Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana in
near to medium term," she
said. Indian auto fuel retailing space is dominated by
public sector (PSU) entities.
Out of the 83,685 petrol
pumps in the country, stateowned fuel retailers Indian
Oil, Bharat Petroleum and
Hindustan Petroleum own
55,035 outlets. Rosneftbacked Nayara Energy has
6,635 petrol pumps, while a
joint venture of Reliance
Industries and bp of UK has
1,470 retail outlets. Shell has
326 petrol pumps.

which will be executed
over 12 months starting
September
2022,"
Debashish Bhattacharjee,
Vice President, Technology
& New Materials Business,
Tata Steel, told PTI.
"Composites industry in
India is dominated by institutional businesses and is
largely dependent on infrastructure, industrial and
railway sectors. One of the
key initiatives of the composites business was to
convert to Fibre Reinforced

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
After nine consecutive
months of relentless selling, foreign investors have
turned net buyers and invested nearly Rs 5,000
crore in Indian equities in
July on softening dollar
index and good corporate
earnings.
This is in sharp contrast
to a net withdrawal of Rs
50,145 crore from the stock
market seen in June. This
was the highest net outflow since March 2020,
when foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) had pulled
out Rs 61,973 crore from
equities, data with depositories showed. Going forward, Hitesh Jain, Lead
Analyst - Institutional
Equities, Yes Securities,
believes that FPI flows to
remain positive during

August as the worst for the
rupee seems to be over,
and oil seems to be confining in a range. "Also, earnings story still remains
strong where sturdy revenue growth is offsetting
contraction in profit margins," he added. According
to data with depositories,
FPIs infused a net amount
of Rs 4,989 crore in Indian
equities in July. They were
buyers for nine days in the
month. The net inflow also
propelled the equity markets northwards.
FPIs turned net buyers
for the first time in July
after nine straight months
of massive net outflows,
which started in October
last year. Between October
2021 till June 2022, they
sold a mammoth Rs 2.46
lakh crore in the Indian
equity markets.

After a 3-month lull; it’s raining
mutual fund NFOs in July
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
After a three-month halt,
new fund offerings (NFOs)
have made a strong comeback with asset management
companies launching over
two dozen mutual fund
schemes in July.
The new funds have been
launched across the board -actively managed equity
funds, debt, index funds and
exchange-traded
funds
(ETFs). Interestingly, passively managed funds, particularly ETFs, continue to
dominate the NFO market.
There was a lull in the
NFO space as the Securities
and Exchange Board of
India (Sebi), in April, had
barred fund houses from

floating new schemes till the
time the industry complied
with its norms concerning
the pooling of investors'
funds by intermediaries and
distributors. The deadline
for the implementation of
the new guideline was July 1.
Also, the regulator had
asked fund houses to implement guidelines like dual authentication for redemption,
verification of source of accounts while mutual fund investments are made. These
measures were aimed at safeguarding investors' interest
and to boost investor confidence in mutual fund investing. According to industry
data, as many as 18 asset
management companies
(AMCs) launched a total of

28 mutual fund schemes in
July. Of the 28 NFOs, 24 are
underway and the remaining four have been closed.
The NFOs, which are underway, include ICICI
Prudential Nifty IT Index
Fund, Aditya Birla Sun Life
Nifty 200 Quality 30 ETF,
Baroda BNP Paribas Flexi
Cap Fund, Canara Robeco
Banking and PSU Debt
Fund. Besides, DSP Nifty
Midcap 150 Quality 50 Index
Fund, HDFC Nifty 100 ETF,
Motilal Oswal S&P BSE
Quality Index Fund, IDFC
Midcap Fund, Mirae Asset
Balanced Advantage Fund,
Quantum Nifty 50 ETF Fund
of Fund, Union Gilt Fund
and quant Large Cap Fund
are underway.

ollywood star Kajol on
Sunday completed 30 years
in the film industry and
thanked her fans for the unconditional love she received
during the journey.
The 47-year-old actor took
to Instagram to celebrate the
milestone and posted a video
montage of her character stills
from some of her blockbuster
movies.
"Someone asked me yesterday
what am I feeling?
Couldn't really
put it
into
words,
except
to say
that it is a
feeling of
deep gratitude
for all the love
everyone has showered
on me so unconditionally!
"So cheers to 30 years and counting... and God willing to another 30
more!" Kajol wrote in the caption.
Kajol, daughter of veteran star
Tanuja and director Shomu
Mukherjee, started her career in
movies with action drama film
"Bekhudi", which was released on
July 31, 1992.
Over the next three decades, the
actor gave memorable hits such
as "Yeh Dillagi", "Dushman",
"Pyaar Kiya To Darna Kya",
"Pyaar To Hona Hi Tha", "Fanaa"
and "Gupt".
It was her on-screen with pairing with superstar Shah Rukh
Khan in blockbusters such as
"Baazigar", "Karan Arjun",
"Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge",
"Kuch Kuch Hota Hai", "Kabhi
Khushi Kabhie Gham ", "My
Name Is Khan" and "Dilwale" that
earned her a plethora of fans.
Besides, Kajol is known for
films such as "Pyaar To Hona Hi
Tha", "Ishq", "Raju Chacha", "U
Me Aur Hum" and "Tanhaji: The
Unsung Warrior" with actor-husband Ajay Devgn.
She has also starred in Tamil
films such as "Minsara Kanavu"
with Arvind Swamy and
Prabhudheva, and "Velaiilla
Pattadhari 2", alongside Dhanush.
In a recent interview with PTI,
Kajol had said she was fortunate to
have collaborated on "great films
with some fabulous directors.

B

Polymer (FRP) applications where steel is currently
being
used.
Railways has been a promising customer for the FRP
Composites business of
Tata Steel." The FRP used
in the seats will have higher corrosion resistance and
lower maintenance cost.
Moreover, it will be conforming to the European
standard of fire-retardant
property, and will offer improved safety and comfort
to passengers.

FPIs return to Indian equities with
Rs 5,000-cr investment in July

race and now his home is
at stake. Meanwhile,
Happu gets a call from the
Commissioner (Kishore
Bhanushali) to inform
him that he will not be
able to come to the police
station today as he must

Kajol on completing 30 years in cinema

Ranchi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Indian Oil Corporation
sold petrol at a loss of Rs
10 per litre and diesel at
Rs 14 a litre during AprilJune, leading to the firm
reporting its first quarterly net loss in over two
years, a report said.
The nation's largest oil
refining and fuel retailing
firm reported a net loss of
Rs 1,992.53 crore in AprilJune compared to Rs
5,941.37 crore of net profit
in the same period a year
back and Rs 6,021.9 crore
in the preceding JanuaryMarch quarter.
"IOC
(Indian
Oil
Corporation) reported an
88 per cent year-on-year
decline in its standalone
EBITDA to Rs 1,358.9
crore and a net loss of Rs
1,992.5 crore, despite
record high gross refining
margins (GRMs) of USD
31.8 per barrel for the
quarter.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):

SPARK 9, a premium
smartphone, boasts superlative functionalities in
memory, processor, display, camera, battery and
the overall smartphone experience in the affordable
segment.
Moreover,
equipped
with an impressive 90Hz
Refresh Rate, the smartphone gives an unmatched
smooth operating experience. The remarkable 6.6”
HD+ dot notch display
makes the smartphone
comfortable to hold for the
users and gives a vivid immersive visuals with an
89.3% screen-to-body ratio.
The TECNO SPARK 9 elevates the entertainment
quotient
of
TECNO
SPARK series smartphones.

Mumbai, Jul 31 (PTI):
Days after the US Fed
raised the interest rate, the
RBI may go in for its third
consecutive policy rate
hike by 25-35 basis points
to check high retail inflation, experts said.
The central bank has already announced to gradually withdraw its accommodative monetary policy
stance.
The Reserve Bank's ratesetting panel -- Monetary
Policy Committee -- will
meet on August 3 for three
days to deliberate on the
prevailing economic situation and announce its bimonthly review on Friday.
With retail inflation ruling above 6 per cent for six
months, the RBI had
raised the short-term borrowing rate (repo) twice -by 40 basis points in May
and 50 basis points in
June.
The existing repo rate of
4.9 per cent is still below
the pre-Covid level of 5.15

&TV characters will pay
for others’ mistakes

Tata Steel to roll out ‘First in India’
seating system for Vande Bharat

TECNO launches MRPL to expand petrol pump network
all-new SPARK 9 in Tamil Nadu, AP, Telangana: Chairman
New Delhi, Jul 31:

RBI likely to raise key
policy rate by 25-35 bps

Feeling deep
gratitude for
unconditional
love

pay six lakhs to his brother-in-law. To impress the
commissioner, Happu
promises to help him by
giving him all the money.
Now that Rajesh has already taken 2 lakhs to
help Gabbar, Happu fails
in his commitment to provide
6
lakhs
to
Commissioner. A situation arirses when Amma
is blamed for the missing
amount and might land
up in jail. How Rajesh and
Happu Happu handle the
situation will be interesting to watch."
Watch Baal Shiv at 8:00
pm, Happu Ki Ultan
Paltan at 10:00 pm, and
Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai at
10:30 pm, airing every
Monday to Friday only on
&TV!

Parineeti joins Akshay for untitled
coal mine rescue ops film

B

ollywood actress Parineeti Chopra is set to play the female
lead opposite Akshay Kumar in an untitled film based on a
real-life hero and his bravery in a rescue operation at a
coal mine. The film reunites Akshay and Parineeti after the
2019 war film 'Kesari'. Parineeti took to social media by posting an image of her and Akshay Kumar with the caption:
"We are back". This time the Kesari duo may be shooting
in York, but the "laughs, jokes, games and Punjabi gupshup is the same @AkshayKumar #Newbeginings
#Poojaentertainment". The film is the story of chief
mining engineer Jaswant Gill, who rescued miners
stuck inside the coal mine. The project is being directed by Tinu Suresh Desai, who previously directed
Akshay in 'Rustom' under the banner Pooja
Entertainment. The production company has
blocked over 100 acres for shooting and the
film is touted to be the grandest Indian
film in terms of scale, ever shot in
the UK. Recently, Akshay
Kumar's images from the
fields of London and
Yorkshire
were
leaked
and
w e n t
viral.

Mohd Faiz unveils his first song ‘Mere Liye’
ony Entertainment
Television’s homegrown kids singing
reality show Superstar
Singer 2 never fails to surprise its audience with the
extraordinary
young
singing talent it possesses.
Week after week and performance after performance, the contestants a.k.a
the ‘Best Bache Ever’ are
putting their best foot forward to impress the
judges with their impeccable singing. And, Adding
char chand in the forthcoming episode of the
music reality show will be
Bollywood’s evergreen
divas – Poonam Dhillon
and Padmini Kolhapure
for the ‘Padmini and

S

Poonam’ special episode.
Honouring the legendary
work of these two starlets
and beauties of the 80’s,
the Best Bache Ever will
be performing on some of
their most memorable
songs as a tribute to them.
Week
on
week,
Superstars Singer 2’s contestant Mohd Faiz as left
everybody amazed with
his spectacular performances. And, leaving no
stone unturned yet again,
the charming Faiz will
make everybody fall in
love with his voice as he
performs on the songs,
‘Aisa Kabhi Hua Nahi’ and
‘Meri Qismat Me Tu Nahi
Shayad’.
Completely
floored by his amazing

R. Madhavan, scientist
Nambi Narayanan meet
Rajinikanth

singing, everybody will
give him a standing ovation.
Well, adding another
feather to his cap of accomplishments, Mohd
Faiz who has become a
viral sensation on social
media ever since his audition will be seen launching his first song track
‘Mere Liye’ composed by
the famous music composer and singer, Himesh
Reshammiya. Truly a
dream come true moment
for this little wonder as
Himesh
Reshammiya
gave him his first break as
he had promised after
watching Faiz for the first
time in the audition
phase.

Reese Witherspoon on how
‘Top Gun: Maverick’ gives
‘inspiration’ for ‘Legally Blonde 3’
ctress
Reese
Witherspoon has unveiled more details about
'Legally Blonde 3'. She
said that Tom Cruise-starrer 'Top Gun: Maverick'
provided inspiration for
the third installment of
'Legally Blonde'.
The 46-year-old actress
is set to return as Elle
Woods in the long-awaited
follow-up to 2003's 'Legally
Blonde 2: Red, White and
Blonde', the sequel to the
2001 original.
She loved how they included a throwback from
the first 'Top Gun' movie
in its sequel that was released more than 30 years
after the 1986 original, reports aceshowbiz.com.
She told USA Today,
"I'm still hoping that
'Legally Blonde 3' is gonna
come together in the right
way." She added, "It's just
like 'Top Gun'. They waited a long time to make another version of that
movie, and I loved the nostalgia piece they incorporated in it."

A

ctor R. Madhavan along with scientist
Nambi Narayanan, on whose life the
film 'Rocketry: The Nambi Effect' is based,
met superstar Rajinikanth and took his
blessings.
Sharing a video clip of their meeting on
social media, an elated Madhavan wrote,
"When you get the blessings from a oneman industry and the Legend himself in
the presence of Nambi Narayanan, it's a
moment etched for eternity. Thank you for
your kindest words on 'Rocketry' and the
affection, Rajinikanth sir. This motivation
has completely rejuvenated us. We love
you." In the video clip, Rajinikanth is seen
honouring both Madhavan and Nambi
Narayanan by presenting them with silk
shawls.
Madhavan
and
Nambi
Narayanan's meeting with Rajinikanth
comes in the wake of the latter lauding
their film on social media.
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C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE MONDAY AUGUST 01
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Cool your jets today, Aquarius. This is a
good time to stop and focus on you.
Make sure to give your body the respect
it deserves. Make sure you're fostering
the kind of character you wish to
become. Base your self-image on something internal rather than an external
craving for attention from others. Your
true beauty lies within.

Your brain and warrior instincts agree
today, Pisces. Team up with others who
share similar thoughts and desires.
Conversations can be extremely rewarding. You're apt to learn a lot about yourself.
Don't be afraid to share deep thoughts and
emotions. Your willingness to express yourself demonstrates how comfortable you are
with your actions and feelings.

Something or someone could confront
you today, Aries. Try not to assume things
about the situation before you know all
the facts. If a piece of the puzzle is still in
question, face the issue right away. Your
sensitivity is precious, whether you realize it or not. Small things can slowly eat
away at your psyche until they're
addressed and dealt with.

Have no fear today, Taurus. You have
the power and mental capacity to cut
through just about anything. Don't let
fear or regret hold you back. Clear the
path and be strong in your approach to
the new and different. Stay on target
and be bold in your actions. You have
the ability to conquer new literal and
figurative lands.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Don't worry about not being on the right
path, Gemini, because you are. You seem to
always be in the right place at the right time.
There's no need to feel regret or shame
about things that have happened in the past.
Turn negative experiences into lessons for a
better future. Even though you may not be
able to change a certain situation, you can at
least change your reaction to it.

A war could be brewing in your world
today, Cancer. Emotionally charged arguments shoot back and forth with conviction. Try not to get discouraged. Don't
burn any bridges either. Remember that
your words may fall on extremely sensitive ears, so use them with care. There's a
very active part of your psyche that needs
to be heard.

An inner voice is warning you to slow
down, Leo. It's probably best if you take a
break and let someone else take the lead.
Concentrate on matters at home and
take care of issues that crop up among
loved ones. It's quite possible that an
argument is brewing. Whether you realize it or not, there are serious issues that
need to be addressed.

Today is a fantastic day to take action,
Virgo. Your eagerness to strike out for
new territory is heightened by a drive
to experience the unknown. Take an
internal journey and see what kind of
wonderful things you can discover.
There's a tremendous strength inside
you that doesn't always get to show
itself.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Think before you act today, Libra. Rash
moves are likely to get you into trouble. An
annoying interruption in your daily routine
could throw you off guard. Sit down and
think about the situation before you act
too hastily. Bumps in the road are often
messages from the universe that you're
moving too quickly and carelessly. It's
time to slow down.

Today is a great day to act on things that
have been brewing in your brain for quite
some time, Scorpio. Perhaps you've been
feeling unsure of yourself. It's OK to surrender and admit that you just don't have
all the answers. Use this as an opportunity to restructure and rebuild. Embrace the
unknown rather than fear or resist it. This
is a great time to move toward it.

Be a bit more sensitive with your words
today, Sagittarius. Your mind is apt to
be especially active and even a bit restless. This is more than likely a signal to
get more of your opinions out into the
world. As you do, make sure you consider the feelings of others. People
might have quite a different reaction to
the same situation.

Your mind is clear and your sensitivity
focused, Capricorn. Now is a good time to
make a move. Don't let insecurity or fear
keep you from pursuing your dreams.
Realize that action you take today doesn't
need to be a bold outward movement in
order to be effective. In truth, quite the contrary is true. You can accomplish a great
deal by turning thought and energy inward.
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48. Raggedy ____
49. Stump
51. New doctor
53. Gator's relative
55. Actress ____ Davis
58. Wrestling duo (2 wds.)
62. Lecturers
64. Director Woody ____
65. Complexion woe
67. Burden
68. College women
69. Sombreros
70. Paddy grain
71. High-strung
72. Thanks ____! (2 wds.)
73. Baby's "piggies"

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Youth
5. Greek letter
9. Freight
14. Wheel shaft
15. Vocal
16. Oak nut
17. Binds
18. Finger jewelry
19. Wave type
20. Shade source (2 wds.)
22. Private school

24. Film spools
25. Close tightly
26. Reno's locale
29. Sounds
34. Rearward
36. Socrates' student
38. Forest clearing
39. ____ between the lines
41. Ginger cookies
43. Leg joint
44. Wild
46. Show contempt

1. Starchy veggie (sl.)
2. Deport
3. ____ school
4. Snuggle
5. Tedious one
6. ____ Canal
7. Light brown
8. Pond growth
9. Product list
10. Citric ____
11. Went by bus
12. Weight unit
13. Just
21. Invitation abbr.
23. Is able
25. Devilish
27. Gore and Roker
28. Aykroyd and Rather

30. Sort
31. Alamo locale (2 wds.)
32. Adam's abode
33. Noticed
34. Canine comments
35. Yard units
37. "____ sesame!"
40. Water barrier
42. Immovable
45. Permit
47. Country singer ____ McEntire
50. Age
52. Witty reply
54. Nebraska city
56. Cease-fire
57. Curved letters
58. Poise
59. Sunburn remedy
60. Secluded valley
61. Turner and Kennedy
62. Informed of
63. Take it easy
66. Pres. Coolidge
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Commonwealth Games
Bowlers, Mandhana
brush Pakistan aside
for India’s first points

Jeremy rewrites
two Games record
on way to sensational
CWG gold
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jeremy Lalrinnunga endured excruciating pain on his way to a sensational
gold medal winning performance at the
Commonwealth Games as the teen sensation shattered two CWG weightlifting
records, here Sunday.
The reigning Youth Olympic champion first bettered the snatch mark with a
successful 140kg attempt and then lifted
160kg in clean and jerk to take his aggregate to 300kg, which is a new Games
record in the men's 67kg competition.
A massive 7kg difference from his
nearest rival Samoa's Vaipava Ioane
(127kg +166kg) summed up the dominance of the 19-year-old, who first made
headlines by winning a historic gold at
the Youth Olympics in 2018.
Nigeria's Edidiong Umoafia took
bronze with an effort of 290kg
(130kg+160kg). This was India's fifth
medal, and second gold from the
weightlifting arena at the National
Exhibition Centre. Watched on by her
idol Mirabi Chanu, Jeremy dominated
the snatch but the stiff competition in
clean and jerk made it a thrilling contest.

Indian men’s table
tennis team marches
into semifinals of CWG
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Defending champions India
stormed into the semi-finals
of the men's table tennis
team event at the
Commonwealth Games after
thrashing Bangladesh 3-0 in
the third last-eight tie here on
Sunday.
The men's team, led by
Achanta Sharath Kamal, had
outclassed Barbados,
Singapore and Northern
Ireland by identical 3-0 margin in the group stage to
make the quarter-finals.
First to turn up in the quarter-finals, doubles pair of
Harmeet Desai and Sathiyan
Gnansekaran defeated
Ramhimilian Bawm and
Mohutasin Ahmed Ridoy of
Bangladesh in three straight
games 11-8 11-6 11-2 to hand
India a 1-0 lead. Veteran
Sharath Kamal then trounced
Md Rifat Sibbar in the men's
singles 11-4 11-7 11-2 to
extend India's lead. In the
other singles match,
Gnansekaran dominated the
proceedings from start to finish to notch up an easy 11-2
11-3 11-5 win and seal the tie.

What added to the anxiety was
cramps he suffered during his
clean and jerk effort as pulled his
thigh and hamstring muscles.
"I completely blanked out and
was clueless what was going
around me. I was like blind and
cried a lot (after the failed attempt)," Jeremy said after winning the gold.
"I never followed the other
lifts, it was so painful. Crying
out aloud, I asked the coach
'medal aya ke nahin?' (Did I get
a medal?) coach sir told me
'gold hai hamara' ('you have
won the gold) and it soothed
my nerves."
"Coach sir (Vijay Sharma)
was amazing, he managed all
the weights and ensured that I
landed the medal safely. He was
very calculative, and there
were never self-doubts."
"It seems I'm in a different
world now and living a dream.
It's my first major competition
at the senior level after the Youth
Olympics," he added.

India brought their desired 'killing attitude' to the fore under pressure as they
put up a ruthless performance to beat
arch-rivals Pakistan by eight wickets and
boost their chances of a semifinal berth
at the Commonwealth Games here on
Sunday.
Pakistan's decision to bat first backfired as Indian bowlers put the choke on
the batters to bowl them out for a meagre
99 all out in the 18 overs-a-side contest
after rain delayed the start of play.
Spinners Sneh Rana and Radha Yadav
stood out with two wickets each. The
chase was clinical too with Smriti
Mandhana (63 not out off 42 balls), arguably the most attractive batter in
women's cricket, flaunting her range of
strokes on way to a fine unbeaten half
century. The result was India gunned
down the target in just 11.4 overs.
India showed an approach that they
have been trying to play with for the last
couple of months and it would have most
definitely pleased captain Harmanpreet
Kaur. Mandhana's special effort comprised three sixes, including a step out hit
off spinner Tuba Hassan for her half-century. A seemingly effortless loft over cover
of pacer Diana Baig in the third over was
also of the highest quality. It was the second time this year that an Indo-Pak contest failed to produce a close game with
India winning comfortably against their
opponents even in the 50-over World Cup
in New Zealand. However, the much-anticipated fixture of the Commonwealth

Brief Scores:
Pakistan women: 99 allout in 18 overs
(Muneeba Ali 32; Sneh Rana 2/15)
India women: 102 for 2 in 11.4 overs (Smriti
Mandhana 63; Tuba Hassan 1/18).

Games lived up to the hype off the field
with fans turning up in big numbers at
Edgbaston. Intermittent showers meant
the match start was delayed by 45 minutes
with the game reduced to 18 overs a side.
Compared to the women's cricket opener between India and Australia, fans
flocked to the 25,000 capacity stadium
though it did not seem like an absolute
sell out.

Nikhat Zareen storms into quarterfinals
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):

Vandana’s brace hands India
second consecutive win in
CWG women’s hockey

Indian hockey (W) players celebrate after scoring a goal against
Wales during the Pool A of women's field hockey match of the
Commonwealth Games, at the University of Birmingham Hockey
and Squash Centre in Birmingham, UK.

Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):
Vandana
Katariya
scored a brace as the
Indian women's hockey
team defeated Wales 3-1 to
record its second successive win in Pool A at the
Commonwealth Games
here. India scored all their

three goals from penalty
corners with Vandana
finding the net twice,
while Gurjit Kaur fired in
a fierce drag-flick on
Saturday.
The Indians were the
much better side on display as they controlled the
game from the start to fin-

ish, barring a few phases.
Penalty corner conversion still continued to be a
concern for India as they
made use of three out of
the seven they earned in
the match. Wales, on the
other hand, utilised the
only chance they got in
the game with Xenna
Hughes on the target.
The Indians attacked
the Wales citadel continuously from the world go
but they failed to find the
finishing touches from the
moves. Wales goalkeeper
Roseanne Thomas played
a superb game and if not
for her, the scoreline could
have been much bigger in
favour of India.
The Indians dominated
in terms of ball possession and attacking play
but their efforts yielded

no result in the first quarter. India secured their
first penalty corner as
early as in the second
minute of the match but
Monika's try was saved by
Welsh
gaolkeeper
Thomas.
In the 13th minute,
Lalremsiami's fierce shot
from top of the circle was
saved by Thomas.
India kept up the pressure and continued to attack, resulting in another
penalty corner in the 26th
minute and this time, they
were
successful
as
Vandana neatly deflected
in Gurjit's flick. Two minutes later, India earned another penalty corner and
Gurjit was bang on target
with a powerful low flick
to the right of Wales keeper Thomas.

World champion Nikhat Zareen sailed
into the women's 50kg quarterfinals but it
was curtains for Shiva Thapa as he
crashed out of the men's 63.5kg round of
16 boxing competition at the
Commonwealth Games here on Sunday.
While Zareen knocked out Helena
Ismael Bagao of Mozambique to storm
into the last eight round of the women's
ightweight category winning by RSC
(Refree stopping the contest), Thapa lost
1-4 to world championship bronze medallist Scotland's Reese Lynch to make a disappointing exit from the Games.
The first Indian pugilist to take the ring
on the day, Zareen was no match for her
young opponent as she dominated the
bout from start to finish.
The Indian used her rich experience to
unsettle Bagao from the onset. She came
out attacking and used her combinations
of left and right punches to overpower
her opponent. Zareen landed clean
punches on her opponent's face in the
final round to completely shock her, forcing the referee to call off the tie with 48
seconds remaining. Zareen will next face
reigning Commonwealth Games bronze
medallist Troy Garton of New Zealand in
the quarterfinals, where a win will secure
her podium finish.
Zareen said she won't settle for anything less than a gold from the event.

Srihari Natraj
qualifies for
semifinals in men’s
50m backstroke
Birmingham, Jul 31 (PTI):

"I am feeling happy that I won my first
bout and I am looking forward to performing well in the next rounds. I am just
one fight away from a medal but I am
looking to win gold from here," she said
after her bout.
Thapa started on a bright note, clearly
outclassing his opponent in the opening
round. But overconfidence and lack of
focus cost Thapa dearly in the next two
rounds as the Scot used his height and
long reach to land clear punches.
Going into the third and final round,
Thapa was still in the contest but Lynch
took his opponent by surprise with his aggressive approach as Thapa had no option
but to defend. Eventually, the result deservingly turned in favour of Lynch as he
was the far better boxer in the contest.

Indian swimmer Srihari
Natraj clocked 25.52 seconds to qualify for the
semifinals of men's 50m
backstroke event at the
22nd
Commonwealth
Games here on Sunday.
The 21-year-old Indian
from Bengaluru was the
second fastest swimmer in
his heat and eighth fastest
overall.
He has a personal best of
24.40s in men's 50m backstroke, having achieved it
at 15th FINA World
S w i m m i n g
Championships last year
in UAE. Natraj had finished seventh in the men's
100m backstroke.
In men's 200m butterfly,
Sajan Prakash finished
fourth in his heat after
clocking 1:58:99s and was
put in the reserve list. The
best eight swimmers
progress to the final in
men's 200m butterfly.

India look to continue winning run against West Indies Marie Bouzkova wins Prague
Open for her 1st WTA title

Basseterre, Jul 31 (PTI):

Rohit Sharma's buoyant
India will look to continue
the winning run and extend their domination
over the West Indies when
they clash in the second
T20 International here on
Monday.
The visitors are coming
off a comprehensive victory in the opener of the
five-match series.
What separated the two
teams in the first match
was not only its all-round
performance but also
smart captaincy by Rohit
who fielded his three spinners Ravindra Jadeja,
Ravichandran Ashwin
and Ravi Bishnoi.
Another victory would
only boost India's confidence further as they look
to gain momentum ahead
of the marquee T20 World
Cup later this year.
If it was Rishabh Pant
who walked out an opener
in the T20Is against

England with Rohit, the
first game against the
West
Indies
saw
Suryakumar Yadav filling
that role. Suryakumar,
who has turned out to be
the seventh opener for
India in T20Is this year, got
going quickly (24 off 16
balls) until Akeal Hosein
stalled his progress.
It will be interesting to
see if the team management carries on with its
experimentation given
that KL Rahul is not available for the time being.
Over the years, a quality
left-arm pacer is something the Indian team has
not had, but that could
change with the emergence of the promising
Arshdeep Singh, who left a
mark in the first game
with his tight spell. The 23year-old Punjab pacer
showed promise throughout his four-over spell, especially the manner in
which he dismissed opener Kyle Myers with a pre-

meditated short ball. At
the fag end of the game,
Arshdeep bowled brilliantly as he removed allrounder Akeal Hosein
with a perfect yorker. After
Rohit departed following a
captain's knock of 64 off 44
deliveries, things had
started to slow down for
India. While the visitors
were on course to finish at
around 170, veteran
Dinesh Karthik had other
ideas, helping the team set
a target in excess of 190.
The 37-year-old once again
aced the finisher's role (41
off 19 balls) to help the
team amass 36 runs off the
last two overs. Given
Karthik's prowess, he
would fancy his chances of
doing an encore. "These
are the small tick boxes
that we need to have at this
stage of the game but the
ultimate goal is to do well
in the T20 World Cup in
Australia," Karthik told
his teammate Ashwin
after the first game.

Prague, Jul 31 (AP):
Eighth-seeded Marie Bouzkova cruised
past seventh-seeded Anastasia Potapova
6-0, 6-3 on Sunday to win the Prague Open
for her first WTA title.
The 24-year-old lifted the trophy after
playing in her fourth WTA final, the second this year after she lost to American
Sloane Stephens in Guadalajara, Mexico
in February.
I'm extremely happy I won right here,
the Czech told the cheering crowd in
Prague.
The Wimbledon quarterfinalist broke
Potapova seven times to win the final in
one hour and 11 minutes. Bouzkova didn't
drop a set during the hard-court tournament.
The 21-year-old Potapova was also playing in her fourth final. The Russian
claimed her first title in Istanbul, Turkey
in April. In Prague, she eliminated topseeded World No. 2 Anett Kontaveit 6-1, 6-1
in the quarterfinals.
Bouzkova and Potapova previously
only met in qualifying for the Miami
Open earlier this year with the Czech
winning 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.

Lawyers say will wait and watch
Kochi, Jul 31 (PTI):
With all in one touchscreen personal computers, where case files would
be displayed automatically, being set up in the
Kerala High Court ahead
of three of its benches becoming paperless courts
from August 1, lawyers
have hailed the move, but
are going to adopt wait
and watch approach.
Lawyers old and young
have welcomed the High
Court’s move saying it is
primarily environment
friendly, it would be time
saving as well as cost effective and would do away
with the need to avoid carrying around huge and
bulky files.
However, at the same
time lawyers, especially
those used to arguing from
physical files of cases for
decades, are apprehensive
how helpful the new system would be. Advocate
Philip T Varghese, who
represents actor Dileep in

Birmingham, July 31 (PTI):

SHOBHA YATRA

Three paperless courts
in Kerala HC from today
the 2017 actress assault
case, said it was a welcome
initiative and there probably would be some
teething problems.
Moreover, we all need to
be able to adapt to the
change in technology, he
added.
“However, it would not
mean a complete prohibition on use of paper or
physical files. Those who
are not comfortable using
the computers or other
electronic devices would
have the option to use
physical files,” he further
said.
He also said that while
he was more comfortable
using the physical files, he
would be giving the new
system a try.
A similar view was expressed by advocate A K
Preetha, who represents
the victim in the rape case
against actor-producer
Vijay Babu, who said she
feels more confident arguing from physical files.
At the same time she

concedes that it was a
move which would be
hugely environmentally
friendly as in most cases
lawyers have to make several sets of the judgements
to be cited as well as other
documents of a case.
She said that it would be
very convenient for judges
as they can avoid sifting
through huge casefiles as
all the details would be
available to them at a click
of a mouse button.
It would also be easier
for the younger generation
of lawyers who are already accustomed to using
the latest technology and
electronic devices, she
noted.
Advocate
Jose
Abraham, who is one
among the younger generation of lawyers, termed
the move as ‘time saving,
cost effective and environment friendly.’ He said
there would be a section of
lawyers, who are accustomed to the traditional
forms of arguing, and

clerks who may not be
completely comfortable
with this initiative.
However, the High Court
needs to become completely paperless, he added.
You can avoid those
huge stockpiles of cases
which take up so much
space not only in courts,
but also in lawyers offices.
“Imagine the amount of
space you can save. You
need not have a huge space
to store all those casefiles
and related documents
when everything is digitised,” Abraham said.
“Let’s wait and watch
how it turns out,” they all
said.
Under the new system,
which will be implemented in the first phase in
three courts, not only
touchscreen computers
would be set up, but the
need to file physical copies
would also be dispensed
with, according to a notice
issued on July 30 by the
Kerala
High
Court
Registrar General.

Sikh workers perform as Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) President JP Nadda flags off Shobha Yatra of the party’s all
seven frontal organisations – Youth, Women’s, Farmers’, Other Backward Castes (OBCs), Scheduled Castes (SCs),
Scheduled Tribes (STs), and Minorities wings, in Patna, Sunday.

‘Transforming Har Ghar Tiranga’
Jharkhand den
into people’s movement’
of corruption: BJP
Guwahati, Jul 31 (PTI):
Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma on
Sunday said that his government was seeking to
transform the Har Ghar
Tiranga’ drive into a people’s movement by encouraging individuals to procure the national flag, either from self-help groups
or fair price shops.
Sarma explained that
the Tricolour was being
supplied at subsidised
rates through fair price
shops, but “the ones who
can afford should ideally
purchase it from self-help
groups” as that would add
to the their earnings.
Addressing a press conference here, Sarma said,

Himanta Biswa Sarma
The government has refrained from providing the
national flag for free. We
want to make Har Ghar
Tiranga’ a people’s movement.
He stated that those who
could not afford to buy the
Tricolour from the SHGs
or other stores should get

it from fair price shops for
Rs 18 per piece.
The government has
bought 50 lakh flags from
the textile ministry and is
making these available to
people through fair price
shops. The flags being
made by SHGs are slighlty
costlier. Only those who
cannot afford to buy from
SHGS may get them from
fair price shops, he said.
He added that 22 lakh
beneficiaries of the state’s
Orunudoi scheme, under
which the government
provided Rs 1,000 each per
month in the bank accounts of economically
weak individuals, would
receive an additional Rs 18
next month for buying the
Tricolour.

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Jharkhand has become
a “den of corruption”, the
BJP alleged on Sunday, hitting back at the Congress
over the arrest of its three
MLAs in West Bengal with
a large amount of cash.
The
Congress
on
Sunday suspended three
Jharkhand MLAs, who
were caught allegedly
with a huge amount of
cash in Howrah, and accused the BJP of attempting to topple its coalition
government in the state.
The entire Congress
leadership, be it a big
leader or small, is involved
in corruption in the state,
BJP spokesperson Syed
Zafar Islam alleged. He ac-

PRESIDENTIAL COLOURS

Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu with Chief Minister MK Stalin during the presentation of the Presidential Colours
to the Tamil Nadu Police, in Chennai, Sunday.

cused the party of trying
to shift the blame to it for
the alleged corruption of
its MLAs. Citing a recent
probe by the Enforcement
Directorate, Islam said officials linked to Chief
Minister Hemant Soren
have been nabbed for suspected corruption and
now the entire country
has seen three Congress
MLAs travelling to Bengal
with a large amount of
cash.
“The Congress has been
exposed again. Corruption
has reached huge proportions in Jharkhand. The
state government has been
frequently involved in
graft and the state has become a den of corruption,” he alleged.

10 Years And Counting

India’s poor elderly wait for monthly
pension to go up from Rs 300
New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
Rs 300. For some, a movie
ticket or a cappuccino, for
others their weekly grocery budget or maybe a
simple family meal in a
dhaba’. And for many thousands across India, their
entire pension for the
month. The last increase
was in 2012 when pensions
under the Indira Gandhi
National Old Age Pension
Scheme, Indira Gandhi
National Widow Pension
Scheme and Indira Gandhi
National
Disability
Pension Scheme went up
from Rs 200 to Rs 300 per
month. Ten years on, the
wait for another hike continues. The government

implements its various
pension schemes under the
National Social Assistance
Programme (NSAP) for
persons belonging to below
poverty line (BPL) households. For the many beneficiaries, any increase, however inadequate in terms of
rising prices, is welcome.
Like 65-year-old Hiri
Devi, who has been bedridden with paralysis for the
10 years and gets Rs 300
every month under the
Disability Pension Scheme.
“My husband who is over
70 years old has started
working as a daily wage
labourer in view of the recent inflation. We don’t
even get ration for five days
in this money,” Hiri Devi,

Cong to fight for
farmers’ issues
from streets to Parl

‘Need to give women
dignified atmosphere at work’

New Delhi, Jul 31 (PTI):
The Congress on Sunday
asserted it will fight from
the streets to Parliament
to ensure the guarantee of
minimum support price
for farmers and firmly oppose the “anti-people policies” of the government.
The assertion was made
by the party after a twoday meeting of the officebearers of the All India
Kisan Congress whose
newly-appointed chief
Sukhpal Singh Khaira
said he will undertake a
nationwide tour to know
the problems of farmers
and labourers, and support them. Khaira said he
will fight the battle of
farmers and labourers
with promptness from the
road to the House.

“roadblocks” for women
in the name of societal
values.
“Empowerment means
equal opportunities We
need to give a dignified atmosphere to women at
work. This is the first
thing we should do for
their
empowerment,”
Yadav said at an event organised by News18.
“Dignified life means
everybody has the freedom to make their own decisions, choices and participate... having the right
to eat and wear whatever
they want,” he said.
Women need security,
but they need dignity first.
Once they get dignity, they
will ensure the security of
others too, the minister
said.

Bhupender Yadav

New Delhi, July 31 (PTI):
Union Environment
Minister
Bhupender
Yadav on Sunday said
women should be provided equal opportunities
and a “dignified atmosphere” at work for their
empowerment. He also advised against creating

who lives in Delhi’s
Jahangirpuri colony, told
PTI. Till a few months ago,
Hiri Devi was getting additional assistance in the
form of adult diapers and
additional rations from
NGOs but this has stopped
with the pandemic situation improving. There is no
immediate relief in sight.
There is no proposal related to change in the pension
amount provided under
the
National
Social
Assistance Programme,
the Rural Development
ministry, the nodal ministry for the schemes, said
in response to a recent RTI
query filed by Madhya
Pradesh-based activist
Chandra Shekhar Gaur.

Army thanks dog
‘Axel’ for service
Srinagar, Jul 31 (PTI): Army personnel on Sunday thanked ‘Axel’
— an army dog who died during
an anti-militancy operation in
Baramulla district — for his services as they bid adieu to their
canine friend. “Thank you for
your Service Axel”, Srinagarbased Chinar Corps tweeted
alongside a file photo of the
Army Dog. “#ChinarCorps
salutes the valour & sacrifice of
Army Dog No 74B7 AXEL (Aslt
Canine) who laid down his life in
the line of duty in Op
Wanigambala, #Baramulla on 30
Jul 22,” the army said in a tweet.
A wreath laying ceremony was
held on Sunday for the fallen
canine who was part of the 26
Army Dog Unit and carried the
number ‘74B7’during its service.
Besides Axel, an unidentified militant was killed in the encounter
at Wanigam Bala in Kreeri on
Saturday in which two security
personnel also sustained injuries.

Iconic Tripura palace to be turned into museum Kargil war memorial home to provide relief to soldiers
Celebrating royal history, Tagore links
Agartala, Jul 31 (PTI):
The century-old iconic
Pushpabanta Palace, built
by an erstwhile Maharaja
of Tripura, is being developed as a national-level
museum and cultural centre. Nestled on a small
hillock in the capital city,
the old heritage structure
was built in 1917 by
Maharaja
Birendra
Kishore Manikya, who
himself was a painter and
used the picturesque palatial home as a studio. It
also doubled up as a guest
house of the Manikya
kings. Nobel laureate
Rabindranath Tagore,
who had close ties with the
royal family, visited
Tripura seven times.
During his last visit to the

state in 1926, Tagore stayed
at the Pushpabanta Palace.
Tagore’s 80th birthday
was celebrated here by
Maharaja Bir Bikram
Kishore Manikya during a
programme in May 1941,
experts said.
Documents related to
Tagore’s visit to the
Pushpabanta Palace, and
excerpts of his work will
be displayed at the proposed museum.
After the princely state
merged with the Indian
union in 1949, the 4.31-acre
palace was converted into
the chief commissioner’s
bungalow and then the Raj
Bhavan till 2018. The Raj
Bhavan was finally shifted
to a new building in 2018.
State Tourism Minister
Pranajit Sinha Roy said Rs

40.13 crore has been sanctioned to develop the heritage
structure
as
Maharaja
Birendra
Kishore
Manikya
Museum and Cultural
Centre. He said it would
showcase the rich heritage
of all the northeastern
states, Southeast Asian
fine arts and contemporary photography, along
with national and international archives.
It would be fully climate
controlled and CCTV-monitored, and one among the
few in the country with realistic digital experiences.
Our government is committed to preserving the
cultural heritage and the
immense contribution of
the royal dynasty of
Tripura, he said.



From bone-chilling
conditions
during winters

Drass (Ladakh), Jul 31 (PTI):

Known as the second
coldest inhabited place on
earth and the gateway to
the Union Territory of
Ladakh, Drass will no
longer be a bone-chilling
posting for soldiers engaged in protecting the
Kargil War Memorial —
all thanks to a homegrown construction technology pioneered by educationist
Sonam
Wangchuk who inspired
the movie ‘3 Idiots’.
Wangchuk was commissioned by the Nagpurbased Lokmat media
group to build the Kargil
War Memorial Home for

Accomodation for soldiers posted at Kargil War Memorial in Drass.
the jawans posted at the
memorial, which is dedicated to the 559 soldiers
who died defending the
motherland
from
Pakistani intruders who
were driven back by a victorious Indian army in

the 1999 war. The chairman of the editorial
board of Lokmat Media
and former member of
Rajya Sabha Vijay Darda
dedicated the facility to
the soldiers on ‘Vijay
Diwas’ last week in the

presence of General
Officer
Commanding
(GOC), Fire and Fury
Corps, Lt Gen Anindya
Sengupta, and the editorin-chief of Lokmat Media
and former minister,
Rajendra Darda. The me-

morial is located at an altitude of 10,800 feet where
temperatures drop to
minus 30 degrees sometimes. However, the temperature in the memorial
home housing the soldiers
will remain over 15 degrees Celsius, which
means the water for daily
use will not freeze.
Designed by Wangchuk,
a renowned educationist
and founder of the
Himalayan Institute of
Alternatives,
Ladakh
(HIAL), the facility has
been built using bricks
made by mixing crop
straw and Ladakh soil.
“For this, the crop straw
thrown away by the farmers from Punjab and the
soil of Ladakh has been
mainly used,” the chief
operating officer of HIAL,
Tanmay Mukherjee, said.
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